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Speaker Churchi 11 : ''The House wi 11 be in order . The Members wi 11

be in thei r chai rs . Representat ive Churchi 11 in the Chafr .

The Chaplain f or the day is the Pastor Jef f Houf gh of tbe

Fi rst Pentecostal Church in Altamont . Pastor Houf gh is the

guest of Representat ive Noland . Will the quests in the

gallery please rise and join us f or the lnvocat ion? Pastor
Houf 9h.H

Pastor Jei f Houf gh k ''Let us pray . Father , we are gratef ul to you

this morninq f or your blessings upon us and the burden of

responsibi lity weighs heavy upon our heart today that we

are ministers to mankind and called of God to f u1f i 11 a

purpose i n a posi t ion that i s very un ique . We ask f or

unique wisdom, spec ia1 guidance . We ask , Father , that you

teach us your ways , cause us to count the costs and to

count our ways that we might regard the law of God in all

that we do and in a1l that we say . We thank you, Lord , f or

the inst i tut ions of the home , of the schools , of the

church , of qovernment , and what role they play in our

soc iety and the very importance that there is there to

them . We have an af f ect upon all of that , and I ask ,

Father , that you would guide our thoughts thi s day and give

us that knowledge and that ins ight and particular

understanding that we would lack i f it weren ' t f or you. We

have looked the hi lls f rom what has come as our strength,

encourage these that are here today . I pray that you would

encourage them and uphold them, strenqthen thei r tboughts .

I pray , Master , that as we think of a t ime that we wi 11

stand bef ore you and give an account to God of what we do

in this l i f e . in thi s f lesh . that we will give Mreat

consideration to the words that we say and the l i f e we

l ive , the homes that we orchestrate , and the government

that we have here in thi s great State of 1 11 inoi s . We
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thank you for your many blessings all across this plain

that we are a part of. We ask that you would guide

everything that is said and done. In the wonderful name of

Jesus Christ, Kmen.''

Speaker Churchill: *We will be led in the Pledge of Allegiance

today by Representative Lachner.'f

Lachner et a1: ''I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United

States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands,

one nation under God, indivisible. with liberty and justice
for al1./

Speaker Churcbill: ''Ro11 Call for attendance. Representative

Currie, are there any excused absences on tbe Democratic

side of the aisle?''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. Please let the record sho? that

Representative Martinez and Representative Morrow are both

excused today.'

Speaker Churchill: 'fThe Journal will so reflect. Representative

Cross, are there any excused absences on the Republican

side of the aisle?''

Cross: ''Yes. Representative Bigqins please. If you would let

the record reflect that Representative Btggins ts excused,

Mr. Speaker. Thank you.''

Speaket Cburchill: NThank you, Representative Cross.'f

Cross: ''Thank you again for askinq.''

Speaker Churchill: 'The Journal will so reflect. Mr. Clerk, take

the record. There are l13 Members answerin: the Roll and a

quorum is present. The House will come to order. Senate

Bills - First Reading.'f

Clerk McLennand: ''Introduction - First Reading of Senate Bills.

Senate Bill #11: offered by Representative Parke, a Bill

for an Act that amends the fnemployment Insurance Act.

Senate Bill 415, offered by Representative Parke, a Bill
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for an Act to amend the Workers' Compensation Act. Senate

Bill 421, offered by Representative Parke, a Bill for an

Act to amend the Illinois Public Labor Relations Act.

Senate Bill #100, offered by Representative McAuliffe, a

Bill for an Act to amend the Illinois Pension Code and the

State Mandates Act. Senate Bill 4253, offered by

Representative 3rady, a Bill for an Act in relation to sick

leave benefits for State Bmployees. Senate Bill 4354,

offered by Representative Hughes, a Bill for an Act in

relation to qrievance procedures and employment. Senate

Bill #355, offered by Representative Rutherford, a 3i11 for

an Act concernin: disclosure of employment records. Senate

Bill 4611, offered by Representative Saviano, a 3ill for an

Act to amend the Illinois Nursing Act of 1987. Senate Bill

#618, offered by Representative Ryder, a Bill for an Act

concerning emergency medical services. Senate Bill #662:

offered by Representative Salvi, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Illinois Public Aid Code. Senate Bi1l 4682,
offered by Representative Stephens, a Bill for an Act

concerning educatlon. Senate Bill 4747: offered by

Representative Moffitt, a Bill for an Act to amend the

Criminal Code of 1961. Senate Bill 4760, offered by

Representative Pankau, a Bill for an Act to amend the Toll

Highway Act. Senate Bill 4813, offered by Representative

Cross, a Bill for an Act concerning music licensing fees.

Senate Bill 41133, offered by Representative Ryder: a Bill

for an àct concerning nursing home facilities. Senate Bill

41191, offered by Representative Brady, a Bill for an Act

to amend the Illinois Insurance Code. Introduction and

First Reading of these Senate 3i11s. ''

Speaker Churchill: ''We will now proceed to the order of Senate

Bills - Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please read Senate Bill
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Clerk McLennand: NSenate 3ill 442, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Illinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of this Senate

Bill./

Speaker Churchill: 'The Chair recognizes tbe Gentleman from

Coles, Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: 'lThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House, Senate 3i1l 42 provides that an individual

who has been issued a purple heart or a Korean War Veteran

license plate and has received a grant under the Senior

Citizens and Disabled Persons Property Tax Relief and

Pharmaceutical Assistant Act, can pay only half of the

annual regular fee for the registration of his vehicle. It

is pretty straight forward, pretty simple. It allows for

50% payment of licensure fees for those who have been

awarded the purple heart or the Korean War Veteran Award as

well as the Property Tax Relief and Pharmaceutical

Assistance Act benefits. I would be more than happy to

answer any questions that the Members may have on the

Bi1l.''

Speaker Churchill: NIs there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cooky Representative Dartw?

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Indicates he will. Please, proceed.''

Dart: 'fRepresentative, this is limited just to the purple heart
plates and the Korean %ar Veteran plates. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Churchill: f'Representative Weaver.'l

Weaver: ''Yes, is. And they also have to have qualified for

assistance under the Disabled Personal Property Tax Relief

and Pharmaceutical Assistance Act.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''
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Dart: ''How many people presently have the purple heart plates?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Weaver.?

Weaver: Rl'm not really sure about the purple heart plates. The

Department has indicated that they think there may be as

many as 6200 individuals who would qualify for this plate.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Do you know how many people have the Korean War plates at

this time?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weavers''

Weaver: /1 don't currently have any idea, no, Representative.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Darto'

Dart: ''I'm just wondering if there was any estimate then of how

many people would qualify having both, either the t*o

plates and the senior citizen pharmaceutical exemption.

Would you have an idea of that number or a round figure?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.'

Weaver: ''The only impact that We have been able to estimate is,

like I said, approximately 6000, a little bit over, who may

qualify. Probably not all would take advantage of it and

the...while it is very, very difficult to estimate how many

people would actually avail themselves to thls, Ehey said

that the very tops, the potential cost is no more than

$150,000.,,

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dartof

Dart: ''That was my next question. Where does the money presently

go to...that comes into the Secretary of State's Office

from the license plate fee? Where does it go presently?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: ''Yeah, it goes into the fund that helps produce those

plates and for your previous question, we do have an

estimate. There are 1337 Korean War Veteran license plate

registrants right now and there are approximately 5630
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purple heart registrants riqht nowo''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Does al1 of the money then that is presently brought in

irom the license plates, does it all go just to the
administrative costs and to the issuants of the physical

license plate itself, no other place?'

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Weaver.'

Weaver: ''To the best of our knowledge, that is the caseoe

Speaker Churchill: 'Representatfve Darto?

Dart: ''Mr. Speaker, 1 have a couple more questions, but I want to

take this off of Short Debate and am joined by the
appropriate number of hands.''

Speaker Churchillk ''I only see three hands. You have to.. .need

more friends than that.''

Dart: ''I don't have many friends.*

Speaker Churchill: lokay. Oh, 1 see Bugielski has 50th hands up.

Alright, it is off Short Debate. Representative Dart,

proceed.''

Dart: 'Thank you. My concern was, Representative, is that this

obviously sounds like a good idea. It seems like a

relatively limited pool of people we are talkinq about

here. But my concern was just the fiscal hit because we do
have the Secretary of State's Office has been complaining

at length about its lack of funds and the like, and I am

wondering where in particular this money would hurt them.

If it is just administrative: would understand, but I *as
wondering if any of this money would come out of the road

fund or anywhere else?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weavero''

Weaver: ?'No, it would not come out of the road fund, and the

Secretary of State's Office is in support of our effort.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''
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Dart: HRepresentative, I am looking at the fiscal note that was

issued by the Secretary of State's Office and this..pl

guess the thrust of where I was going with the question

because I frankly am not as versed in this as I should be.

But, it says the fiscal impact on House Bill 42 on the road

fund would be approximately $41,000 if at least 25% of the

current purple heart and 25% of the Korean War Veteran

license plate registrants opted to take this discounted

thing, license plate registration fee. Apparently irom the

fiscal note, it looks as if the money Would come out of the

road fund. I mean, is that not correct??

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Weaver.''

Weaver: ''Apparently that would be... I stand corrected. It

would be that $41,000 would come out of the road fund.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: nlust a final question then. Iso..and truly, this is my

ignorance here. Would a1l of the money that would be lost

because of cutting this in half be coming from the road

fund money or would this be coming from administrative

money that the Secretary of State uses right nok to

administer license plates and the like: or is it all out of

the road fund?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Weaver for the answer.''

Weaver: OThe money is put into an administrative fund which is

part of the road fund so, I guess it is kind of 6 to 1,

half a dozen of another.''

Speaker Churchill: PFurther discussion? The Gentleman from

Effingham, Representative Hartke.?

Hartke: ''Yeah. Would the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: HHe indicates that he will. Please, proceed.''

Hartke: HRepresentative Weaver, I am just a little bit confused.
: am in support of I think, in what you are trying to
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why you are just
Do we havetalking about just the Korean War Veterans.

special plates for Vietnam Veterans or World War JT

Veterans?''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Weaver.''

Weaver: 'Not currently, no.''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Hartke.''

Hartke: f'We1l, I thouqht a couple of years ago we passed a piece

of legislation that was a veterans license plate and it

didn't matter which war you were in, they went by military

platep you know, like you were in the Army or the Navy or

the Marines, there is a special plate for that, too. And

then We had those that were issued for those who were given

the purple heart. I just wondered... I think your
legislation here requires that they must have the purple

heart or the Korean War plate now. I would think you would

want to extend the same privilege of reduced rates to any

disabled veteran, whether Korean War or Vietnam or World

War II, but it seems to me like you are playing favorites

here with just those in the Korean conflict and that is...''
Speaker Churchill: 'Q 'm sorry, Representative, was that a

question...?

Hartke: ''Wel1, I think so, and I think he is studyinq the

situation out. Representative Weaver, does this apply to

World War 11 veterans as well?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: ''If they are awardees of the purple heart, it does. The

reason that We have extended this for the purple heart and

Korean War veterans is that they currently qualify for

discounts under the Circuit Breaker Program with the

Department of Revenue, and so what we are doing is simply

extending that circuit breaker priv#kege from those
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individuals with purple hearts and Korean War veteran

plates who also participate in the federal programs that we

announceo..allows them to get a discount on their license

Plates.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.l

Bartke: 'fso, if you are a Vietnam Veteran and you have a purple

heart, would you qualify under this program?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.*

Weaver: >Ii you are currently participating under the Senior

Citizens and Disabled Person's Property Qax Relief and

Pharmaceutical Assistance Act.f

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.l

Hartke: >So, under this legislation, if you are just a Korean War
veteran, do you have to qualify under the Senior Citizens

Circuit Dreaker, too? But, this says 'or'.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.l'

Weaver: ''Vou can be either qualified under the Senior Citizens

and Disabled Person's Property Tax Relief and

Pharmaceutical Act or if you are disabled. It provides an

easy way for us to identiiy those purple heart recipients

and those Korean War veterans who are enabled by this other

program to be identified so that we can not only provide

them with circuit breaker relief, but also relief on their

license plates.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.l

Hartkek ''As I read through the language of the current law, there

is a deduction of $2 of the license fees that goes to the

Korean War Veterans License Plate Memorial and their fund.

you are reducing this to half price, from :8, it Would

be down to $24, does the fund also receive a reduction for

the Memorial Fund or does that stay the same?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.''
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fee.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartkel ''So, that would be on top of the $48, the $15 dollar fee

plus the $2 for the fund. So, they would still be paying

$24 plus $l5 plus $2 plus $2. Is that correct?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: *We are not changing that part of the original

legislation. That shall remain the way is.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke.l

Hartke: ''Wel1, I am qoing to support the legislation. just
didn't want to get cauqht in the box where we are

supporting the veterans from Korea over those from Vietnam

or any other conflict that we have been in that we want to

give that deduction to, especially if they have the purple

heart or are disabled in those conflicts.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Weaver to close.
l

Weaver: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen, this

is... Although it may sound like it is a bit complex? it

is very simple. We are offering a 50% price break on

license fees to those purple heart recipients and those who

are veterans of the Korean War, they are also taking

advantaqe of some federal programs or excuse me, some

circuit breaker programs on pharmaceutical assistance and

senior citizens and I would appreciate an 'aye' vote on

this very worth while Bill.>

Speaker Churchill: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 42 pass?'

A11 those in favor vote 'aye'; a11 those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk: take the record. On this

question, there are 111 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'nay',

May 8, 1995

reduction shall not apply to the additional
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voting 'present', and this 3i11, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read Senate Bill 66.1'

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 466, a Bill for an Act in relation

to governmental matters. Third Reading of this Senate

Bill.''

Speaker Churchill: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

McLean, Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 66 is a Bill sponsored by Senator

Maitland. It includes land transfers. lt carries

transfers for many areas in the state including

Representative Novak's district and ask for your

passage.'

Speaker Churchill: ''ls there any discussion? The Chair

recoqnizes the Gentleman from Kankakee, Representative

Novak.>

Novak: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. 1 rise in strong support of this Bill. There are a

number of routine land transfers included, one of whlch is

for my district. It would help the City of Kankakee and a

developer build a large retail outlet facility south of the

City of Xankakee, but within its district it would be one

of the biggest retail developments in over 25 years. So 1

would certainly ask my colleagues to support this

legislation. l believe there aren't anyo..are not any

controversial land transfers in here and I would ask for

your affirmative vote on this Bill.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from St.

Clair, Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman) HYes, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he Will. Please? proceed.''
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Hofiman: lYes, Representative, With regard to this Bill. Does

this just apply to one specific individual authority or

could you please explain more expansively what this applies

V. O ? K

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, there are various and numerous land

transfers that apply to many counties throughout the

state.p

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''Alright: so this is just the land transfer 3i1l that we
do every year?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, there are at least three quick takes as

We 1 1 . ê'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffmangl'

Hoffman: HI apologize 1 couldn't hear thateo

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brady.''

3rady: 'The answer to your question is, yes. lt applies to

various areas of tbe state and it also has at least three

quick take provisions.''

speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: lcould you just briefly explain the quick take
provisions?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, there is one for Aurora, for Romeoville,

and for Jonesboro.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''I mean some people have generak problems with quick

takes. Is this just one specific.o.they have given the
ability to the Department of Transportation to perform one

specific quick take, or will this allow the Department of

Transportation to continually perform this type of activity
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just one specific, what specific

projects are they for??
Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Bradya'

Brady: ''Representative there are tWo for IDOT and one for the

Anna-lonesboro Water Commission. The one for the

Anna-lonesboro Water Commission allows it to improve it's

water treatment and storage facility and transmission

pipes. The two for IDOT, which include Aurora, allows for

a period of one year to acquire easements for the

construction of Phase 11 of the Indian Creek Flood Control

Project and the quick take for Romeo grants IDOT the power

for three years to acquire the right away for the 135th

Street Bridge Project in Will County.''
Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Are there any provisions in here that will pay money to

private individuals?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brady.'

Brady: ''Representative, not that 1'm aware of.l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hoffman.l'

Hoffman: *We1l, the payment for some of these easements, I think,

goes to individuals. Is that right? so the question

is...I mean we are buying something from individuals. The

state is buying something from an individual so we are

either.o.or excuse me we are selling them to individuals.

So IDOT is buying... It's my understanding that IDOT is

sellin: land to individuals for a certain amount of money

and giving them the easement rights. So these individuals

that are going to pay. Have there been appraisals done in

each of these instances?o

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Bradyo''

Brady: ''Representative, is my understanding that the

appraisals have been completed and a1l filed with the
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''Representative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: ''For each of these properties, are We getting the

appraised price or above?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Brady.?

Brady: ''Representative, I'm not sure. IDOT has made the best

determination they can in determining to do this, but I'm

not for certain.l

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Hoffman.'f

Hoffman: ''Well, my concern is, if there's appraisals on file and

we know how much the market value would be, I would hope

that we're paying either the marketo..l would hope that

we're receiving either the market value or above. As you

know we have just had some terrible instances which are
occurrin: regarding hotel properties in this state and

being able to get out from under certain loans for less

than iair market value. So my concern is are we giving any

of these people the type of 'sweetheart deals' that these

other people, politically connected, may have gotten or are

we at least getting market value or above?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bradya''

Brady: oRepresentative, I fully understand you concern and share

it. It's my understandin: that IDOT has worked as best it

can with the appraisals to qet the best price they can for

these properttes and we have confldence.../

Speaker Churchill: ''There being no further discussion,

Representative Brady to close.''

Brady: pThank you, Mr. Speaker, and Ladies and Gentlemen. This

is a, as indicated earlier, a land transfer Bill which

includes various areas of the state and I ask ior your

favorable vote.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 66 pass?'
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'aye'; all those opposed vote

fnay'. The votinq is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wisb? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are lll 'ayes', 'nays' and 2 people

voting 'present'. This Bill, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read Senate Bill 116.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 116, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Hospital District Law. Third Reading of this Senate

3ill.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

McDonougb, Representative Myers.''

Myers: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 116 amends the Hospital District Law to

include congregate housing units in the definition of

'facility'. And it provides that a hospital district shall

have the power to establish and maintain these congregate

housing units to acquire or lease land for the location,
and the establishment, maintenance, and development of

those housing units and other facilities and to borrow the

funds and give debt instruments, real estate mortgages, and

security interest in the personal property, contract

rights, and general intangibles. And finally to enter into

any contract required for participation in any federal or

state programs. I would be glad to answer any questions.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.
''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. First, would like to take

this Bill off of Short Debate and I'm joined by the

requisite number of my colleagues.''

Speaker Churchill: OYou have four hands up and Louie Lang is two
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of those.

Short Debate.''

Schakowsky: HThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he Will. Please proceed.
''

Schakowsky: ''Representative, I'm unfamiliar with the concept of

congreqate housing units in the context of any relationship

to hospitals. I'm wonderinq if you could explain that.

What are they?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Myers. ''

Myers: ''In this case, congregate housing means, housing for

senior citizens in this particular area and for a

particular facility in my district. The hospital conducted

a survey of needs for senior housing in the area and since

other local units of governments were not willing or unable

financially to assist with senior housinq. In this case,
these congregate housing units are going to be for senior

citizens that need some form of light support services,

such as meals or maybe light housekeeping. ''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schakowsky.*

Schakowsky: ''Knd exactly what kind of relationship then would

these housing units have with the hospitals?''

Speaker Churchlll: ''Representative Myerso''

Myers: ''The relationship that these senior housing units would

have with the hospital would be that the hospital board

would be the controlling party or the controlling board for

the ownership of the senior housing units. The hospital

board would secure the funding for it and in this case,
this particular hospital board has filed an application

with the Farmers Home Administration, and the Farmers Home

Administration would provide the loan fundinq to the board

and the board then would oversee the housing units. There

would be no hospital money whatsoever used in the

May 8, 1995

It's offOkay, now there are enough hands up.
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4, lestablishment of the senior housing units.
Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Biggert in the Chair.

Representative Schakowsky, continue.''

Schakowsky: ''If thereïs no hospital money, what is the financin:

then for this congreqate housing?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myersv'

Myers: *In 1991, when this hospital board did the survey and

discovered that there was a need, they applied to the

farmers home administration for funds under instruction

l944(e), the rural rental housing loan program and tbat is

the program that this local hospital board would be using

in securing the funds. The Rural Rental Housing Loan

Program.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.f

Schakowsky: p1s there any particular financial advantage to the

hospital in doing this, or are they simply providing the

instrument to secure the loan?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.'

Myers: /1 think there probably could be two advantages,

Representative. First of all, most of the loan programs

under the Farmers Home Administration carry a lower

interest rate than do the public loans. And secondly, the

federal loan program operated by Farmers Home

Administration does provide an instrument where they can

pool some loans togethero''

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Representative: I'm assuming that because you are

seeking legislation that the hospital is prohibited under

current 1aw from doinq this. Ts tha: the case?''

Speaker Biggert) ''Representative Myers.''

Myers: 'Representativez that seems to be a subject of
interpretation. Many people including the Illinois

I
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Hospital Association today currently thinkG that, that the

language is within the law to permit that; however, when

this current hospital board submitted their application to

the Farmers Home Administration for the funds available,

their interpretation, legal council for the Farmers Home

Administration Was that. since it did not specifically

state that this was permitted then their interpretation was

that it was prohibited. Other sources would say that no
,

other hospitals have been doing it, or are doing it and

think that it is permissible. Tbis language just clarifies
what some would already say is already in practice.

''

Speaker Biqqert: 'Representative Schakowsky? your time is just
about up.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, if I could just close. To the Bill.
Thank you, Madam Speaker. It seems to me that this

language would clarify for the federal government that a

hospital can, in factp secure the loan in order to build

senior housinq and it seems to me that the goal of

affordable housin: for seniors particular in rural areas is

a good one and I would urge support for this legislation.M

Speaker Bigqert: uThank you. Representative Meyer, the Gentleman

from Will. Ladies and Gentlemen, could we have some order

here?''

Meyer: 'Madam Speaker, I move the previous question.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Meyer, you weren't recognized

for that purpose. Representative Lang, the Gentleman from

O O O k * 11

Lang: 'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he will.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Perhaps it's...because it's early in the Week,

Representative, l haven't been able to focus on What you've

been talking about here. Can you qive us a brief
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description of what this does and does it only...does

only affect one hospital district in Illinois?''

Speaker Biggert: FRepresentative Myers.''

Myers: ''Representative, to recap what this 3ill does is,

amends Hospital District Law to include congregate housing

and in this case, housing for senior citizens as in the

definition of 'facility'. It provides that the hospital

district may have the power to establish and maintain these

units. Further, in answer to your second question, it

applies to 18 hospital districts that currently fall under

Hospital District Law.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Is there something in the Hospital District

Law today that prohibits them from doinq this?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.?

Myers: 'Representative, as 1 stated previously there is nothing

in the law that prohibits or prevents them to do but

the law does not specifically permit them to do it. And in

this case, one hospital that did apply for a loan under

this authority was told by the financing authority that

would grant them the loan, that since they did not read the

permission into the lanquaqe then they interpreted it as a

prohibition.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.e

Lang: HWel1, can't the hospital district issue their own debt

without even going to a financial institution? Can't they

just sell their own bonds?''
Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.''

Myersl ''Representative, perhaps some hospitals districts could,

but this is a rural hospital district that chose either not

to or did not have the capability available to them.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lango''
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 Lang: ''And the purpose of this is to put this housing together

for families that have to stay overnight in the area

because their loved ones are in the hospital, would that be

correct?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Myersa''

Myers: ''No, Representative, that is exactly wrong. The purpose

of tbis 3ill is to establish housing for senior citizens.

Senior citizen housing in this particular area is at a

shortage and local units of goxernments either...otber

local units of local qovernments were either incapable of

doing it or chose not to. But the need was there based on

a survey that housing...or that the hospital board

conducted and established that they could provide this

service with perhaps a low interest loan from the Farmers

Home Administration, erecting the housing and securing rent

from the senior citizens.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Langof'

Lang: ''We1l, ho% will the rent be set??

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myersp''

Myers: 'The Bill does not stipulate hoW the rents are to be set,
that would be the authority of the hospital board to make

that determination.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Langwl'

Lang: ''Well...frankly, I understand what you're trying to do but

when you start by telling us that the hospital district

needs state approval to build these things because there's

nothing in the lct. Why don't they need state approval to

set the rents? Wby can tbey do tbat on their o*n hook, but

they can't build the units without our belp. 1 don't

understand how that works together.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.''

Myers: nRepresentative, I assume that there are already
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provisions in the la* that allow the hospital authority,

the hospital boards, certain authoritles in their daily

functions. This apparently is not one of them, this is why

that this kanggage is belng introduced to clarify the law.
?

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang, your time is drawin: to a

close.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Could you point out to me in the current la*

what would give the hospital district the authority to set

the rents at these buildings once we give them the

authority to build them?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.''

Myers: ''Representative, didn't say that I could cite the

specific law. I said that 1 assume there is that authority

in the law.''

Speaker Biqgert: NRepresentative Langw''

Lang: ''We1l, do you think we should build laws in this state

based on assumptions, Sir?f

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers. Representative Myers.
l

Myers: HRepresentative, currently there are authorities with the

hospital boards that allow them to set rates for their room

charges in the hospital. The hospital has authority to

establish what services they want to offer, what equipment

they want to purchase. This is just one of those other
provisions within the law that authorizes them to establish

another part of their facility and conduct that iacility

under the laws that they are already granted on

establishing rental bases or room rent bases.'

Speaker Biggert: ''The Lady from Cookp Representative Flowers.
/

Flowers: OMadam Speaker, I would like to yield my time to

Representative Lang, please.''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Thank you. Representative Lang.'!

Lang: ''Thank you and thank you, Representative Flowers.
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Representative, you've said that they can set the rents

because it's one of their daily functions to run their i

facilities. It's also their function to build their

facilities and yet this is a facility they want build and

they need state approval to do that. I don't understand

why there's a difference, why they need our authority to

build but they don't need our authority to set the rents

for these senior that are going to be there.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.?

Myers: ''Representative, I don't think that they understood it

either, in fact, that was one of the reasons why they

brought this Bill here. They didn't understand why the

lanquage didn't specifically state that they could do this.

They didn't understand why the lending agency that they

went to said in their lanquage, since it does not state it

in the Bill then it is not permissive to them.''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Lang./

Lang: 'Did they try any other lending agency?''

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Myers.''

Myers: ''1 have no information to thato''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: NWell, if you were building a home and the first proposed

lender turns you down for the construction loan, you would

probably go to another one, wouldn't you?n

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.''

Myers: MRepresentative, 1 think the issue here is the hospital

board and their source of funding and in this case, their

source of funding is very willing to loan them the money.

They just want to make sure, the federal agency just wants
to clarify in state law what is permitted and what is not

permitted.H

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Lang.ï' 1

I
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facility in

Ellinois?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.l

Myers: '':'m not aware of any other facilities, however there

could very well be.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Langpf

Lang: ''Are there any other states that have similar facilities?'

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentattve Myers.''

Myers: Plnm not aware of that either, Representative.''

Speaker Biggert: *Representative Lang./

Lang: >So, would you then say this is a case of first impression

b0th for our state and for a federal government that was

trying to give them authority, but couldn't do so without

this clarificationo''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Myers.''

Myers: RRepresentative, could you repeat the question again? 1'm

not sure understand what you were trying to get at.''

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Lang.H

Lang: ''Well, 1et me ask a different question. The effort to

build senior houslng, have you seen the plans on the

proposal to build thls housing?'

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Myers.o

Myers: PNo, Representative, I have not.''

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentattve Langvf

Lang: 'Who has proposed this legislation? Who signed in as

witnesses for this and alsop who signed in as witnesses

against this legislation?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Myerso'r

Myers: ''Representatlve, I have seen absolutely no opposition.

The proponents have been the Illinois Hospital Association,

they have signed in fully supportive of this effort.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lango''
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Lang: RYou indicated, and if :'m Wrong correct me, but think

you indicated this effects 18 hospital districts in

Illinois. ls that correct?''

Speaker Biggert) eRepresentative Myers.
l

Myers: PThat is correct, but We don't know Which ones other than

this one in particular, that suggested the leqislation.
''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.'

Lang: nWe11r l don't know...so you're telling me there are 18

hospital districts in lllinois, it effects them a11 but

only one of them is interested in availing themselves of

this legislation?*

Speaker Biggert: ffRepresentative Myers.'

Myers: HRepresentative, a1l 18 could be interested in availinq

themselves of this legislation, however only one stepped

iorward to sugqest this change of language.'

Speaker Biggert: ORepresentative Langm''

Lang: ''Which hospital would that be and where is it located,
Sir?''

Speaker Biggert: MRepresentative Myers.M

Myers: OThe hospital that stepped forward is tbe Rushville

District Hospital more commonly referred to as 'Colberson'

Memorial Hospital in Rushville which is in Schuyler

County.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.'ï

Lang: 'ïWould that be in your district, Sir?o

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Myersw''

Myers: ''Yes, it is, Representative.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.l

Lang: RWould that be one of the hospitals that might be in real

serious trouble if we don't resolve the medicaid mess in

our state, Sir?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers.''
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Myers: HRepresentative, think all of the hospitals in the State

of Illinois are jeopardized by the problem. This is just
one of those hospitals that are incurring the problems

along witb al1 the rest of them.n

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lango'

Lang: pWould you consider this special interest legislation since

it's for a hospital in your district, Sir?'

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Myers.''

Myers: ''No, Representative, 1 do not. Since it can potentially

effect 18 other hospital districts or 17 other hospital

districts and this was just the first one to step forward,

1 do not consider it special legislation. They all can

avail tbemselves of this particular piece of legislation.
''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Myers to close.o

Myers: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. This is a piece of legislation

that think can be a Nery beneficial impact to rural

hospitals downstate in assisting their senior citizens in

their local areas when no other facilities are available.

1 would certainly urge all in the chamber to cast an 'aye'

vote. Thank you.'f

Speaker Biggert: RThank you. The question is# 'Shall House Bill

116 pass?' A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 opposed vote

'no'. The votinq is open. This is final action. Have al1

voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have all vote

who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question,

there are l13 'ayes' 0 'nays' and û voting 'present'.# '

And this Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. I have the honor of announcing

for Representative Stephens that there are 60 patriots of

the famed 26th infantry Yankees Division and their wives

are in the gallery in back of me. This division... Ladies

and Gentlemen, this is the first and oldest National Guard
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division. They have earned 80 battle streamers during

their 76 year history from 1917 to 1993. They participated

in every major war from the Revolutionary to the Vietnam
Conflict. Over 6000 awards for valor in World War 11

alone. Mr. Clerk, please read House Bil1...or Senate Bill

2 9 8 . ''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 298, a Bill for an Act amending the

lllinois Aeronautics Act. Third Reading of this Senate

Bil1.''

Speaker Biggert: 'fThe Chair recognizes Representative Churchill.?

Churchill: lThank you, Madam Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House, this is a very simple Bill which only is just
the Bill. It doesn't do anything further than this. It

just updates the Aeronautics Act from 1970 to 1982. There

was a previous Act called the Airport and Airway

Development Act of 1970. That Act was repealed and

everything that we referred to, we referred to that 1970

Act. This brings up to the Administrator of Civil

Aeronautics of the United States Act and Airport and Airway

lmprovement Act of 1982. That is al1 it does. lt is just
a word change. You vote on this, you put it on the

Governor's Desk, doesn't become anything other than just
what you see.''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes

the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.l'

Lang: '1Wi11 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he Wi11Z'

Lang: lRepresentative, if I'm understanding you correctly, this

is just simply cleanup lanquage because some of the laws
have changed and you want the Act to read the way it is

supposed to read. Is that correct?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Churcbill.''
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Churchill: ''That is correct, Representative Lang. There was a

1970 Act which was repealed and every time We make

applications or do anything, we have to refer to the 1970

Act. This cleans it up and brings it up to the 1982 Act. ''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'Does this do anything else, Sir?e

Speaker Biqgert) ''Representative Churchill.''

Churchill: ''It does nothing further, and if you vote on it, it

goes to the Governor's Desk, so Will do nothinq

further.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''And so, I understand that there are no Amendments on this

Bill of any kind that would require the Bill to go back to

the Senate.l

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Churchille?

Churchill: HThat is correct.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Wel1 boy, I don't even have any questions. This Bill is

too simple to ask any questions about. And since it is not

going back to our colleagues in the Senate, 1'11 be happy

to vote for your Bill, Sir.?

Speaker Biqgert: nThank you. Representative Churchill to

close.''

churchill: ''Representative Lang is for the Bill and I am for the

Bill and it is a good Bill. So, please help pass it.''

Speaker Biqoert: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 298 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'; al1 those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are 106 voting 'ayel, l voting 'no',

voting 'present'. And this Bill, havin: received a
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Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, please read Senate Bill 169.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 159, a Bill for an Act concerning the

Trauma Center Fund. Third Reading of this Senate 3ill.%

Speaker Biggert: ''The Chair recognizes Representative Black. '

Black: 'Thank you very much, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. Senate Bill l59 simply requires an

additional penalty of $25 for a conviction or order of

supervision for a violation of driving under the influence

of alcohol or drugs. This is over and above any court

costs or fees currently collected and it Will go to the

Trauma Center Fund. Now, in recognition of the high cost

oi providinq trauma services, current 1aw allows that $5 of

the amount collected as a result of moving traffic

violations ls deposlted in tbe State Trauma Fund. gow, we

a11 know that we have had a number of closing. . .closures on

hospital trauma centers and unfortunately, an increase in

the number of critically injured patients. And that just
simply increases the burdens on our existing trauma

centers. This legislation, I think: will go far to keep

trauma services available. It does so without any strain

on General Revenue. 1'11 be glad to answer any questions

that you have.''

Speaker Biggert: ''ls there any discussion? The Lady from Cook
,

Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Gentleman

yield?''

Speaker Biggert: HHe indicates he wi11.''

Schakowsky: ''First, I could take it oIf of Short Debate,

please, and am joined by the requisite number of
colleagues to do that.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Seeinq the bare minimum, will be removed
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from Short Debate.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: f'Thank you. Representative Black, how is the money

distributed before, how is currently being distributed

to the trauma centers?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.?

Black: is being distributed under the State Trauma Center

Fund which I believe is administered through the Department

of Public Health.f'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''But, as I understand your legislation, what you are

doing is saying that now the money will be distributed

according to the use in the trauma center, and the volume

of cases that are treated in the trauma center, what is the

current way of distributing money to those trauma centers?''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Black.e

Black: ''We are changing the formula somewhat to the...

Currently, it is based on the number of trauma cases and

then you will also add in the average length of stay for

trauma cases. I believe that is what the hospitals in Cook

County wanted.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''I am sorry. You said that the hospitals in Cook

County would prefer to add in the length of stay and that

is what your Bill doesp or did I misunderstand?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.''

Black: PTo the best of my knowledge, that is my understanding.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

schakowsky: ''I know that it costs a certain amount of money,

would assume, to maintain a trauma center. Is your

understanding that this Bill will, in any way, threaten the
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existence of any trauma centers who may not be used as much

as others or have you heard from them?''

Speaker siggert: ''Representative Black.?

3lack: ''We11, don't think anyone can guarantee you that since

the formula for the distribution of this surcharge is based

on number of cases and average lenqth of stay, that al1

hospitals will receive more money..oor al1 trauma centers
.

I Wish that were the case. I tbink those trauma centers

that are used quite heavily will see an increase in money

available to them. As far as I know, that is why there is

no general opposition to the Bill from the health delivery

service's organizationseH

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: >Is there an estimate of how much additional money

will be raised by increasinq the fines that then will be

available to the trauma centers?''

Speaker 3iggert: ''Representative Blacke''

3lack: don't know hoW you could possibly put an estimate on

that. With the ever increasinq toughness of DUI laws and

the concurrent change in attitudes about driving under the

influencep I have no way and I don't think anybody would

have any way of knoking how much money this surcharge on

DU1 or driving under the influence of drugs would create...

I'd be happy didn't create anything because that

would mean that a major problem in the utilization of our

trauma centers has been eliminated. Butp no, have no

idea how much additional revenue this will create. lf it

creates $25 and it goes to a trauma center that needs it,

would say it is a good ideao''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''We1l, currently then, let me ask this: how much

money is qenerated by the fine that goes to trauma
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Black: have checked with staff and unfortunately, there is no

one here from the department. have no idea how much
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money is currently generated.'l

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Schakowsky.?

Scbakowsky: ''Well, then 1et me ask this, and 1 am sure it is in

the Bill but I haven't had an opportunity to look as yet,

but...so, what is the current fine amount that is put into

the fund??

Speaker Bigqert: GRepresentative Black.*

Blaek: ''As I said earlier, current 1aw allows that $5 collected

as a result of any moving traffic violation, is put into

the State Trauma Center Funden

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Schakowsky, your time is just
about up.''

Schakowsky: ''Okay. To the Bill then. lt appears to me that this

will generate, perhaps, siqnificant amounts of money to

trauma centers which are increasingly under pressure to

treat violent crime and drug related violence et cetera and

gun violence. So, would urge support of this

legislation.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Gentleman from Cook:

Representative Dart.''

Dart: 'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he Wil1.>

Dart: ''Representative, I appreciate the fact that you are...it is

hard to calculate how much money that this would bring

presently. Was there an estimate at all from the Secretary

of State's Ofiice as far as the number of DU1s in which

this would apply to, just like a round figure?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.''
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Black: nYes, I wish 1 had that information when I was previously

questioned. think it is a very good question. was

just handed a copy of the fiscal note that was filed on the
Bill when it was in the Senate and indicates the

Department of Public Health, with information from the

administrative oifice of the courts, estimates an increase

of between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 annually to the Trauma

Center Dlstributlon Fund.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Did they base that on any particular fiqurey because you

had mentioned before, the thrust where I am getting at with

this question is that we have under consideration? though

apparently it is bottled up now, is the .08 Bill over in

the Senate now. I was Wondering if any of their estimates

were based...were they based on the previous year's DUI

figures, were they based on a projection or were they based

on .08 or is it just based on the previous year's figures?''
Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Blacko''

Black: 'There is no date on the fiscal note when it was filed on

the Senate Bill. I have a hunch that this fiscal note was

probably filed prior to House Action on the 08 Bill and 1,

of course...so, I don't know whether they... My assumption

would be that they have not taken the .QB legiskation into

consideration.''

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: Hone other area was interested inp the provisions in this

Bi11... I think I like the Way it is Written, but I Was

just trying to get a clarification on it. Some of the
other areas, especlally in the area of DUIs, when we have

supplied fines and fees and the like, have been in such a

way where to be quite frank, once you get into the

courtroom, they will waive them. They will do a1l sorts of
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other things with them to :et around the intent of what we

are trying to do around here. There is provisions in here

that specifically mention that the additional $25 fee shall

not be considered part of the fine for purposes of any

reduction in the fine for time served, either before or

after the sentencing. How is that going to work out in the

court, and what is the intent of what we are doing there7''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''Thank you, Representative. think that is the crux of

this Whole Bill. I have had our legal council look at it

and he says that the intent of the Bill is very clear, that

the $25 must be over and beyond any other fines and court

costs assessed for a conviction of DU1 or driving under the

influence of drugs. Now, that is my understanding. That

is what legal council has said. I must tell you that they

Illinois Municipal League and the Mayor...Dupage Mayors and

Manaqers...Dupage Mayors and Managers Group have a concern

with the Bill because their fear is that judges will not

follow the Bill, that they will just simply collapse a fine
and the fine will be distributed as to the arresting

authority and how those fines are distributed, as you know

better than 1, and that they will end up with only the $5

for a moving violation. It is clearly not the intent of

this legislation and I would think if the courts do not

hold the intent, we may have to come back next year and

clarify it, but the Senate Sponsor and those that I have

had look at the Bill say that it is very clear as to what

the intent of this language is. How the courts will

interpret that, I have no idea.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dart.'f

Dart: ''And the provisions for the administrative tees for the

Clerk's Office are...they are phrased in such a way that
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they will not cut into the money going to the trauma iee,

that it will be the...that that set amount will go to the

trauma fee and it won't be a method for the Clerk's Office

to take anythin: other than What you specified in the

Bi1l?'f

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.?

Black: RYes, again, in consultation with staff who has Worked on

both the Senate and the House version, that is our

understanding. Againp as you indicated in your question

and again, it goes to the heart of the matter, sometimes

what we think we do is interpreted differently by the

courts and the circuit clerk. So, I can only say clearly

that is the intent, that this be over and above, not

divided up and spread among administrative agencies. And

if we find later that that is indeed happening, then 1

think we will have to come back for some kind of

clarification.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dart, your time is just about
U/ @ 11

Dart: ''Thank you. Just one final question, Representative. As 1

mentioned before, really like the way this thing was

written, with the way this was delineated. Representative

Hoffman I think had a Bill similar to this like a year or

two ago and don't know if he had the foresight that

yourself had and others to make sure that this part was

included. Because, as you have mentioned, this fine

sometimeG getG loGt...''

Speaker Biggert: 'fRepresentative Black, was that an answer?'!

Black: ''1... When brought the House Bill to Committee,

Representative Hoffman Was kind enough to point out some

language that I think he wanted in the Bill. It is my

understanding that that lanquage in fact Was added in the
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Senate and is included in this particular legislationo''

Speaker Biggert: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Moore.?

Moore, E.: eYes, Madam Speaker, I would just like to speak to the
Bill. think this is a very good piece of leqislation.

It is the same Bill that I supported last year and it

passed out of the House unanimously With over 70 votes, and

I commend Representatike Black for picking tbis up and I

support Representative Black, and T urge an 'aye' vote on

this particular case. Thank you.''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Thank you. The Gentleman from St. Clair,

Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''lYes. Will the Sponsor yield?n

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Hoffman: ''Representative, it is my understanding that two years

ago, I remember two years ago, I passed a Bill that imposed

the original $5 fee on movinq violations. At that time, it

is my understanding that DUIs were included; however, I do

applaud tbe effort to increase the DUJ amount. My only

concern is... I haven't had a chance to look at the entire

Bill. It is my understanding that the way it was

oriqinally written is, half of the money would go into this

trauma center fund and would be distributed and then the

other half of the money would go into another fund that

would be distributed based on the region that the money was

collected. For instance, there are certain trauma center

regions that are set up throughout the statey does this

change that in any way?'

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Blackw''

Black: my understanding that this surcharge qoes directly

to the distribution throuqh the Trauma Center Fund, that

there isn't any split and there won't be any $12.50 dollars

set aside for regëonal dtstribution, wë1l all qo to the
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fund and all be distributed to trauma centers on the basis

of number of cases and average length of stay.''

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Hoffmane''

Hoffman: ''This will not take any money out of the original

distribution and the original Bi1l7>

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.''

3lack: ''To the best of my knowledge, it Was drafted specifically

to not do that. You are correctp''

Speaker 3iggert: 'Representative Hoffman.h

Hoffman: %In that case, think it is a qreat idea. It is a

great Bill and I would like to applaud the Representative

for bringing forward. 0ne last question with reqard to

the circuit clerks. There was some problems with regard to

ensuring that the collection has taken place. Are they

okay with this Bill and will they just have to send the
money to one ëund? Their concern was they may have to send

it to several different funds. Has that been a1l taken

care of?''

Speaker Biggert: 'fRepresentative Black.''

Black: ''Representative, don't Want to misspeak. I think it has

been. The only opposition expressed to the Bill was Dupage

Mayors and Managers and the Municipal League because they

were fearful that the courts would, as Representative

earlier indicated, would ignore this and then they would

lose some of the fine money from distribution. I think the

intent is clear, it has been dratted as carefully as

everyone involved in the process, in fact, your input was

very valuable in the House Committee to avoid that and I

don't think the circuit clerks have any opposition to the

way the Bill is draftedo''

Speaker Biqgert: RThank you. Representative Hoffman, are you

finished?''
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Hoffman: ''I would just urge an 'aye' vote from everyone.'
Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Gentleman from Washington,

Representative Deering.'

Deering: pThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Biggert) ''He indicates he will.*

Deering: ''Representative, earlier this year the House passed

unanimously House 3i11 2401 that increased over and above

the DUI fines by the amount of $150 that was supposed to

cover testin: costs to the criminal labs if you had a BAC,

a blood alcohol test or a urinalysis. This, as I

understand it, $150 fee could be set aside by the judge if
the individual that was convicted of the DU1 did not have

the financial authority to pay this $150. Now, my question

is# if this Bill passes and goes to the Governor, the $25

over and above all other fines for the DUI: what if this is

a case of an individual that can't afford to pay the $150

and the other fines, will this $25 be set aside or will

thts $25 be a mandatory payment, also?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''Representative? it is my understanding that this is

mandatory, over and above.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''So then, as I understand it for the intent, I may if

:ot convicted then had a blood test and it cost me an extra

$150 and 1 couldn't pay that, I could get that set aside,

but I still would have to pay the $25. Nowp What is a

situation if this is a first time conviction? I know that

I will lose my license, will I not regain my license then

until I pay this $257 Will that be one of the hoops that

1:11 have to jump through to try to get reinstated of my
driving privileges?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Blacke''
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Black: ''Yeah, Representative, 1 know you and I share some of the

same concerns because of the difficulty downstate in

getting a timely hearing and the reinstatement of licenses,
particularly in areas where we don't have mass transit.

And is sometimes very hard to get a restricted drivin:

permit. 1, again, think this is over and above. It is

going to have to be paid. In fact, it is even tougher tban

that because you don't need a conviction. If you are put

on supervislon, you are stlll golng to pay this $25 fee.

So, this is not a slap on the wrist? so to speak, is

clearly saying that you want to drink and drive, you are

going to pay this money to the Trauma Fund because you are

more likely to cause trauma than someone who chooses not

to. It is a tough 3il1. There is no question about it and

looked at that very long and hard before 1 decided to

pick the Bill up./

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deering.'

Deerinq: ''Thank you, Representative, am glad you brought that

to my attention that even if you get a suspension, or...I

am sorry, supervision, that you have to pay this $25. I

was not aware of that. And like you, assure the

concerns. You know, we want to make the highway safer and

think that if these Bills are intended to get tough on

those problem areas, those problem individuals that have

the drinking problem, then they are well intentioned.

Thank you.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black.'ï

Black: ''C1ose.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Black to close.''

Black: ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. This Bill has had thorough debate.

has brought bipartisan support. I think it does what
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many of us want to do and that is to get tough on those who

abuse the right and privilege of driving, particularly

driving under the influence. The money, as you have heard,
I

the fine is over and above. That is our intent and that i

goes to the Trauma Center Fund. I think it is a

reasonable, common sense Bill, but it certainly gets tough

on those who abuse the responsibility of driving. I ask

for an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Biggert: eThe question isr 'Shall Senate Bill l59 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye', all those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted Mho wish? Have aI1 vote; who wisb? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are ll3 'ayes', 0 'nays': and 0 votinq

'present'. And this Bill, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please

read Senate Bill 75.9'

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 475, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Illinois Municipal Code. Third Reading of this Senate

Bil1.'

Speaker Biqgert: pThe Chair recognizes Representative Mulltqan.''

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, Senate Bill 75 is a technical cleanup of a TIFT

district Bill that Senator Butler and I carried last year.

Alsor it was amended in Committee to add Ehe municipality

oi oak Park which is Representative...by Representatives

Saviano, Durkin and Giles, who we just added to the Bill.
A1l it does is extend the length of the TIFT districts.

80th communities were in the position of having a TIFT

district, but not finding a developer that could perform in

the length of time because of different financial

constraints of the communities. Recently, they both have

;
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found developers, but their TIFT district would have run

out before the time of the existinq project would be
finished. So, therefore, I am asking for your support to

extend these for those municipalities.'

Speaker Bigqert: ''Thank yöu, Representative. Is there any

discussion? The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.
G

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Biggert: nshe indicates she will.''

Lang: ''Representative, the initial TIFT district that is

mentioned in the body of Senate Bill 75, that is in Des

Plaines. Would that be in your district?ï'

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Mulligan.l'

Mulligan: ''ïes, Representative Langy''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Langp''

Lang: ''And the Amendment that was Representative Savianofs

Amendment, what municipality would that be for?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligan.,

Mulligan: ''Oak Park, Representative.f

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Lang.f'

Lang: ''Representative, why 12 years? Why not 20, why not 18. why

tbis number?,

Speaker Biggert: MRepresentative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Representative' it was already 23 and it extended it

to 35. So, presume that both projects, Oak Park's and
Des Plaines' are going to take that length of time to

finish.'

Speaker Blggertz ''Representative Langw''

Lang: ''So, the number would be arbitrary?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligano/

Mulligan: ''No, it Would not. lt could be no longer than 35.'3

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Eanq: ??But nevertheless, the choice of the number of 35 is
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arbitrary. 7ou are extending it 12 years. You could have

extended it 10 or 15 or 30 years. Why twelve years

extension?'

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ORepresentative, it is meant to be consistent with the

financing of each project.''

Speaker 3iqgert: ''Representative Lang.l

Lanq: ''And is it your view that when we change TIFT laws and make

these extensions in this manner that we should be

consistent with the financing as opposed to having laws

that are consistent where each TIFT has the same rules?''

Speaker Diggert: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Representative, think it would depend on the

community for the simple reason that you wouldn't want to

make it lonqer because it takes some tax power away from

the local district...other taxin: distrlcts. So, I think

if you would make it longer than you actually need, it

would be a disservice, but on their other hand to increase

growth in business for a community is a service to the

community in the long run.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lango*

Lang: ''We1l, in my notes indicates that Peoria, Canton,

Bartonville, East St. Louis all qot a twelve year extension

previously. So, apparently there is some interest in that

number rather than in... can't believe that each of

these communities have the exact same financial structure

in thelr TIFT. So, are you sure there is nothing magic to

this twelve year extension? There is still no reason why

it is twelve as opposed to twenty?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: IQ think behind it Was jugt to make it consistent With
legislation. Probably, it has something to do also with
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the climate of tbe economy and when they were able to

attract a developer. So, that is probably where they hit

on the twelveo'

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Lange''

Lang: ''Who are the proponents of this legislation?''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Mulligan.?

Mulligan: ''I would think that you would find that they would be

the cities of Des Plaines, the cities of Oak Park, their

constituents, their Representatives that represent them in

this body and I would think the municipal conferences would

be for it; although they never indicated a position for or

againstol

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Lang.''

Lang) ''Have their been any public hearings, in either Des Plaines

or Gak Park, where the citizens of tbose municipalities

would have had the opportunity to step forward and tell

their villaqe boards 'no, we don't want you to do thisf?'

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Mulligan.'

Mulligan: 'Representative, I am not quite certain about Oak Park.

Perhaps Representative Saviano can do it. Des Plaines did

hold hearings on new downtown development. There was no

discussion against the TIFT district. There was discussion

about what the development would be initially, but nothinq

about tbe TIFT districta''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Langt ''Those comments go to the creation of the TIFT

district...and the work that was belng done, but What about

this request, the village of Des Ptaines or the City of Des

Plaines is now requestin: that we give them an additional

12 years to pay back the bonds, and I was wondering if the

locals had an opportunity to make comment on that.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulkigan.''
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Mulligan: ''Representative, they have had numerous hearings. The

downtown development has been a spot that has not only had

commented hearings, but comment in mayoral elections

because of the lack of downtown development. The downtown

development has been very important to Des Plaines. They

have a deck that divided the City and is often pointed to

as a deck you would not want to put there for parking ln

another municipality and they have long sought to correct

this issue. So, think it has been a big controversy and

the downtown development is very much sought by the

community.o

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang, your time is drawing

nigh...''

Lang: ''Thank you. will move this from Short Debate with the

requisite number of hands.p

Speaker Biqgert: ''It shall be removed from Short Debate. The

Representative from Cook. Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. Members of the Assembly, to

clarify some of the issues regarding tbe Village of Oak

Park's involvement in this extensione... Approximately 10

years ago, the TIFT district was established for downtown

Oak Park wbich if you are from the area, you knew that

was a blighted area. We lost the Marshall Fields, we lost

some very pertinent and important anchor stores in the

area. We have been searching ior a developer to come along

ior that period of time to come in and offer us a plan to

redevelop the area. Recentlyp after numerous public

hearlngs by the city council and the Village of Oak Park,

we were able to approve a developer Who came in with a very

expanded plan to include a hotel conference center, neW

ancbors, a total new concept for tbe area. The villaqe

requested the Amendment to this Bill to extend the life of
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the TIFT district to put it in sync with the redevelopment

finance plan. It waG that simple. J would ask for your

favorable consideration of this Bill. : also Mou16 like to

add that Representative Giles and Representative Moore have

been added as hyphenated Cosponsors on this legislation

since they also encompass the Village of Oak Park. So,

is a much needed plan and J would appreciate your support.
l

Speaker Biggert: 'Thank you. The Gentleman from Clinton,

Representative Granberg.e

Granberq: ''Thank you. Will the Lady yield?l

Speaker Biggert: ''She indicates she will.''

Granberg: ''Representative, have two TIFTS in my district, but I

believe that you indicated this would have.. . gthis would

not have any impact on any other TIFTS besides the one in

your legislation. Is that correct?''

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Mulligane''

Mulligan: lRepresentative, it is my understanding it jalls on the

date and the dates that were included in this are December,

1983 and July, 1985. So, I presume it would go to the

creation of the TIFT district.''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Granberq.''

Granberg: ''And currently, Representative Lan: started askinq

about this issue. Currenty, there is a set period for the

bonds. Now, we are extendin: this by tkelve years.

didnft really hear you accurately describe why the twelve

year period. Is there an answer or does your staff know

why it is twelve years as opposed to any other time limit?O

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligan. Ladies and Gentlemen:

could we have some order please? Representative Mulligan.f'

Mulligan: FRepresentative, my understanding is that twelve years

would run from the time of the creaticn of the TIFT

dlstrict untlk they flnalky 9ot a developer when the
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developer qot the bonds to the end of that period. So,

that is vhy it was twelve years. Now, I don't know why so

many of them are twelve years. just know that is why
ours is twelve years./

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Granberg.l

Granberg: %Would this have any impact on the current bond holders

if the TIFT...if that TIFT has issued any bonds that are

outstanding?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Represenkative Mulligan.l

Mulligan: ''No, Representative, the problem was they couldn't :et

anybody to do the development and so they hadn't activated

the TIPT district.o

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''So, there are no bonds currenkly outstandinq for any

of these TIPTS??

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulliqan.'

Mulllgan: ''Representative, there may be because they have done

extensive sewer repatr work. couldn't say that for

certain, but they would be municipal bonds and they

wouldn't be for the TJPT district.'

Speaker Bigqert: GRepresentative Granberg.p

Granberg: >So, we would lengthen the time perlod for these

individual TIFT districts, but again that would have no

impact on mine or anyone else in this Aody. How would this

impact, the negotiations currently going on with Senator

Deanqelis and the TIFT Association??

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Mulligan.'l

Mulligan: ''Representative, am not certain and I really haven't

talked to Senator Dehngelis about that so I am not certain

bow it would impact that.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''We1l it is my understanding Senator DeAngelis has the
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legislation that has come, I think, out of the Senate and

they are negotiating on certatn items in the TIFT language

in the statute that would change some of the time periods,

what certain districts can do. Representative Saviano

indicated about Oak Park havin: a blighted downtown area,

but know that is the subject of negotiations currently
going on. So, does the TIFT district association, and I

think you know the individuals involved, do they have any

position on your legislation or that would be impacted

by their current negotiations?f

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligan.o

Mulligan: RRepresentative, they didn't file; although my original

Bill was passed last year. This is just a cleanup so
perhaps there...you know, don't see... Tt has been out

therev..it has been in the Senate. is Senator Butler's

Bill and certainly Senator DeAngelis could have spoken to

him no one has.''#

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Granberg.*

Granberg: ''We1l I know these negotiations are going on,

Representative, because 1 am lnterested in this area as

Representative Hartke is because he has a TIFT district and

some other Members of this chamber, because we are

concerned with what restrictions they might put on our

current TIFTS or if in fact that legislation would expand

their current authority for the bonds or anything else.

There has been a great deal of discussion about how TIFTS

have been abused and the reimbursement by the state

particularly if it is a sales tax TIFT. So, again, this is

not involved with your neqotiations or your Bill and

Senator Butler has not been contacted by the TIFT members

or by Senator DeAngelis to the best of your knowledge, is

that correct?''
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Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''That is correct. Also, Senator Butler as a former

mayor. I formerly worked a municipal law. 1 think we are

very careful about that because although it is necessary tn

some instances, it also takes avay from the tax basew''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granbergo,

Granbergl ''Thank you, Representative. I appreciate your time.

didn't mean to belabor the point, but those of us like

Representative Hartke and myself who add these tests, we

always get involved in these issues and our Members go

crazy when they hear about any legislation that might

impact them. So, we just...l have to make sure that there
is no impact and how people are treated differently by

various.e.in various TJFTS. So, 1 thank the Lady for her

time and the answers to my questions.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Gentleman from Effingham,

Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor

Yield?''

Speaker Biggert: ''She indicates she will.''

Hartke: ''Representative Mulligan, just very quickly, it is my

understanding you are extending the time period in these

specific TIFTS as has been done in a couple of others

because of the time necessary to pay back the bonds and so

forth. Yours was delayed because of not finding a

contractor to start construction or whatever at the right

period of time. And what you are tryin: to do is extend

that period out to 35 years. ls that correct?''

Speaker Diggert: lRepresentative Mulligan.R

Mulligan: ''Yes, Representative, that is correct.''

Speaker siggert: ''Representative Hartke.'r

Hartke: N1 have a TIFT district Effingham that I am concerned
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about as well. We started off right out of the shoot and

things were goin: well, but it is my understanding that as

the TIFT continues be, if at some point in time they do

another bond sale and so forth. would that end then at the

required length of the TIFT or am 1 qoing to have to come

back here and extend that TIFT district's life for a longer

period of time? It is my understanding that most ot the

TIFTS were to expire after about 20 years. ls that

correct?''

Speaker Bigqertt ''Representative Mulligan.%

Mulligan: ''Representative, I think the timing was 23 years and as

far as I know and I am not quite certain what..oit is a

little hard to hear, but don't think this Bill would

affect your TIFT district in any Waypl

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Hartke.?

Hartke: lYou know, I guess that is true. This legislation would

not affect mine, but if my TIFT district in Effingham would

bappen to be..osell some bonds to do another program or

another project, T guess will have to come back and
extend the Effingham's TIPT district as well. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Mulligan./

Mulligan: ''Representativep I am uncertain as to if you could do

that, but presume you could. Last year when I passed

this Bill, also added municipalities that Representative

Steczo and Representative Murphy wanted. seems to be

the thought of the legislature to accommodate Members from

local municipalities to help them in this endeavor, to help

keep the climate of business bloomin: in each individual

municipality and I am sure that if you were to do that, the

Members of the Body would be supportive of you also.H

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Hartke.''
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Hartke: ''Well, I stand in support of this because think that

the TIFT districts have been very qood for those

municipalities that have used it and like Representative

Granberg said, I am quite concerned about what Senator

DeAngelis is doinq in Senate Bill 135. So, will be

watching that very carefully and l support you on this

measure and hopefully I can count on your support about a

year from now if we need that as well. Thank you.''

Speaker Biqgert: lThank you. The Lady irom Cook, Representative

Schakowsky.p

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. rise on a point of

personal privilege. 1 would like to acknowledge and

introduce to some. my predecessor, the former

Representative Woods Boughman.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Representative from Bureau,

Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Thank you: Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Biggertk ''She indicates she will.''

Mautino: ''Representative, in your... How many TIFT districts

will be affected in this change in the legislation?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: RRepresentative, two.''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Has tbere been any concern raised by the school

districts? Are they currently being made whole in the TIFT

districts?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulliganz'

Mulligan: ''Representative, not to my knowledge. Xou know, they

are always concerned when something like that happens, but

I think they would prefer to see a booming downtown

business district in my community, rather than one that is

not. For the long rangep it serves their purposes better.''
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Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Does this have any... Does your legislation address

anything in regards to the oversight of the TIPT or any of

the issues that are being brought up in Senate Bill 135?*

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Mulkiqanwp

Mulliqan: ''Representative, it only changes two dates and it does

no* change anything that wasn't previously already in the

statuteo?

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''And the reason that they are going ahead and changing

these is so they don't have to 9o back and increase the

property taxes to pay off bonds which were previously

issued?,

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Mulligan.''

Mulliqank PRepresentative, don't think they put into effect

because they didn't have a developer. So now, it would run

for the period of the development. Maybe am

misunderstandin: you.f'

Speaker Biggertt eRepresentative Mautinoo''

Mautino: ''1 guess I should have asked, is thereo..has there been

any development on this before, prior to this date? They

have establisbed it, but there has been no one developing

the property. ls that what caused this change?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Mulligane'

Mulligank ''It has been a quite depressed area. In fact, several

developers of large shopping centers have gone under in the

tlme period and they really have not been able to move

forward and they haven't gotten together to have a new

downtown or a community plan until recently.e

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Representative from Cook,

Representative Giles.

Gilesl ''Thank you, thank you, Madam Speaker. To the Bill.
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rise and stand in support of Senate Bill 75. support
this Bill because the tax increment financing for Oak Park

,

which is in my district, it is very important. As

Representative Skip Saviano has said, Oak Park, the

downtown area in Oak Park,has previously the last five

years was sort of a depressed economic community, and since

the development of Oak Park downtown, it has become one of

the most influential, flourished communities in which Oak

Park is proud of. The northwest part of Oak Park Which is

in my district, is a very live and vibrant community and

this project will help Oak Park which is in my district,

and I urqe all Members on both sides of the aisle to

support this. Thank you.*

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. Seeing no further discussion,
Representative Mulligan to close.''

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. 1 Would just ask for a
favorable vote on this issue.''

Speaker Biggert: lThe question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 75 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'ayef, a1l those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l03 voting 'aye', four voting 'no',
five voting 'present', and this Bill having received a

Constitutional Majority, (s hereby declared passed. Mr.

Clerkp please read Senate Bill 235.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 235, a Bill for an Act amending the

Regional Transportation Authority lct. Qhird Reading of

this Senate Bill.''

Speaker Biggert: ''The Representative from Dupage, Representative

Pankau.e

Pankau: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, and other Members of the
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General Assembly. I ask for you favorable approval of

Senate 3il1 235. It makes equitable, across the state, the

amount of time that a person has to file for a bodily

injury accident if they are related to the RTA. Back in

1973, across the board, a1l time limits were two years.

And then in 1986, the Legislature reduced the statute of

limitations from two years to one year for a1l local public

entities. That however, did not include the RTA some

opinions. Some people believe it does, some people believe

that doesn't.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Ladies and Gentleman. Could you please give

the Representative your attention please.'

Pankau: ''So apparently, due to the oversight in 1986, that the

RTA Was not specifically mentioned. Qhis legislation is

being proposed so that all qovernment entities, including

the RTA, specifically mentioned in this one, will now have

the one year period of time in which to iile the lawsuit.

I ask for your favorable approval and stand ready to answer

any questions.l

Speaker Biggert: >Is there discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang.l

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Biggert: 'She indicates she wil1./

Lang: 'Thank you. Representative: who were the proponents and

opponents on this Bill in committee?''

Speaker Biggertl ''Representative Pankau.''

Pankau: ''The RTA is the main proponent of legislation. I don't

remember that there were any opponent slips signed in.''

Speaker Biggert: l'Representative Lang.?

Lang: ''Well, as 1 recall, the Illinois State Bar Association was

opposed. And why do you think they were opposed?l

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankau.''
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Pankau: ''They did not give any testimony, so would not wish to

answer for them directly. I can only assume that they want

a lonqer period of time to file in, but that's only an

assumption on my part.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Let me ask you this. My understanding is that your

concern is consistency and so that some of the common

carriers have a one year statute of limitations and you

would like to bring the RTA down to one so that there's

more consistency in the law. Would that be correct?''

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Pankau.l

Pankau: ''That's correct.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'Wel1# if our concern is consistency in the lawy why do you

bring the RTà down? Why don't you just bring the others up

to two years like every other personal injury action in our
state?''

Speaker Biggert: MRepresentative Pankau.l

Pankau: ''That's not included in this Bill Representative.''

Speaker Biggert: PRepresentative Lang.l

Lang: ''Wel1 1 know, but Representative 1 have great respect for

your intellect. I know you're concerned about consistency

in the laws that we pass in this state, so if We're truly

concerned about consistency, shouldn't these all be two

years since al1 other personal injury actions in Illinois
have a tWo year statute of limitations?H

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankau.''

pankau: 'And know you w1ll joln me ln thls urge for consis*ency

and go alon: with the one year change.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.H

Lang: ''Wel1 Representative, you really haven't answered my

question. What is the policy consideration behind making
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this one year as opposed to two years?'

Speaker Biggert: ORepresentative Pankauo
''

Pankau: ''Policy change for the RTA. In other Words, how is it

going to affect the RTA?O

Speaker Biqqertk ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, I know how it's going to affect them. The question

is, what is the governmental policy reason that we would

want to lower this to one year as opposed to perhaps

raising the others to two years?/

Speaker Biqqert: ''Representative Pankauo
''

Pankau: ''The other governmental bodies have not asked to go to

two years, number one; and number two, at least if you know

when the filing date is, you'll know what kinds of

liabilities you might have out there. And I think it was

decided several years ago by the other governmental

entities, that the sooner they know, the better it is for

everybody, and so, guess that's the policy that you're

referring to.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'Wel1, I'm not quite sure how it's better. The witness

that you had with you in committee. the day you presented

the Bill, testified that because of claims that may be

filed, they have certain reserves set aside. But he was

not...and he said, 'well, if we can cut down on those

reserves, we'll much more money for operations'. And When

I asked him? how much mpre money for operations? he said?

'We11, probably not to many because We have to prepare'.

So, we wind up with this big circular argument and we wind

up with one bottom line which is, that if you shorten the

statute a period, youdll lessen the number of claims. Is

that really what the RTA wants to do? Take good claims and

just cut them off?''

May 8, 1995
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Speaker Biggert: PRepresentative Pankau.

''

Pankau: ''I think the gentleman to which you refer, also stated in

his testimony, that it's possible that they would have

quicker settlements when... faster negotiations if they

knew about the potentiality of the liability further ahead.

can...I assume from his comments and possibly 1 was

Wrongy maybe you heard it differently, that because the RTA

is required by law to set up a potential liability fund,

that it would not be necessarily in the actual dollars that

they expended, that they would have any savings. I mean,

it probably would be the same eitber way. But, that over

the long run, they Would not.o.if they knew about the suits

soonerp they would have less money that they would have to

put into this potential liability fund. Thats. . .that's

what l...that's how 1 interrupted his comments. Maybe you

interrupted them differently.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.
l'

Langl ''We1l, I'm not sure the gentleman that testified from

the RTA was a lawyer or not, but J can tell you that the

statistics are...we can fill the room with statistics that

lowerinq the statute of limitations doesn't cause anybody

to have a smaller reserve. What does do, is cut off

possible litigation, giving people not the opportunity to

file...n

Speaker Biggert: ''If you could bring your remarks to a close.
''

Lang: ''We11, I would just simply say this to the Bill: and 1
thank the Speaker for allowing me to finish. To the Bill.

There is no policy consideration behind lowering the

statute of limitations in this case. The comments made by

the Sponsor and from the people from the RTA in committee:

were that, 'well, the CTA has this, well, this person has

this, well, the other person has this, and so we have to be
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consistent'. But, 1 would submit to you that consistency

does not require the General Assembly of the State of

Illinois, to cut off the rights of injured people.

Further, we passed the Tort Reform Bill in this state. Now

1 want to further cut off the rights of injured people by

shortening the statute of limitations. If we're eoncerned

about consistency, raise the others back to two years,

because every other cause of action for personal injury in
this state is at two years. We should not have a two-tier

system. We should have a sys... Thank you. That's one

year for some and two years for others. Certainly

understand the Representative's argument about consistency,

but to take just this group and reduce it to one, makes no
sense at all. The others should be raised to two. That

would be fairer to people Who were injured, and that would
be a better benefit to the system and would enable

everybody within this system who worries about setting

aside reserves for claims, to know exactly what page

they're on. So, I understand the Representative's concern

about consistency in government, but this Bill doesn't do

it. This cuts off the rights of injured persons, and

therefore, would stronqly recommend a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Representative 'from Washington,

Representative Deering.

Deering: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. would like to yield my

time to Representative Dart./

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dart hasn't been called on. The

Representative from Bureau, Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Yes, I would like yield my time to Representative Lang

from Cook.'

Speaker Biggert: HI think Representative Lang has already closed.

Is that the Republican from Skokie listed the paper?
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Representative Lang.n

Lane: ''You saw that newspaper article too, didn't you Madam

Speaker. Yes, was really proud of that and it's now on

my bulletin board. Representative, what kind of claims are

we talkinq about that get filed here against the RTA that

they're so concerned about shortening the statutory

Period?''

Speaker Biggert: PRepresentative Pankau.''

Pankau: ''These are bodily injury and personal injury claims.
Also wrongful death.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.î'

Lanq: 01 didn't hear the last part. Also: What?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankau.?

Pankau: NAlso wrongful death.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''We1l, isn't there a different statutory period now on

wrongful death cases anyway?n

Speaker Biqgert: *Representative Pankau.
/

Pankau: ''I'm sorry, what was your question Representative Lang?l

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Lanq.'l

Lang: ''Well, I don't practice in thîs area of law, but thought

we already had a statute regarding wrongful death that had

a different statutory period. Am I incorrect?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pankau.''

Pankau: don't practice in this area either. In fact, I don't

practice at all. Hold on just a minute.''
Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankau.

ïï

Pankau: appears that basically it would come under the Tort

lmmunity Act, and that is one year. That's one yearo''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''How many cases were filed last year against the RTAP

Please?''
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Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Pankau. Representative Pankau.p

Pankau: ''Oh, I'm sorry. In 1994, there were nine; in '93 nine;

in '92 10; in '9l l0, and in 1990 nineo
''

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Lang.'

Lang: ''Wait a minute. Nine cases were filed against the RTA in

all of 1994, is that what you've said to me?l

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pankau.''

Pankau: HNo, I'm sorry Representative Lang. Lawsuits that were

filed after one year but prior to two years were those

numbers just gave you. 1 don't have a total number
forv..like the last five years, or even for the last year.

Total number of suits.''

Speaker Biqgert: HRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''So you're now tellinq me that there were nine cases filed

last year that were filed between the one year period that

you want to change the statute to, and the two year period

that the statute that is ior today, is that correct?m

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Pankau.e

Pankau: ''There were nine cases that were filed after the one year

but before the two years. So that lapse period you might

call

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.
''

Lang: ''So, the net affect of this statute that you want to pass

to lower the statute of limitations is nine cases?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankauo''

Pankau: ''It would not necessarily be the number of nine, it would

be knowing when the nine were filed. In other words, if

these nlne people filed the first year, at least you would

know about it, and it would be consistent with the other

laws in the state. What's the differenceo..if you know you

are injured, why do you wait for the second year to file?

Why not just file in the first year. At least you know
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what to anticipate as far as the RTA: and the person knows

that he's got the suit filed.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.o

Lang: ''We1l Representative, as you may know, there are certain

kinds of injuries that take quite a while to heal, and no
good lawyer would file a case within a year if they had tWo

years if their client.o.if you weren't sure after one year

whether your client was healed or needed surgery or any of

the above. So, what you're telling me is, that you're

really going to encourage more litigation rather then an

attorney settling a case after the one year, because tbey

had longer, You're going to say, 'well, if you don't know

how your client is going to feel after one year, you better

file this lawsuit before 365 days, you're out of luck'.

Aren't you really encouraging those nine people to file a

lawsuit?n

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pankauo''

Pankau: Pâbsolutely not Representative Lang. What you're doing

here is...is you're not saying what kind of injury they
have, what kind of treatment they're going to have. All of

those things can be amended later on. You can change the

lawsuit as it goes along. And you don't have to be healed

in two years to file the lawsuit. By filing the lawsuit,

as my understanding is, is just giving notice to a certain
party that you feel they are liable for a certain incident

or a certain thing that happened to you. That doesn't mean

youfre healed. That doesn't mean there's a dollar amount.

It doesn't mean anything, but it does give notice to the

courts that you as the person filing tbe lawsuit, feel that

there is a liability. Now whether you end up having a

liability or not, is not in this legislation at all.''

Speaker Biggert: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.''
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Dart: 'Thank you, will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Biggert: Pshe indicates she wil1. ''

Dart: HRepresentative, this sort of ties in with what

Representative Lang was just talking about. Would it not
be more beneficial if we in fact, had people file the

claims in the appropriate fashion due to the injury that
occurred, as opposed forcing them to file the claim within

that first year, and then well, we'll amend it later, we'll

change it later, as things occur, we'll chanqe that. Would

it not be more affective to have them file it as it arises?

And if it does not in fact manifest itself until later,
wait until it has manifested itself?'

Speaker Biggert: fïRepresentative Pankau.?

Pankau: HRepresentative: maybe because your a lawyer you will

know more about this than I do, but I'm not so sure that

there's any point at wbich you can say, '1 know everything

about this so now I'm qoing to file the suitl. It seems to

me, the common sense says, if you're injured, your injured.
At least file the suit and then let it take its course.

You get treatment, and the rest will follow forward. I

quess I'm not understanding your loqic at a1l.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''I guess the loqic comes from thisy is that, there are

certain injuries that occur where the actual injury will

not...not so much be healed, but will not manifest itself

right away. Soft tissue injuries where someone has been

struck or the like, where initially there may not be

screamin: out where your arm iell off or you've got a body

part severed, but it will manifest itself later on down the

road. I think...my thinking is, would it not be more

appropriate to have that person not feel under the gun

just...l got to file this suit, let's file it because I
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only have a year. Let them wait until this thing manifests

or not manifests itself later on. Give them the second

year, and if it doesn't manifest itself, they don't file a

suit, but here they'd be saying, well, I was struck and it

doesn't bother me now, but down the road a year, two years,

it may manifest itself causinq problems there, so I'd

better file now, and then it turns out to be nothing. That

would be yet another one of our many frivolous lawsuits

that we'd be wanting to get rid of. Wouldn't it be more

effective then if we Were to allow them that extra yeary so

that they would have that opportunity to see if that is a

real injury or not?n
Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankau.p

Pankau: ''If you've been in a accident where maybe a bus has hit

your or whatever, would think you would know before two

years if you feel you bave an injury or not. There's a
common sense period of time here, and besides, if you say

or I know after two years, or maybe you won't know until

after three years, or four years or five years. I think

there comes a time when you may have the opportunity to

file, but you just have to say, 'Wait a minute, doesn't it

make sense that after a year, youfre going to know if you

are injured or not'.''
Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''We11, I think also, common sense in the reality oi the

world, shows that most people don't sue. They normally

don't sue, believe it or not. If in fact, we were to

give them.qeas opposed to saying you have a year and

anybody who was on a bus where a accident occurred is going

to be filin: and whether they were hurt or not, they would

have that extra year, the two years they presently have in

which to see whether or not there Was any injury that
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manifested itself. This way, they'd be sitting there

saying, 'Well, only have the year, better file

Something. I don't feel any pain now.' Most people don't

have in their mind, despite what the proponents of most of

this legislation will say. A1l the studies show the same

thinq. Most people don't sue. Frankly they just don't

sue. They don't do So, would seem to me to make

more sense we allowed them to have the extra year in

which to make sure that in fact, there is a real injury
here and that we aren't just saying, 'Okay, well, you were
on the bus, you got a year, you better file and you better

file soon'. Doesn't that seem to make sense?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pankau.
ff

Pankau: think Representative Dart, that many people feel that

that same scenario that you just described actually happens
before the two years. So, what is the difference in that

case between one year and two years? Why not move it up to

the one year?l

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Well why not make a one month or two month statute of

limitation then?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pankauo''

Pankau: ''Just for the sake of consistency, the rest of the laws

right now are one year. Why not make this one year too,

also? One year also.'

Speaker Biçgert: ''Representative Dart. Maybe you'd like to speak

to the Bi11.!'

Dart: ''Naw, not me. I think as Representative Lang mentioned,

that there's a 1ot of other laws that are two years or even

three years, so consistency is served in the eye of the

beholder here. How many of these...you mentioned that

there was nine cases in the past year and there was nine
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before, give or take, what type of injuries did those
people have that we are now going to cut olf? What type

of...were these people injured very seriously? Now are
those the people we are going to say, no go? What type of

injuries are we cutting off here?p
Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Pankauo

''

Pankau: nI really don't know what type of injuries these nine

were. However, 1 would argue with you, you are cutting off

none of their rights, because when they sue, tbey are just
alerting the RTA that they feel they have a liability

against them. As that case now progresses in court, what

actual injuries tbey have and how much money they get, that
will be determined by the court. As it would in one year,
as it would in two years.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pankau to close.''

Pankau: ''I ask for your favorable approval oj Senate Bill 235.

This cuts off no one's rights as to receiving money for

injuries they might have. But what it does do, it puts the
RTA in line with other governmental entities, so the same

amount of filin: period, they will at least know of the

potential liability at the same time as other governmental

bodies, and I ask for your favorable approval.''

Speaker Biggert: ''The guestlon #s, 'Sha11 Senate Bill 235 pass?'

Al1 those in favor vote 'aye'y al1 those opposed vote

'nay'. Tbe voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are 64 'ayes' 44'nays', four voting

'present', and the Bill having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Cterky pkease read
senate Bill 238.''

clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 238, a Bill for an Act that amends
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the Property Tax Code. Third Reading of this Senate Bill
.
'

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: 'fThank you, Madam Speaker, and Members of the

General Assembly. I come before with you with Senate Bill

238, which my Senator sponsored in the Senate, and 1'm

pleased to carry it here in the House for him. This Bill

amends the Property Tax Code to provide that the

information gathered from applications for the Senior

Citizens Tax Freeze Homestead Exemption is confidential,

and any improper disclosure is a Class A Misdemeanor. This

is a Seniors Citizens Tax Freeze Homestead Exemption passed

last General Assembly, and this is something that the

Senator and I both felt needed to be added to this Bill and

so 1'11 be open for questions.W

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Representative from Cook,
Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: HThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Gentleman

yield?''

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he will.''

Schakowsky: ''What was the genesis of this legislation? Has there

been a problem with using these lists inappropriately or

some lack of confidentiality?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jonesal

Jones, John: ''Representative, in my district and Senator

O'Daniel's district, we had senior citizens come to us

requestin: this legislation. They felt uncomfortable

givin: out this information about their tax returns on

their $35,000 exemption, due to the fact that...you know,

people come around in the summer time especially Wanting to

paint their houses, re-roof their houses, and new

guttering, whatever.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''
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Schakowsky: ''Yes, Madam Speaker. I would like to take this Bill

off Short Debate, and I'm joined by my colleagues.''
Speaker Biggert: ''Seeing the requisite number the de...the Bill

will be taken off Short Debate.''

Schakowsky: ''Okay, thank you.?

Speaker Biggert: 'Proceed.''

Schakowsky: ''So, this Bill was brought to you and your Senator by

the people in the district who were concerned about it?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''lt was first brought to both of us by some of our

senior citizens in our district and also my and Senator

O'Daniel's own tax assessor in Mt. Vernon township in Mt.

Vernon.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Representative, when I first came here, there were a

number of people in my district who could get, and can

still get a decrease in their vehicle sticker from the

municipality if they are eligible for circuit breaker. And

tbere were confidentiality rules that made it impossible

for our office to qive that information to the city in

order for the discount to be available, and we were able to

change the legislation so that we were able to expedite

this information going to the city. Would yourv..l don't

know if your...if the Senior Citizens Homestead Exemption

triggers any other benefits. Do you know that, if it

does?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''Representative, not to my knowledge.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Well, in the event that it might in some small towns

or villages, would those villages be prevented from finding

out that informationo..for example, from your office,
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 whether someone was in fact, eligible?R

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: HIt just makes the info confidential. 1'm not sure
on that.''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Schakowsky.
''

Scbakowsky: ''Tbis may not be a biq point. but it was a real

problem for some people in my district in terms of the

circuit breaker. It might be something at some point to

revisit just to make it easier to do that, so I think we

need to a least be on the alert for some problems that may

result. 1 would...would you consider that at some point?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Joneso''

Jones, John: lYes, Representative, if there's problems webll

consider it later on.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schakowsky.
,

Schakowsky: ''I understand what the Sponsor's

intentions..p.certainly we don't want these lists to be

made available to any one and everybody who might be trying

to exploit senior citizens by gettinq this information,

knowing their income, et cetera. On the other hand, J do

have this slight concern that we may be inhibitinq other

units of government from information that could be used to

make these seniors eligible for other programs. With the

Sponsor's willingness at some point if we need to revisit

this concept, I would support this legislation.
o

Speaker Bigqert: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he *i11.''

Granberg: ''Representative, you indicated a violation I think,

would entail tbe improper release of information. Wbat

would be deemed improper?''
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Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Jones.'

Jones, John: 'fRepresentative, you know, improper would be giving

the information out to just any citizen that just came in

and wanted to see that information.f

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granbergv
l

Granberg: ''Well, what would then be proper? Does proper. a .you

could give that information in the office or to someone who

had a proper purpose, and bov would that be determined if

someone had a proper purpose outside of the office itself?''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''Representative, improper would be taken up by the

courts really.?

May 8. 1995

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: *Well, we have to give them some sort of standard

Representative, so, how would the definition of improper be

made? Would the courts just say something is improper or
do state that in your language in the Bi1l?>

Speaker Biggert: *Representative Jonese''

Jones, John: 'Representative, it's not stated in the language in

the 3il1, but I think...you know, our tax assessors have

enough knowledge belng in those positions to know whether

it's improper or not to qive this information outo''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Granberq.'

Granberg: ''Did you consult with your tax assessors in committee

on how to draft this leqislation?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''No Representative, I didn't draft the legislation.

Senator O'Daniel's staff didee

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Granberq.ï'

Granberg: ''Well, you indicated that they Would know What is

improper, so have they contacted you personally since tbis

is your legislation, and bave they told you what is proper
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and what is improper?p

Speaker 3iggert, ''Representative Jones.n

Jones, John: ''Not specifically Representative, but some of my

assessors have expressed what they think is impropero''

Speaker Biqgert; ''Representative Granbergo''

Granbers: ''And what is that then?''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: >As I said earlier Representative, almost anybody

that comes in off the street, you know, they would consider

it improper to give out that informationo''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So they said almost anybody oIf the street? lt would

be improper to qive it to almost anybody off the street?

So what persons off the street can they give to?o

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.'

Jones, John: HNo one really.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representatlve Granberg.l

Granberg: ''So, not anybody off the street, but now really no one

off the street, is that what you're saying?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jonesw'

Jones, John: nThat'll be my intentions.p

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So they can't give the information to any one off the

streets? Can they give the information to any one outside

the buildinq? Any one who migbt be employed with

appraisers, with tax appraisals: With real estate

appraisers, any one who might serve in that capacity?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''Representative, only through the courts could you

receive that information.R

Speaker Biggert: 'lRepresentative Granbergp''

Granberg: ''Does it say that in the Bill Representative that the
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make that determination?n

Speaker Biggert: ORepresentative Joneso
''

Jonesp John: 'Representative, it says in except With accordance

with the proper judicial order in the Bill so...''

Speaker Biggert: ORepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''What does that mean, proper judicial order?l
Speaker Biqgert: f'Representative Jones. ''

Jones, John: ''You being an attorney would know more about that

then 1 do, but it's a declaration of the court. /

Speaker Biqgert: 'Representative Granberg.o

Granberg) HNo Representative, this is not my legislation. 1

don't know what a proper judicial order fs in this context.
Would you please explain that to me?N

Speaker Biggert: f'Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: *lt's strictly just the rightful order of the
court.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.l

Granberq: ''Well, could you qive me an example of what type of

order that would be?''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Joneso''

Jones, John: RNot specifically I can't, noee

Speaker Biggert: ''Would you bold on for just a moment. I would
like to announce that back in the gallery, we have the

Clara Barton Blementary School from 7650 South Walcott in

Chicago. They are in Representative Flower's district, and

we have Constance Means the Principal, Marian Hansen the

Discipline and Art Delaney, the Eighth Grade Coordinator.

The Clara Barton Elementary School. Pkease proceed

Representative Granbergv''

Granberg: ''Thank you: Representative...Madam Speaker. So#

sorry Representative Jones, you were indicating what would

a proper judicial order and a type of a proper judicial
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were interrupted Siro''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: apologize Granberg, but I didn't hear the

question./

Speaker Biggert: rRepresentative GranbergpW

Granberg: ''You were going to indicate I believe, what a proper

judicial order *as or an example of that type of order
Sir.n

Speaker Bigqert: 'Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: 'No, I indicated that I'm not an

Speaker Bigqert: NRepresentative Granberg.
p

Granberg: '1We11, you are the Sponsor of the Bill though. So, you

have in your legislation, that a person can be put in jail

for up to a year unless he accords with the proper judicial

order on release of information. I'm just simply asking

what a proper judicial order is?'

attorney.?

Speaker Bigqert: HRepresentative Jones.''

Jones, John: 'It's strictly just the rightful order of the
courts.?

Speaker Biggert: pThe Representative from Jo Davies,
Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?H

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he will.''

Lawfer: ''Representative Jones, understand this is coming from

Senator O'Daniel and tine Senator that he is? but

recognizing the questions and the problems that you are

trying to solve. this legislation would pass, Would

there be rules and regulations written up by the Department

of Revenue?n

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones: John: ''Representative, that's not stated in the Bi11.
e
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Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lawfer.P

Lawfer: ''Do you envision that there would be a necessity for some

rules and regulations to serve as guidelines for the

Supervisor of Assessment?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''Representativey they would be interpretations of

the court to serve as those guidelines.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''In my estimation, Would there be any.ooor does this 3ill

apply to any appeal process through the Board of Review?p

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Jones.''

Jones, John: *No Representative.f

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''Madam Chairman, to the Bill. I think..o''

Speaker Biggert: RTo the Bill.p

Lawfer: *1 think that there are some things that are necessary to

implement the Senior Tax Freeze Assessment and it's very

possible that this statute is necessary. However, I am

concerned about this because to my knowledge, this probably

would be the first legislation that would make information

in the Supervisor's Assessment Office confidential and

think that that's an office at least in the rural counties

that has been open to all kinds of information and here we

are taking a step to include some confidentiality. However:

I do assume that this Bill is necessary and that it might

be a step toward confidentiality that may not be

desirablex''

Speaker Biggert: ''The Representative from Cook, Representative

Pklgh . 01

Pugh: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Biggert: ''He indicates he will.''
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Pugh: ''Representative, could you bear with me, want to try and

understand this process. Each year, a certificate goes out

letting individuals...making individuals aware of their tax

exemption, am I correct?'

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''Bach year, your senior citizens must fill out an

application ior tbis, yes.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugho''

Pugh: ''And, whose responsibility is it for the notice to be made

to the senior citizens? Is it the County Assessor's Office

that sends out the notices letting the senior citizens know

that they are eligible for this exemption?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones. John: RRepresentative, if there is responsibiltty, it

would be with the county tax assessor.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''So, the county tax assessor is the only one under your

legislation, the county tax assessor will be the only body

that would be.w.that would have this data base of

information to make individual senior citizens aware of

this exemption?''

Speaker Biqqert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''It can be the county tax assessor or the Department

of Revenue.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh.?

Pugh: ''And they are contacted by mail: am I correct?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''If there is a notice, it would be given by mail,

yeS.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''So, under your legislation, this would make it a Class A

Misdemeanor for any entity or individual to have access to
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that mailing list or information that should be

disseminated by either those two departments??

Speaker Bigqert: 'Representative Jones.f'

Jones, John: NRepresentative, not the mailing list, but the

actual information on the application.p

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh.?

Pughk OWhatvxofor what other purpose would the information on the

application be used for, if not identifying the senior

citizen of their eligibility for this program?n

Speaker Biqgert: NRepresentative Jonese''

Jones, John: ''I would hope none.o

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Pugh: you time is just about
U; . 11

Pugh: ''So, can you tell me what other in...>

Speaker Biggert: ''Proceed.''

Pu9h: Rcan you tell me what otber injormation on the application

could be used for some kind of criminal activity?'

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''It's a senior citizen's income information that

we're trying to protect.'ï

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pughe''

Pugh: RLast question, what information on the application are you

attempting to protectz and how would this impact on the

Public Information Acto..Freedom of Information Act?p'

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''The information we're trying to protect is the

income of the senior citizens.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: HThere was a second part to the question. What impact

would this have on the..en

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jonesp''

Jones, John: ''This information would become confidential, it
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would not be included in the Freedom of Information Act.p

Speaker Biggert: ''I have anther announcement. I'm very happy to '

announce that the Putnam County Junior High School is j

visiting the State Capitol today, and are guests in the

Speaker's Gallery. These students are from Representative

Frank Mautino's district. Welcome to the House of

Representatives. The Representative from Winnebago,

Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. I yield my time to

Representative Granberg.?

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Representative Jones,
before our time expired, we were qoing to the point of what

information would be punishable up to a year in jail. So
you indicated to Representative Pugh that only the

financlal information of the senior citizen, if that was

released without proper judicial order would be impacted by
your legislation, did J understand that correctly?'

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Jones.''

Jones, John: lWe're tryinq to protect al1 the iniormation

RepresentaEive Granberg, but the financial is one of the

key things, yese''

Speaker 3iggert: RRepresentative Granberg.M

Granberq: ''Yet, if a person in the Assessor's Office qives out a

mailing list, this would not be impacted by your

legislation?'f

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''If it's used for official purposes, no.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''And an official purpose would be defîned as what Sir?''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jones.*

Jones, John: ''Any duties of the Chief County Assessment Office.''
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Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Granberg.?

Granberg: ''So, his official duties would that be...could they

qive that information to a private enterprise?''

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Joneso''

Jones, John: ''Only if it's pursuant to official duties.''

Speaker Biqgert: pRepresentative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''Could they give it to an assessment office? Could

they give it to a real estate appraiser? Would that be

part of the official duty?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''That might be debatable Representative Granberg on

tbe appraiser.?

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.r'

Granberg: ''If it's debatable, maybe we should draw that out in

the Bill and say what is not and what is covered by your

legislation to comply with its intent. Would you agree or

disagree with that.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''It might be debatable to me? but I think the courts

will make the ruling on thate''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ODo the courts have the expertise to determine what is

reasonable witb an assessor, or would that go strictly to

the agent himself or the person in charqe of that office.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''The assessor will make the determination and if

somebody outside that office or in that office either one

questions it, Well then, the charges Will be filedo
n

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''You indicated you're attempting to address a problem.

I assume you believe that there will be violations of this

legislation once it is enacted and is signed by the
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Governor?/

Speaker gigqert: ''Representative Jones.n

Jones, John: HIn all honesty, Representative Granberg, all the

tax assessors in my district and 1 think yours too that 1

know, you know, I have no problem with them violating this,
Z O . Z

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberq.''

Granberg: HSo, there currently is not a problem Representative?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Repreoentatfve Jones.f

Jones, John: ''You know, in my district people have been reluctant

to sign up for the tax freeze, and my own tax assessor is

the one that requested some kind of Bill like this to

really protect her, you know. She didn't want to give out

the information prior to this, and has been reluctant to

give out that information, and this is just something to
kind of protect her.,

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granbergv''

Granberg: ''Do you envision that there will be violations of this

Act though if though there aren't any violations in your

district or my county you assume? Do you believe that

there will be violations of this Act in other counties or

jurisdictions in this state?'
Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones.''

Jones, John: lThere's always that possibility.n

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Granbergap'

Granberq: ''So, you don't think it will happen so that's why you

had the legislation because you don't believe there will be

a possibility or you don't believe that there will be

violations of this Act?''

Speaker Biggert: 'fRepresentative Jones.''

Jones, John: ''I believe that there will be some minor violations

you know, but whenever you consider all the tax assessors
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throughout this state, it'll be few./

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: NWell, if you believe that there will be violations

which you have just indicated, wouldn't that have a iiscal
cost to the county?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones./

Jones, John: 'You know, if there's prosecutions, there could be

cost involved, but for the most cases. I would say the

county would probably make money off the fines.''

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Granberg, your time is just
about to expire.''

Granberg: ''Representative, you indicated that this would have an

impact, so tbat affects the county jails because they could

be sentenced up to a year in jail, why did you waive the
fiscal note impact last week?''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Jones.o

Jones, John: ''We11, we didn't waive it, you know, the

imprisonment part of it is...''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Jones to close.'

Jones, John: pThank you, Madam Speaker. You know is a Bill that

was brought to myself and Senator O'Daniel in my district

and by our own tax assessor. After conferring with many of

the tax assessors in our district, we felt the need for

this Bill. The tax assessors want this for their

protection. It passed out of the Senate 54 to nothinq, and

I would just for a favorable vote for this Bill. Thank
Y O l.1 * 6

Speaker Biggert: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 238 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye', a11 those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this
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question, there are ll0 'ayes', zero 'nays', 2 voting

'present', and this Bill having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please

read Senate Bill 222.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate 3i1l 222, a Bill for an Act amending the

lllinois Public Labor Relations Act. Third Reading of this

Senate Bill.''

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative McAuliffe.''

McAuliffe: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker, and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Senate 3i1l 222 would amend the Publîc Labor

Relations Act. Provides that all peace officers, the rank

of Lieutenant, Sergeant or Captain that are not an exempt

rank, in municipalities of more than l million people,

would be able to bargain collectively. It's currently the

situation in every other town in lllinois except Chicago.e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Leitch in the Chair. Any

discussion? The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.
?

Dart: f'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield for a couple of quick

questions? Thank you. Obviously, I'm in strong support of

this measure. Representative, how many police officers

will this affect?o

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative McAuliffe.''

McAuliffe: would affect approximately 1500 Sergeants, 400

Lieutenants and 49 Captains who are not holdinq an exempt

C a. rl k . O

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.R

Dart: ''And thelr unions...their organizations have been actively

pushin; for this, correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative McAullffe.''

McAuliffe: ''Yes. Last week we had a hearing, and the president

of the lieutenant's association came down and testified in

iavor of this. The FOP is also in favor of this although
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belong to the same lodge that

Sergeants...that Patrolmen and Detectives belong to. But

even though they would not belong to the FOP Lodge, they

are still in stron: support of this because they feel it is

needed, because at the current time, I can give you an

example. A jriend of mine's wife Was promoted to

Lieutenant, and in the course of three weeks they changed

her shift every week, and there's no process set up for

grievance. They can't do that to a patrolman because of

the FOP agreement, but the Lieutenants and the.a.sergeants,

Lieutenants and Captains have no way to grieve that that

happens to them, and they can change their day off or they

can change their furlouqh. They can change just about
anything, and there's no way to get any satisfactionw'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.''

Dartl ''It's my understanding: the only opposition to this measure

has come from the city itself, it that correct??

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative McAuliffe.?

Mchuliffe: ''That's correct. The City of Chicago came to this

committee. They did not offer oral eestimony, but they

registered their opposition to the Bill.
''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Finally Roger, just...you know and I know the arguments
that they've been putting forth in this. How is it that

you see that this thing is not going to give.o.have the

adverse impact that the city has said it may have?e

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative McAuliffeo'l

McAuliffe: 'These supervisors do not set policy. The policy is

set by the exempt rank, the Superintendent and the First

Deputy and the various chiefsr and they are of the exempt

rank. Ordinary Sergeants or Lieutenants or Captains that

are not exempt rank, set no policy, they just follow
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directions.a.directives from aboveoH

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: just rise in support for this Bill, and I want to

commend the Sponsor for his hard work in this and other

measures dealinq with pensionary matters that are some of

the measures that are long overdue and I'd like to commend

him for his work.f

Speaker Leitch: PThe Gentleman from St. Clair: Representative

Hoffman. For what purpose do you rise, Sir?o

Hoffman: ''Yes, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Hoffman: PYes, Representative. It's my understandin: that this

will actually increase the bargaining unit??

Speaker Leitch: MRepresentative McAuliffe. p

Mcluliffe: 'Ho, I don't believe that's correct, because these

people would not join the current bargaining units. They
would have a separate bargaining unit. No* 1 can't tell

lt would be a separate one for Sergeants and Lleutenants

and Captains, it may be one for all three. But at the

current time there is a Sergeants Association and a

Lieutenants Association and a captains Associations and

they may well get together and form one group or it could

be each individual group would try to lobby...try to

organize.o

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Regardless oé the.e.what units that theyrre in? what

we're essentially doing is allowing Sergeants, Lieutenants

and Captains to have an collective voice as opposed to not

being able to organize, is that right?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative McAuliffe.
''

Mcàuliffe: ''That's correct, and it's currently the situation

every other municipality Illinois except Chicago. They
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were excluded.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Hoffmano?

Hoffman: ''So this Bill only applies to the City of Chicago. Has

no affect on any other municipality or village downstate?'

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative McAuliffe.'

McAuliffe: PThat's correct. The 3i11 applies to the City of

Chicago and doesn't affect any downstate area or suburban

area, just the City of ChicaqooR
Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.H

Hoffman: 'Yes, I think is a good piece of legislation. Does the

Fraternal Order of Police iavor this Bill?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative McAuliffe.*

McAuliffe: OYes, the Fraternal Order of Police came down last

week and testified. There Was two people *ho testified,

the President of the Fraternal Order of Police and the

President of the Lieutenants Association. And they both

came down and testified. They're a hundred percent in

favor of this Bill.W

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Hoffmano'

Hoffman: RNothing further then I urqe an êaye' vote.l

Speaker Leitch: llRepresentative McAuliffe to close. fï

McAuliffe: eThank you: Mr. Speaker. I just want to urqe an 'aye'
V O V' P * W

Speaker Leitch: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate 3i1l 222 pass?'

A1l those in favor shall vote 'aye', al1 opposed vote

'nay'. Voting is open. This is final action. Have al1

voted Who Wish? Have all voted Who Wish? Have a11 voted

who wish? This Bill, having received...Mr. Clerk, take the

record. On this question, there are 1l0 voting 'aye', none

votin: 'no', this Bill having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, read
Senate Bill 239 pleaseo''
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Clerk McLennand: Nsenate Bill 239, a Bill for an Act concerning

incarceration. Third Reading of this Senate 3ill.''

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate 3i11 239 is a boot camp Bill which is to

amend the Counties Code, and permit the sheriff in a county

of 3 million or fewer inbabitants? with the approval of the

county board to operate an impact incarceration program

boot camp, for persons who would otherwise be sentenced to

serve a term of imprisonment. It also includes the power

of the sheriff with the county board approval, to enter

into intergovernmental cooperation agreements with the

Department of Corrections. Under which IDoT...prisoners

could participate the county boot camp programs, and you've

heard this Bill several times before and I Would ask for

your favorable approval.''

Speaker Leitch: PThe Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative

Hoffman.''

Hoffman: OYes Representative, this has nothing to do with the

pilot proqram ior Rockford concerning juvenile boot camps:
does ita?

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Blggert.'f

Biggert: ''No it does not. This is the same program as House Bill

186, which I brought for your approval a few weeks aqo.
/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''Itfs my understanding that this would essentially allow

counties with the approval of tbe county board to set up

these juvenile boot camps, is that...excuse me, adult boot
camps, is that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''That's correct. It's for youthful offenders, ages

througb 29. There is also a...currently a juvenile boot
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camp Bill which is over in the Senate, which passed out of

the House, but this was youthful ofienders 17 through 29.'1

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: Rlust to aliqn anybody's concerns about who would be

eligible for this boot camp, could you go through the

qualifications for individuals who would be eligible, in

other words, to ensure that violent criminals would not be

utilizing this boot camp?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.o

Biggert: ''Those who would be eligible to participate, are.. .is

stated currently in the statute, that the person shall not

be less than 17 years of age; no more than 29; the person

has never served a sentence of imprisonment for a felony in

an adult correctional facility; the person has not been

convicted of a Class X Felony; first or second deqree

murder; armed violence; aggravated kidnapping; criminal

sexual assault; aggravated criminal sexual abuse; or a

subsequent conviction for criminal sexual abuse; forceable

detention or arson; and the person has been sentenced to a

term of imprisonment which is five years or less. lt also

requires that they be physically able to partlcipate ln

strenuous physical activity, and that they do not have any

mental disorder or disability that would prevent

participation in the proqram.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: NSO, what we're saying isp that tbe same exact criteria

that is presently used by the Department oi Corrections,

will be used in this instance. ln other words, welre

limiting the ability of certain violent offenders and

people we believe as having violent tendencies from being

involved in these local boot camps?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Bigqert.''

I
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Biqgert: OThat's correct.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffmanv''

Hoffman: >NoW, it's my understanding that these local boot camps

could hold individuals that have been sentenced through the

Department of Corrections on a telony charge, and they

could go through the impact incarceration of the Department

of Corrections. Who will make the determination as to

whether the local counties have to accept these DOC

transfers to the local boot camps?H

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.R

Biggert: ''There would be an interqovernmental agreement where the

sheriff, with the approval of the county board, would

accept those.'

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: *Do you know if there has been any of those

intergovernment agreements that have been proposed, in case

this Bill passes, or has anybody been negotiatinq with the

Department of Corrections.moat this time?l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggertq''

Biqgert: 'This is the third Bill I've presented on this...on this

floor with this agreement in there, and I think we'll

eventually get one to the Governor's Desk and get it out,

then we'll be able to work on that, but I don't know of any

others. know that the Cook County does bave a boot camp

which is starting now, but I don't know they have any

intergovernmental agreement. There is a voluntary juvenile
boot camp which is run by the Department of Corrections in

southern Illinois, and don't know if there is an

agreement with the counties down there.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffmanw/

Hoffman: ''We1l concern 1 guess, although ; know this passed out

l0l...With a lO1 votes previously this year. That was
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think at the time we talking about

there's going to be some potential agreements reached

regarding some potential concerns about, (1) whose is going

to be liable if we have these state prisoners in local

counties, could the county conceivably be liable, how's

that going to be addressed. It's not addressed at this

point, I don't think. Number two, what are we going to do

when it comes to the point of only certain counties beinq

alloked to get these boot camps because they are the ones

who are able to foster agreements with he Department of

corrections, and other counties can't receive that type of

funding, and think that has to be addressed. At this

point, I think I'm goin: to vote for the Bill because I

have in the past, but still 1 think werre a long way from

getting a consensus on the Bill, and 1 hope we work on it

at the end of Session.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Washington, Representative

Deering. For what purpose do you rise'??

Deering: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l'

Speaker Leitch: Pshe indicates she will.''

Deerinq: ''Representative, you say this Bill will allow the county

to set up an incarceration program. Is this permissible

withp..does this qive the option to the sheriff of those

respective counties?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Yes it does Representative. Qf those counties under 3

millton, the sheriff can set them up with the approval of

the county boarda''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Deering.l!

Deering: ''The sheriff does have to have the approval of the

board, and if where is an increase in funding, will that

come through the General Revenue Fund or the county that
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will be appropriated by the county in the annual budget??

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''It is only with the approval of the county board. This

is substantive law and really has not addressed the fundinq

issue. As you might recall on the other Bills' this is

permissive and would be up to the county board and sheriff

to find the funding for such a boot camp. The.g.cook

County has done that, and they have been building their

boot camp and was funded through federal iunds, state

funds, and local funds, but that was addressed by the

county to find the funding for that. So this is really

only giving them the permission to do this. It does not

address the funding issuee''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Deeringw''

Deering: ''Well Representative, what if have a county that wants

to get in this program and their jail facility is full, and

I understand this is for juveniles, and their existing

facility will not take juvenilesy they want to get into the

program, so the county board says, 'Sure Mr. Sheriff, you

can do this, build khe building and we'll get started now'.

But if they decide to do that, whose going to pay for

Will come out of the GRF or the county? Will they go to

the taxpayers and ask for a referendum or will there even

be referendum. Will it be a front door referendum or will

be a back door referendum??

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Bigqert: ''The answer to the first part of your question is, this

does not involve juveniles. This is only years of age
through 29 years of age. The second part is, it is up to

the county board and the sheriff to determine how they want

to fund this. Tt could be difierent in every county. So,

I really can't answer for how a county is going to fund
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The only one who has done anything so far, is Cook County,

and the county funded it by a grant from the federal

governmentz and a grant from the state, and a grant from

local funds. Now theyw..any of these counties that would

like to do this, would have the option of goinq...asking

the taxpayers, qoing for a referendum, or qettin: a grant

from the federal qovernment or the state. But this Bill

does not address the funding issueo''

Speaker Leitchl PRepresentative Deering.''

Deering: ''Well Representative, especially in this year of

speaking of fiscal responsibility and no mandates, do you

not think that this 3ill would be better Bill if you would

bring it back to Second and put an Amendment on, saying

that, no fundin: from the taxpayers could be used on the

local level unless it was guaranteed a front door

referendum guestion on the ballot. 1'm afraid that in

certain situations, you'll get a program started, whether

with state or federal funds, and then in the subsequent

year, the sheriff will come back or the county board will

come back to the residents of that county, and say, 'We

have to raise taxes because be have this program that the

state mandated us to do, and now we have to pay for and

there are not federal or state funds'. So, would you not

feel more comfortable puttin: in a quarantee tbat taxpayer

dollars could not be used unless they had a say so in it?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''No, really wouldn't Representative Deerinq. This

proposal was at the request of my county and was joined in
by other counties from the Metro Association as being a

good idea. lt really is, and you used the word mandatory,

is absolutely not mandatory, it is permissive. It only

allows tbe county to have a boot camp if they so wish, and
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they funding. I don't think we want to

micro-manage the counties and direct them as far as the

funding. Only by statute are they able to do this
. It

does not say they have to do it or even have to tbink about

it. It's just if they want to do it, they have the ability
in law, to be able to do it.''

Day

find the

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Deeringa''

Deering: ''To the Bi11, Mr. Speaker.
R

Speaker Leitch: 1'1'11 give you another minute to close.''

Deering: ''My concern about this Bill is, as the Sponsor wasn't

alluding to, is the funding. I'm afraid that if we open up

another avenue here and micro...the term micro-management,
if you would, seems to me that we're opening up another

avenue where the county board or the sheriff will try to

siphon off the General Revenue Fund dollars in the future

to iund something, and then we'll have to go back and ask

the taxpayers for an increase of iunds. And especially if

ve have a county that bas the property tax caps that can't

fund their schools. We're qoing to say, we want to raise

taxes for another program, but it's not going to be a

guestion of whether it's a mandate or not at this time. In

the future after these counties have gotten started, and

then when it comes where there are no state or federal

funds for the program, that's when these local officials

gill holler mandate.'f

Speaker Leitch: ''The Representative from Cookp Representative

Dart. Tom Dart. For what purpose do you rise?''

Dart: ''Wi11 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: nshe indicates she wi11.''

Dart: ''Representative, for starters, do you have

data, and

reduction and recidivism raised has occurred as a result of

any statistical

so, can you tell us of how much of the
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individuals going to boot camp as opposed to regular penal

institutions?'

Speaker Leitchl HRepresentative Biggert.N

Biggert: ''I don't have any.''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Are you aware of whether or not there has been any studies

that have been conducted, whether in Illinois...or Michiqan

started before we did doing this, or any other state in

regards to recidivism rate, and also the cost effectiveness

of these programs?''

Speaker Leitch: nRepresentative Biggert.'f

Biggert: '': don't have any statistical data. Just from the

articles that I've read as far as in Illinois and the

volunteer boot camp that was started down near Chanute

that.o.in interviews of the young people who had attended

that boot camp and their response and how they felt that

they really had turned around their lives. And the one in

Cook County really is not going yet, so I don't have any.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: PI was wondering...particularly, how long has our boot camp

program been going in this state?/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggerte'f

Biggert: ''1 think that the one that is being still built in Cook

County, the one the volunteer program started about two

years ago.o

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.R

Biggert: ''So I don't think it's really time to be able to make a

determination yet.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Proceed Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you. I was wondering vhether or not that the one

that is down by Shawnee, I visited that one a couple of

years aqo, you got to imagine they've done some study on
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they've been, or in the Michigan area,

because this is...we've been putting more and more people

in these boot camps and î think it would be effective

before we expand these much further, that we know whether

or not they're serving our purpose. They obviously will

cost less money because we kick people out of the prison

system a lot quicker, but I think it would be important to

know if we would be actually saving us money in the long

run. The second thing I was going to ask was, is whether

or not this would be...if the success rate is going to be

diminished by the fact that...like in other areas, we have

expanded this, the age limit for which people can take boot

camp. Originally it used to be up to 25 or 29 years old.

This is up to 35? Would that diminish the results?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Biqgert: ''The statute says 17 to 29. I don't think that goes

to 35.1'

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: Rone other point I was going to make here. Now if an

individual is sentenced for a felony offense. . oquite

often.-.say like a residential burglary. Someone. . .or a

burglary, say a burglary, say they've been charged with a

burslary, and they're sentenced to probation, and say 364

days in the county jail. How many days will this person

now serve, this individual who has a 364 day sentence for a

felony offense? how may days would they serve under this

Bill they go to boot camp?n

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Between 120 and l80 days.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''So by opting for the boot camp, this individuals sentence

would be cut in..oby two-thirds approximately, if they had
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the maximum sentence served county facility?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.f'

Biggert: ''And if they've successfully completed this program
.

And were not sent back to complete their sentence. And

were admitted into the program.''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''I was just checking. I think 35 is the age limit on this
by the way. And ior misdemeanors, how much are we reducing

the penalty if they are accepted in this program? How much

are re reducing the penalty for misdemeanors?o

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''It's seven days for each 30 days. e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: NAnd is your feeling that this measure, even though it's

not mandatory, but it would have in fact a net qain for us

even though we don't have any results to show whether or

not these boot camps have in fact, been good, have worked

efficiently and whether or not there's anybody to watch the

people when they are released.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert.''

Bigqert: ''We1l, don't think I would have had some kind of Bill

like this at least three times on the House floor and sent

it over to the Senate. 1 really believe in them, just from
what read. 1'm not very good in remembering statistics,

but from what I've read about the volunteer boot camp with

the juveniles from what I've read about Michigan and a11

the other areas, I think the more that we can find,

preventive measures, to really keep young people from going

back into the life crime, and to get them distanced from

what is really the jail as of now, and to do something to
build their self esteem and to give them the education.

think that the thing about thks program is tbe self esteem
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the education thatthrough

they get, that this really is a very positive program and

I'm very excited about

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Biggert to close.''

Bigqert: 'Thank you. This is another Bill to have the impact

incarceration program for young adults, and I would ask for

your favorable vote.f

Speaker Lettch: PThe question is, 'Sba11 Senate Bill 239 pass?'

All those in favor shall vote 'aye', opposed vote 'nay'.

The voting is open. This is final action. Have all voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who

wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question? there

are lO9 voting 'aye', none voting 'no' this Bill having#

'

received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Mr. Clerk, please read House...senate Bill 293.%

Clerk McLennand: lsenate Bill 293. A Bill for an Act to create

the Mental Health Treatment Preference Declaration Act.

Third Reading of this Senate 3i1l.'' Speaker

Leitch:s''Representative Krause.''

Krause: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd like at this time to

present Senate 3ill 293. This Bill creates the Mental

Health Treatment Preference Declaration Act. It permits a

adult competent person to designate a attorney in fact, to

make a written declaration of preference with instructions

regarding the mentak bealth treatment that can be provided

if and when that person is incapable of making treatment

decisions. The legislation goes on and lays out a form

entitled, Declaration for Mental Hea1th Treatment, Breaks

out as to the sections that the principal can check.

Provides for the namin: of the attorney, in fact, the agent

as well as the witness' forms. It is a piece of

legislation that goes a long way to help us make our own
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they relate in the field of health

services. I would be pleased to answer any questions

concerning this legislation.''

Speaker Leitcb: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.
R

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?r

Schakowsky: ''Representative, how is this.o.how are the provisions

of this Bill different from the durable power of attorney

for health care?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''Representative, it is very similar, and I think the

theory here is identical, and that is for all of us while

we are competent to address the issues of our health care,

this one is strictly in the field of mental health. The

other one in the field of course, is of health care. This

one is more limited. If you look at the power of attorney

for health care, it is extremely broad as to what someone

can provide. If you look at this form, just lists
psychotropic medications, electroconvulsive treatment and

then also where the person can state that he does not

consent to any treatment and also names a choice of

physician if he wishes. addltion. this one provides on

revocation, it can be revoked in whole or in part by a

written statement at any time by the principal, if the

principal is not incapable, the statement is effective

signed by the principal and the physician and then,

delivered to the attending physician.''

Speaker Leitcb: ''Representative Schakowsky.'t

Schakowsky: ''Representative, as you know, in committee Wha. ..as

you know, committee, what was raised in my view, is a

serious concern about this Bill by equip for equality used

to be the...non-blankin: what they used to be, you

know..eokay, equip for equality, was the issue that the
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person can only revoke this power of attorney if they find :
l

a physician who would sign the revocation. There was i
I

strong feelings by this orqanization, was the Protection
I

and Advocacy isn't it...didn't it use to be: that this is a !
I

serious limiting of the rights of a person who is mentally '

ik1. t voukd want you defend that point.n

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Krause.N

Krause: OThank you. I think in this field. as you know, there

were a number that supported, and : do. : think it goes to

all of us working to try and control our own destiny in the

field, that of mental illness or whatever. This area here,

as you heard those witnesses that supported it, and they

were people who had worked in the field. They had pointed

out, that as they looked at that issue, and went. ..they

were ones that were working already with attending

physicians, physicians that Were uniquely aware of their

condition. Because Representativev if you take the

alternative, which we have now, which is to go to court,

then the principal or the individual is faced without

havinq anyone out there who is as directly familiar with

their condition, as they would be if they worked through

this and they Worked through the form. Just remember

briefly in a court proceeding, you have to file for court,
a guardian adlititum is appointed, and that person finds a

physician who really has no knowledge of it. Under this

type of a forum, here the person has been dealtng With his

physicians workin: with them. Remember, there are tWo

physicians that also sign on this, and are well familiar

with the condition of what we call the principal. And

there is a greater familiarity under this type of position,
Ithen if we had none.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky.
n
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Schakowsky: *Well, one of the things that they said to me

was...that...l mean, it's thelr teeling that the purpose of

this 3ill is to in fact, to a certain degree, take out of

the hands of tbe person that is mentally some

decisions about their care. This is a group whose

only...who advocates only for patients. These are not

families. These are..mthis qroup advocates for the

patients. What they were saying is, that this 3ody would

never consider forcing someone for instance, to have

chemotherapy, even though it could save their life. We

wouldn't think of that, and yet here, we're talking about

electroconvulsive tre....''

Speaker Leitch: 'Ifll give you sometime to close.''

Krause: ''Representative, does not the form specifically say that

if you do not want that, you exclude it? Is that not

really the goal of what we're after and tbat is the

self-determination over ourselves. By using this éorm you

can specifically say I will not give consent; without it,

people have to try to make a qood faith without a doubt, at

determination, on whether or not you want sbock treatment

or any other type of treatment. Herey you say ahead of

time. The same way with the power of attorney for health

care. If you don't want a transfusion, amputation, since

early you state it up front, that is the goal of these type

of forms. And I think that they help address what I think

is important and that is that we determine our health care

needs while we're competent and lay them out for the

attorney in fact, of the agent, to make those decisions and

that's what we're strivinq for here.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowskyo''

Schakowsky: ''Yeah, know that there are others wbose lights to

give more time to this. Representative Dart would give me
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Speaker Izei tch : eRepresentat ive Schakowsky . ''

Schakowsky : ''Thank you . really apprec iate . Thi s i s a ser ious

piece of legi slat ion and I want to be c lear about it . On

page 10 of the Bi 11, I understand that the Amendment took

out af f irmation oi physic ians and 1 ' m conjused as to why we

would want to take that port ion out of the 3i1l ,

Representat ive . >

Speaker Le i tch : ''Representat ive 'rause . 11

Krause : ''I think that merely i s the af f irmat ion and merely as f ar

as the sign ing of the declarat ion is what was deleted. @

Speaker Leitch : eRepresentat ive Schakowsky . ''

Schakowsky : ''We11, then what is the signii icance of that portion

and why don ' t we need it anymore'??

Speaker Le i tch : ''Representat ive ltrause . ''

'rause : ''We st i l l have the provi s i ons as f ar as two wi tnesses

which i s the key . The key i ssue here i s to obviously have

the principals sign and then have the wi tnesses attest that

they were in the presence of the witnesses . Simi lar to a

wi 11 that they f ound the person competent , that they

personally knew the person . On the power of attorney f or

health care we have one witness . H

Speaker Le i tch : 'Representat ive Schakowsky . ''

Schakowsky : ''Who needs . . owho witnesses thi s document now?''

speaker Le i tch : ''Representat ive Krause . ''

Krause : ''We have two wi tnesses , adult wi tnesses , who wi 11 see the

person sign . They aren ' t related as such . Simi 1ar to a

wi 11 . Two independent people wi tness the signature of the

r inc ipal now . ''p
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky./

Schakowsky: >Representative, are there opponents now to the

legislation?'

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Srausel
>

Krause: ''In committee, proponents were the Alliance for tbe

Mentally Ill of Illinois, the Department of Mental Health

and Developmental Disabilities, the Illinois State Medical

Society, Illinois Association of Community Mental Hea1th

Agencies. Opponents; Equip for Equality and, believe,

the Hospital Association.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: HOn the analysis 1 have, which may or may not be up

to date, also see that Guardianship and Advocacy

Commission and the Illinois State 3ar Association were

listed as opponents.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Krauseo''

Krause: 'They are neutral according to staff, at this point.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Schakowskye''

Schakowsky: ''Amendment #2: was trying to figure out what it did

besides take out that affirmation statement. Were there

any other...what were the other changes that were in the

fi...in that Amendment?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''The Amendment that was adopted in committee, Amendment

#1 to Senate 3ill 293, made some.ogmade good faith reliance

by a medical service provider a protection against civil

liability and criminal liability.n

Speaker Leltch: ''Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: ''Why is it necessary for us to limit liability here?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''I don't know if it's as much of a limit, Representative,

as much as is oi a clarification because what it merely
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does is to again say that the medical provider is to act in

good faith. That does not mean in the 1aw that therefore

he is excused in any way as far as willful conduct, gross

negligence. I think it merely clarifies that as long as he

acts in good faith and he bases his decisions on that, then

in turn an action will not lie for civil or criminal

liability.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Is tbis a diminishing of liability of what

would...what would currently be the law? 1 mean,

how...what stan..ois the standard different, then?''

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Krause.l'

Krause: ''My view is, is that that is a standard that is always

there and that is, is that be it a provider in this case or

some other professional, they are to conduct themselves in

good faith. Knd I think I do not see thls as a diminlsbing

but merely a clarification as far as liability, negligence.

The person is still going to be responsible, obviously

willful, gets into the field of criminal 1aw and I do not

believe it's a diminishing.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Scbakowsky: >If I could, Mr. Speaker, just top..to the Bill.
Representative, I believe that you're presenting this Bill

in good faith, but I have to say that I have grave concerns

along the lines raised by Equip for Equality and noW the

fact that quardianship and... I mean the Illinois Hospital

Association is also opposed to this Bill. I've heard your

explanations, but they feel adamant that this legislation

is a diminution of the rights of persons with mental

illness to revoke the power of attorney that they've given

and thus to make decisions whether to receive or not

receive care. I'm afraid that I'm going to be unable, as T
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to support this legislation.ff

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Krause to close.
l'

Krause: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen,

woulda..t Kould ask for support of Senate Bill 293. This

Bill goes a long way and there are protections in it for us

individuals to make our own determinations in the field of

mental health that we can, while we are competent, lay out

to our physicians and our family the determination in this

field as to the type of treatment that we want and the type

of treatment that we 6o not wanty but that we make the

dectsions and that they not ultimately be made by some

court that does not know what our intent and feelinqs are.

It is compatible with the power of attorney for health

care, which is workinq exceedingly well in Illinois. This

legislation is workinq in the State of oregon and I ask for

your support and a 'yes' vote.''

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Krause noW moves for passage of

Senate Bill 293. The question is: 'Shall Senate Bill 293

pass?' All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; al1 those

opposed shall vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is

final action. Have all voted who wished? Have a1l voted

who wished? Have all voted wbo wished? Mr. Clerk, take

the record. On this question tbere are 97 votin: 'aye', 4

voting 'no' and this...senate Bill 293, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.

Clerk, please read Senate Bill 303. Representative

Turner.''

Clerk McLennand: Osenate Bill 303, a Bll1 for an Act that amends

the Unified Code of Corrections. Third Reading of this

Senate Bill.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
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House. Senate Bill 303 provides that a person whose

petition for executive clemency has been denied by the

Governor, may not apply again for executive clemency until

one year has passed from the date of denial. In recent

years the board has been forced to process and forward to

the Governor repeated applications for clemency from people

who are regularly denied. Some inmates apply three times

each year regardless of lack of merit. This proposal does

not prevent an applicant to obtain a waiver of the one year

waiting period from the Chairman of the Board if it is

necessary to prevent injustice or genuine hardship. I'd be
glad to answer any questions.''

Speaker Leitch: PThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Pugh.
/

Pugh: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

question?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Yes, he will.?

Pugh: ''Representative, could you repeat your...the remarks you

just...just made? I'm sorry, I had a hard time hearing
ou 11Y .

Speaker Leitch: eRepresentative Turner.W

Turner, J.: RYes, Representative. I had indicated that the Bill

provides a person's petition for executive clemency has

been denied by tbe Governor, may not apply again for

executive clemency until one year has passed irom the date

of denial. I had also indicated that the 3ill does allow

an applicant to obtain a waiver of the one year waitin:

period from the Chairman of the Board if it is necessary to

prevent injustice or genuine hardship.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''The individual contain a waiver based on exten.. .what kind

of extenuating circumstances could...n

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.f'
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Turner, J.: ''We1l, the example that comes to mind would be to

health of an inmate or perhaps a family membero'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Puqh: ''What'swoowhat does the current 1aw state? Is this

contrary to the...to any case 1aw or the Constitution?''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''It is not contrary to any case law nor is

contrary to tbe Constitution that current 1aw does not put

any limit on the number of times that an application can be

filed. Tbis 1aw just brinqs a sense of reasonableness into
the process, in that executive clemency has been denied

in a...ior a one year period, you cannot file again after

the point of denial.''

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''I'm baving a little hard time hearing you, Representative,

b ut . . . ''

Speaker Leitch: Hplease, the Gentleman's asking some important

questions about an important 3il1 and we need to have the

chamber more quiet. Please take the conservations to the

C CZ C * 55

Pugh: ''Let's take it to account the individual who is currently

on death row, 'Gerves Davis'. Let's say that his petition

for clemency is denied come Thursday. What happens if he's

set to be executed on May 17th?/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''He could apply for a waiverp but in that case my

guess is only stands to reason that there's not

something new to be brought to the Governor's attention in

a number of 10 days or so, that the decision would be the

same in any event. So, unless there was something new to

be brought forward, I would not expect that the Governor

would be having a change of position. But in any event,
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that may be one of those extenuating circumstances where a

waiver could be sought, would be qranted, and a further

determination may be made by the Governor. ?

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Puqh.''

Pugh: >In the event that there's new evidence, does the evidence

have to come by way of adjudication or can someone just
petition the Prisoner Review Board or does it have to go

directly to the Governor? How does that happen in the case

of new evidence?''

Speaker Leitch: nRepresentative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''The new information would be presented to the

Prisoner Review Board, and again, under certain

circumstances, that certainly would be one if there was new

evidence. They could apply for a waiver and there is

new evidence, in my judgement, would be granted.p
Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.î'

Pugh: >So in the case of new evidence, the evidence is submitted

to the Prisoner Review Board and if the Prisoner Review

Board finds merit in that evidence, he can be granted

another hearing. But suppose the Governor doesn't find

merit in the evidence. Will he still be granted a new

hearing?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turnero''

Turner, J.: ''If the Governor has made his determination he would

have had his hearing at that point.''

speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Does the Governor...does the Governor make the decision

based on the recommendation oi the Prisoner Review Board or

based on the evi...''

Speaker Leitch: ''I'm going to give you another minute. It was

very noisy in here, Representative, so proceed.''

Pugb: 'lThank you, Mr. Chalrman (sic-speaker). Does the Governor
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make his determination to grant clemency based on the

information that is presented via the Prisoner Review

Board, or does the Governor make his determination based on

the information, the new information?/

Speaker Leitchl 'Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: f'The Governor certainly considers the recommendation

from tbe Prisoner Review Board. However, the Governor is

not under oblisation to follow the recommendation. don't

have any statistics. My guess is, that in most instances

the Governor would follow the recommendation. But,

specifically, the answer to your question would be both as

you posed it.f'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative PugheH

Puqh: ''So, in the case of new evidence, the new evidence should

go directly to the Prisoner Review Board and not to the

Governor?'

Speaker Leitcht ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.t nYes, if seeking the waiver as I indicated.''

Speaker Leitch: >Do you want to speak to the Bill, Sir?''

Pugh: ''lt's my opinion that...To the Bill, Mr. Speaker that

this piece of legislation will run contrary to any case law

and to the Constitution. In the event that an individual

has brought forth or has had the opportunity to unleash new

information, that information should be weighed carefully

and it might take more than a year for the evidence to be

brouqht to fruition. The death penalty is one that and

oftentimes is needed and should be granted, but in a 1ot of

cases individuals are innocene and the new evidence that is

brought forth exonerates them on a of different

instances. For instance, in the 'Gerves Davis' case

there's new evidence that's going to be presented that does

not relate to thew..does not justify the.o.conviction.n
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Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.

For what purpose do you rise, Sir?

Dart: ''Wi11 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: lHe indicates that he Wi1l.R

Dart: fRepresentative, how many executive clemency...how often

are they granted?''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Turnero'l

Turner, J.: ?1n 1993, 1'm advised that 35 were granted.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.l

Dart: ''In the pastv..in 1994, how often did individuals seek it?f

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turnerop

Turner, J.: nI don't have any of the exact data on that, but Ifm

advised it was sought in around 400 instances.l

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Dart.'l

Dart) ''Of those approximate 400 instances: were these individuals

people who had sought clemency more than once?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Turner.l

Turner, J.: Rl'm sorry, Representative, f cannot answer that

question. don't have the answer available.
'

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''I guess where was going here was the reason for this

Bill, was just tryin: to 9et...I mean, we passed
legislation already this year in which we have shortened

the time period for death penalties and the like to move

them alonq, and I've taken part personally in executive

clemency hearings and the like and I understand some of

them are almost pro forma when people are going throuqh

them on a regular basis. I was just trying to get a handle
on, though, is this in fact, is something that the

department perceives as an abuse or who is it that other

than just the fact that we want to move things along. Ts
there an entity, Prisoner Review Board, the Governor's
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Office or the Department of Corrections, who believe that

the present system for executive clemency is fraught witb

abuses? Because as I mentioned before, I've taken part in

these and there's been some that thought were sort of

unnecessary.''

Speaker Leitcb: ''Representative Turnera''

Turner, ''Representative# the Prisoner Review Board is

stronqly in support of this piece of legislation. They

have expressed concern that petitions were filed in many

instances which were nothing more than repetitive and new

allegations were not raised. They also expressed the

concern that the families of victims were asked to come

forward as well as state's attorneys and other individuals

to object to the petitions and that it became a matter of

just, frankly. just bein: a little bit silly to ask the
victims and their families and the state's attorneys to

come in on numerous occasions in the same year, when the

same relief is being sought under the same allegations.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Darto''

Dart: ''So then just for clarifications, ezery ttme they
file...the prisoner files a petition for clemency, there is

mandated that there is a response. Is that correct?''

Speaker Lettcb: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Yes.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.'

Dart: 'ïWel1, tbinkq..l tbink wbat yourre doing here makes sense

and particularly so because of some of the protections

you've put into the law. As I was looking at it, it seems

to me that virtually every instance that you can imagine

would require somebody to come forward with some new

evidence. Whatever, you've taken care of that here. There

seems...l guess some people miqht even complain that you've
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put so many exceptions in that there's.o.the 3ill won't do

anything. But the way I look at is, is that looks as

you've taken care of al1 foreseeable possible

evidentiary questions and anything that could substantively

come out outside the area of being frivolous. lsn't that

correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: f'That was certainly the intention, Representative,

and I believe it is correct, yes.?

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart./

Dart: ''So that in fact, if someone came forward with a petition

for clemency and laid out the grounds for it and was then

subsequently denied, but then was to come up vith, as was

mentioned, some...a new witness popped out of nowhere, new

evidence was iound, there was reason to question a

witness's voracity for some reason, your Bill here would

take full...take care of that by doin: what?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.H

Turner, ''It would allow the petitioner to seek a waiver from

the one year prohibition on filing the application for a

second time within 365 days.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dartor'

Dart: ''As I just mentionedp Representative, think this Bi11 was
drafted well in that it covers a11 of the exigent

circumstances which could arise in this area to make sure

that nobody's riqhts are cut off here and any new evidence

were to come forward, they would still have that ability.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Representative from Cook, Representative Lou

Jones. For what purpose do you rise?''

Jones, L.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I yield my time to

Representative Pugh.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''
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Puqh: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?

Representativep can you share with me the genesis, or with

the Bodyr the genesis of this legislation? Why do you see

the need for it??

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.'

Turner, lves, Representative, I will probably be somewhat

redundant inasmuch as I have attempted to address the

reason for this legislation earlier. But the Prisoner

Review Board had gone to the Senate, of course, first, to

Senator Petka who had sponsored this Bill and it had gone

through the Senate and then come to me. The concern oi the

Prisoner Review Board was that the families of victims were

asked to come forward and that it was very difficult for

them to do so. lt certainly is difficult if it occurs only

once a year, but it's happening more than once a year,

two or three times a year, that it can be an emotional

problem for them. Certainly it causes them much grief in

having to relive the experiences as the victim or the

family oi victim always does when they are the victims of a

crime. And then moreover, the Governor was asked to make a

decision or tbe Prisoner Review Board vas asked to make a

decision based upon exactly the same allegations or

circumstances that the petitioner had ori:inally alleqed.

And finally, the state's attorneys from the counties

wherein the conviction was originally.evwhere the

conviction Was originally given, were also asked to come

forward and express their opposition to executive clemency.

So for all those reasons the Prisoner Review Board felt

that the need for the legislation was apparent, that it did

not deprive the incarcerated inmate from seeking executive

clemency, that it did put a reasonable restriction in that

they would only be allowed to do so once per l03...per 365
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days, unless they could seek the waivers showing special

circumstances as to why they should be given it.
'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.f

Pugh: pcan you.e.Thank you for the elaborate answer. Can you

tell me why was executive clemency needed in the beginning?

Why was the concept of executive clemency brought to fore?'

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative.''

Turner, ''I can't tell, Representative, that I read the

historical analysis and perspective as to why executive

clemency was needed. But my quess would be that a person

Who was entitled to go through, of course, all the appeal

process beginning with the Appellate Court up to the

Supreme Courts, post-conviction relief and the like, was

normally afforded just about every opportunity in order to
prove that some flaw had occurred earlier at the trial

stage when they were convicted. But in spite of all those

protections, one last protection was afforded for either

those who may have clearly been found guilty or for perhaps

those who the executive...the chief executive in the state

or for indeed in this country, felt that some special

pardon or some special circumstances warranted leniency.

And so I believe that it was just kind of a last resort put
in as a final protection which was added to the trial

process and the appeal process.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.N

Pugh: ''So you are in agreement that the executive clemency

process is a very valuable instrument, yes or no?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.e

Turner, J.: ''Yes, although clearly it is only applicable in the

rarest of cases.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''And those cases bein: circumstances of compellent where
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humanitarian evidence regardinq compelling humanitarian

nature as stated in the Bill ls brought to fore.R

Speaker Leitchl ''Representative Turnerg''

Turner, ''That would be at least one reason, yesq'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.'

Pugh: ''How long does it take, usually, to brinq a murder trial or

a trial thak would require the death penalty that would

lead to an individual filinq all of these writs for

executive clemency to take place?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: 'If I understood your questlon, from my

understanding, not, frankly, from reading this piece of

legislation, but other pieces of legisg.g/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative, proceed.p

Turner, J.: ''That this Body had addressed from the date of

sentencing until execution in a death penalty case was

actually carried out, *as about 11 years. And 1 believe

that is pretty much the status of how those cases are

handled by way of the time frame even as we speak, although

we have recently passed some legislation hopefully designed

to shorten that period.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Monique

Davis, for what purpose do you rise?''

Davis, Monique: ''Representative, I yield my time to

Representative Coy Pugho,

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugb: HThank you, Mr. Chairman (sic-speaker). Will the Sponsor

yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.H

Pugh: ''Representative Turner, in the case of most murders, what

is...are there any percentaqes that you are aware of, of

indivlduals that have been granted executive clemency based
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onwn in the last.e.in the past 10 years?''

Speaker Leitch: bRepresentative Turnere/

Turner, know of none.e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Do you know of anyone that has been granted executive

clemency in the past 50 years?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turnerep

Turner, J.: ''For the crime of murder or just executive clemency
in any particular crime?/

Speaker Leitch: *Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''For any particular crime.'ï

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: flover the last 50 years 1 could not give you the

number oi times executive clemency has been qranted.

However, earlier I had cited that in 1993 there were three

hundred and some odd cases where it had been requested and

there had been about 35 where it had been granted.W

Speaker Leitch: KRepresentative Pughol

Pugh: PAnd these Were for various crimes, but the qenesis of this

legislation is trying to get to the crime of murder whereby

the individuals who were...the family members of the

victims would not be subjected to continuous exposure to
this process. Is that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turnery''

Turner, J.t *No, that is incorrect. This Bill is not designed to

cover only the crime of murder. It is designed to cover

all felonies.''

Speaker Leitch: pRepresentative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''I sorry, didn't hear the last comment.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''The Bill's not designed to cover only the crime of

murder, it covers a1l crimes for which persons are
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incarcerated in the Illinois Department of Corrections.
'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''So, if this Bill were currently on the statutes, then the

case that I alluded to earlier, the 'Gerves Davis' casey

would his extenuating circumstances fall into the

requirements to ask for the Waiver that's needed to take a

further...a better look at the case?'

Speaker Leitch) ''Representative Turneref

Turner, J.: HWel1, I...as the Sponsor of the Bill cannot

substitute my judgment for the discretion that the Chairman
of the Prisoner Review Board would have, but it only stands

to reason that clearly, in the case you're citing, that the

request for executive clemency can take place once every

365 days. After denial, if there are extenuating

circumstances which would allow application before 365 days

has again run, tben the Chairman could waive the 365 day

requirement. I think it stands to reason that if there is

new evidence presented, that this would be a clear

circumstance where the waiver should be granted and 1 would

anticipate that it would.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pugh.?

Pugh: ''And in developing this legislation when the Prisoner

Review Board qave you the idea, what kind of change in

circumstances did you have in mind that would merit a

quicker review of clemency hearings?''

Speaker Leifch: ''Representative Turner.''

Turner, J.: ''Wel1, the most obvious example is the one that

you're citing where new evidence was found. Second, I

think a rather obvious example would be the health of the

incarcerated individualo''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Pughe'f

Pugh: ''So you're saying that #f an individual were fitted With a
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colostomy, a bag, or had some other kind of deteriorating

incurable disease, that that would be grounds to have a

clemency hearing prior..wbefore the...''

Speaker Leitch: 'lRepresentative Turner./

Turner, HWe1l, would be grounds to request the same,

however, it would depend upon tbe crkme for which the

person seeking the waiver was incarcerated. would

depend upon the amount of sentence left on the period of

incarceration and a myriad of other factors. 1 don't think

just getting sick or having your life in jeopardy because
of some recent illness would necessarily entitle you to a

waiver. I think it would be a factor to consider along

with, as I indicated, the nature of the crime and the

amount of sentence leit, position of the victims family and

the victim, et cetera.'

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Will, Representative Meyer,

for what purpose do you rise, Sir.''

Meyer: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. move the previous question.R

Speaker Leitch: HThe previous question has been put. All those

in favor shall say 'aye'. Opposed 'nay'. In the opinion

of the Chair the 'ayes' have it. Representative Turner to

close.''

Turner, J.: /1 move for favorable action. Thank you.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 303 pass?'

All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. A1l

those...Have all voted who wished? Have a1l voted who

Wished? Have a1l voted Who wished? On this question there

are 99 votlng 'aye', none voting 'no', and tbis B(1l,

having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 313.''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 313, a Bill for an Act concerning
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roller skatinq rink safety. Third Reading of this Senate

Bill.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Ryderwl

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This does create a new Act.

establishes the rights and responsibilities, both, of those

people who use roller skatinq rinks and specifically the

rights and the responsibilities of those who maintain or

own roller skating rinks. lt does have language that's

placed within tbe Bill at the request oi the Trial Lawyers

Association which achieved their neutrality on the Bill.

At this stage know of no opposition to the Bill, but I

would be happy to answer questions concerning the content

of the Bill and I would move for its passage, Mr. Speaker. î'

Speaker Leitch: NThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.f'

Lang: RThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he Will.'

Lang: ''Representative, you recall that a couple of months ago we

debated a Bill that we on this side of the aisle called the

'zamboni' Bill. It involved ice skating rinks. Does this

have anything to do with that?''

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Ryder.''

Ryder: oRepresentative, I didn't meet Mr. 'Zamboni' when he was

here to testify, so I'm unfamiliar with your Bill. I think

that it's a qood concept and I would suggest that you stick

around because my understanding is that there is a Bill

that does concern hockey games that we're going to be

talkin: about next week. So, We should...we probably

should have encompassed them all in the Sports Liability

Bill, but unfortunately we didn't have that joresightm''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Lang.n

Lang: ''And so this Bill requires the operators to post the duties

of the skaters and the operators in locations where it can
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be seen. Is that correct?'' I

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rydero?

Ryder: ''The answerrs yes.''

Speaker beitch: RRepresentative Lang.f'

Lang: nHow do they determine what those responsibilities are?''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Ryder.''

Ryder: #'Representative, those responsibilities are outlined

specifically in the 3i11. I draw your attention, if I

could, please, on the page two, Section l5, which discusses

the operator's responsibility. Sections lp 2, or perhaps

paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. On page three it continues 7,

8, 9, l0, l1, and l2. In addition, on page 3, Section 20,

outlines paragraphs 1 through 5 which are the skaters

responsibilities. There are also the specif#c lanquage, my

recollection is, that was placed in here as a result of the

request of the Trial Lawyers Association would be the top

of page 4.*

Speaker Leitcb: nRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. We would like to remove this from Short

Debate, Mr. Speaker. I'm joined by the requisite number of
colleagues. Thank you. Representative: in Section 15 on

page 2 of the Bill, line 17# subsection 1: one of the

operator responsibilities is to post the duties of roller

skaters and spectators and the duties and obligations of

the operator. How do they determine what those

responsibilities are? Are you referrinq to this list? Is

this what they must post?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Ryder.''

Ryder: *1 believe the most accurate list would be the list that's

contained within the Bill, what I hope to be the statutes,

Ssr. I would indicate that it should...the
i

responsibilities of the operator, but I also believe the I
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skaters responsibikity should also be posted. ''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Now, in Subsection 2 in that same Section 15# it says they

must comply with all rink safety standards published by the

Roller Skating Rink Operators Association. Will

thato..will those standards be listed separately or will

there just be a blanket statement such as this that says
they must comply with this other list that's publishedo

'

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Ryder.?

Ryder: ''Sir, specifically for the intent of the Bill, believe

that the compliance with the standards as enumerated in

paragraph...or Subsection 2, that the words contained in

lines 107 through 110. that languaqe would be sufficient

for posting status. But it's my understanding that those

who are the good operators who are in compliance with the

Roller Skating Rink Operators Association, also post the

responsibilities as enumerated under that association. It

would be in a different place and not part of this statute,
this language.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Langv'f

Lang: ''So it's your intention to have the Roller Skate Rink

Operators Association's standards posted some place?o

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Ryder.?

Ryder: ''Sir, I don't believe the posting, that Roller Skating

Rink Association's standards as required by this Bill,

think compliance with them is required by this Bill. But

do think that statinq that that compliance is necessary. is

required to be posted. What I did say, is that thought

that individuals who are the good operators do post.

know that that's the case in the...some of the facilities

that I've seen and I would encourage folks to do that, but

it's not required under this statuteo''
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Speaker Leitch: eRepresentative Lange?

Lang: >Well, since minors can roller skate, let's assume for a

second that a four or five or six year old kid is dropped

off by their parent who can't necessarily read these

standards. Are they covered by this statute and would the

operator be exempt from their injuries as well?e
Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Ryder.''

Ryder: ''Representative, the posting is only one of the

requirements. Maintaining the other parts of the Bill, the

other operations, the other Subsections, is the operator's

responsibility. In the event that the operator has

complied with the Sections that you enumerated, one through

twelve, then the operator has met his or her requirements

for minors as well as adults.?

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative, one more minute, then 1 Will go

to Mr. Ryder to close./

Lang: ''Thank you. ln Section 25 of the Bill we talked about

assumption of the risk. Can a minor assume risk under the

law? Can a six or seven or eight year old child assume the

risk under the law?''

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Ryder.e

Ryder: HRepresentative, 1et me confer with the staff here on that

one. Just...Representative, learned staff has indicated to

me that the parent of the child who allows the child to go

on to the rink, has therefore complied and allowed the

child to do that. The parent who's responstble for the

child has assumed the risk by allowing the child to go onto

the rink, assuming that the operators maintain the rink in

the fashion in which it was intended.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Ryder to close. There were no

lights on when I extended you the courtesy, Sir, of another

minute. They were not on at the time when the Chair
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announced that we would move after your additional minute.

Representative Ryder to close.'

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a 3ill that does have

bipartisan support. It came out of committee with a 10 - 0

vote. It does have language in here that was requested and

recommended by the Trial Lawyers Association. T appreciate

the questions that were significant and asked by my

colleague on the other side of the aisle, and as a result,

for that, belleve that werve had a discussion and I would

ask for your favorable passage on this piece of

legislation./

Speaker Leitch: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Eill 3l3 pass?'

A11 those in favor shall vote 'aye') all those opposed

shall vote 'no'. The voting is open. This is final

action. Have a11 voted who wished? Have all voted who

wished? Have all voted who wished? On this question there

are..oMr. Clerk, take the record. On this question there

are 105 voting 'aye', none voting 'no'. This 5ill, having

received a Constitutional Majorityy is hereby declared
passed. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 362. Senaee Bill, I'm

sorry. The Chair would like to correct that. Senate

B i l 1 . ''

Clerk Rossi: ''Senate Bill 362, a Bill for an Act amending the

Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities

Act. Third Reading of this Senate Bill.*

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Roskam.''

Roskam: l'Thank you: Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 362 permits the Department of Mental

Hea1th and Developmental Disabilities to establish a

voluntary program called CHOICE, consumers have options for

integrated competitive employment. lt would be a two year

demonstration program that would allow those with
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developmental disabilities to go out into the workplace,

seek their own forms of support, which would then be

brought to support them. would be happy to yield to

questions to the best of my ability.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.

For what purpose do you rise?'

Schakowsky: ''Mr. Speaker, I rise to ask some questions about this

Bi1l.'

Speaker Leitchk ''He indicates hedll yield.''

Schakowsky: eoh, okay. Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Representative

Roskam. First, I'd like to take this Bill off of Short

Debate. I'm joined by the requisite number of colleagues.''
Speaker Leitch: ?'So acknowledgedq''

Schakowsky: 'Thank you. 1 know...l'm a big supporter of

supported employment programs, but I wanted to ask you,

this sounds like some real specific kind of program choice.

I just wondered where it came from and who's promoting this
CHOICE Program or if it's a model in other states. Just

some background on CHOICE.''

Speaker Leitchk ''Representative Roskam.''

Roskam: 'Representative, I can't speak to where it's working in

other states. I'm sure you've got better personal

background on that, but it's a program that's been

initiated by the Citizens Assembly. Representative Olson,

in the last General Assembly, had similar legislation. lt

Wasn't permissive, was mandatory and as a result

didn't go anywhere. This is permissive and so thatfs the

nature of the legislation.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative, let me get some atten...order in

here. I'm having a very hard time hearing? myself. Could

we give the Representatives our attentionp please?

Representative Schakowsky.''

May 8, 1995
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you. Don't we already have a supported

employment program? Or was that.v.did that fail when

Representative olson's p1an...I thouqht we had passed that.

I thought it was law.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Roskamof

Roskam: ''Representative, we do have supported employment

programs. This is trying to more or less open up a

different avenue for a different experimental type of

employment program. My understanding of employment

programs is this. That they are more or less topped down.

There are spots that are created for those with

developmental disabilities that the clients, as you were,

have to fit into that pigeonhole. What's happening here in

this CHOICE initiative is that those with developmental

disabilities are being encouraged to go out into the

Workplace to more or less find tbeir own program and then

determine their own proqram and then the support people

come in and encourage them from there. So it's...it's a

pilot program. lt's small in nature and it's just a way to
try and open up more opportunities for people who are

situated in this way.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: *1 see in the Fiscal Note that the Department of

Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities will seek

funds from the Illinois Planning Council on Developmental

Disabilities. Are there such funds? 1 guess that means

federal funds to pilot this program?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Roskam. please, it's qetting

very very hard here. don't believe the Representative is

able to ask her questions. Very difficult. Representative

Roskam.''

Roskam: MRepresentative, it's our hope that this type of enabling
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legislation will encourage the planning council to fund the

program, but you and T aren't going to decide that today.

But we're going to pave the way for that to happen and

this.o.but this legislation would have to be in place

before that could happen. Do you follow me?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''I'm wondering if the planning council has a position

on this legislation?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Roskam.'f

Roskam: ''Representativey it's my understanding that they're

neutralon

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowskyg
?

Schakowsky: ODo we have any estimation of hoW many people would

then be eligible to participate in this program?'

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Roskam./

Roskam: 'fRepresentative, it Would depend on how the department

would put the initiative together. So, no, we don't.f'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowskyo
''

Schakowsky: ''Is there any obligation on the part of the employer

or what obligation is there on the part of the employer to

this person in the supported employment program?n

Speaker Leitch: GRepresentative Roskam.e

Roskam: 'Representative, there would be an arrangement and that

would be promulgated in the rules, however, that would be

worked out. But whatever the arrangement is that's in

place éor this type oj supported employment would be

consistent. But the point is, that this is trying to give

those with the developmental disability the opportunity to

get out into the workplace, to more or less create their

own.ootheir own path and their own way. So I don't imagine

that any dijferent obligations on the employer Would come

as a result of this programa''
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Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Schakowsky. Representative. 1'm

giving you another minute as well and then we're goinq to

close. There are no other lights on.f

Schakowskyt nThank you, Mr. Speaker. To the...to the Bill. My

one and only concern with the Bikl is that it could, in

fact, end up being meaningless. we look at the

testimony of the lllinois Planning Council on Developmental

Disabilities when the Bill came up in the Senate, they said

you need to be aware that the council cannot provide funds

for these services. So while it's a great idea, it may be

another one of these great ideas that we pass and that may

not be able to be implemented. Certainly, I think we may

want to go on record as supporting the notion of an

individualized employment...supported employment program.

That's a good idea. But whether or not this is going to

see the light of day, think, ts a great big question

mark, too. But I like it.l

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Roskam to close.''

Roskam: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Just to speak to that issue, it

is my sincere bope that tbis does see the light of day. lf

the planning council is not cooperative, then theyfre. .wl

think that we, as a General Assembly, can find others who

wlll be. Knd tbat's our charge and our job and 1 would ask
your favorable consideration.''

Speaker Leitch: lThe question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 362 pass?'

à11 those in favor shall vote 'aye'; a11 those opposed

shall vote 'no'. The voting is open. This is final

action. Have al1 voted who wished? Have a1l voted who

wlshed? Have a1l voted who wished? Mr. Clerk, take the

record. On this question there are l08 voting 'aye', none

voting 'no'. This Bill, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please
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read senate Bill 424.'1

Clerk McLennand: 'Senate Bill 424...''

Speaker Leltch: ORepresentative Brady.''

Clerk McLennand: ''...a Bill for an Act in relation to

May 8, 1995

public

employee pensions. Third Reading of this Senate Bi11.''

speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.F

3radyl RThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Committee.w.of the Assembly. Senate 3i11 424 is sponsored

by Senate President, Pate Philip. What it does is

creates the Pension Laws Commission. The purpose of the

Pension Laws Commission would to be review pension

legistation as it comes before this General Assembly an6

let us look at comprehensive effects of pension laws as

they come in front of us. It would create a 16 member

commission that would consist of eight Members of the

General Assembly, two appointed by each leader and eight

public members, two appointed by each leader. ask for

your favorable vote.l

Speaker Leitch: OThe Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granbergq?

Granberg: eThank you. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Granberg: ''Representative Brady. you said this would be a new

commission with 16 members and would study pension

legislation. What does the Pension Committee do?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.?

Brady: ''Representative, tbe Pension Committee votes on whether or

not leqislation involving personnel and pensions should be

passed on to the House for consideration.n

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.l'

Granberg: ''But doesn't the Pension Committee study pension

legislation throuqhout the course of the year, Mr. Brady?''
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.l'

Brady: ''Representative, certainly each individual Member of the

Pension Committee would evaluate that leqislation. The

purpose of this, primarily, is to bring into account public

sector members who would have professional designations in

the areas of actuary, Who could provide an overall analysis

of the effects of any changes in our present pension laws.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberq.f

Granberg: R1s that currently being done, though, Representative?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: >No, there's no Pension Law Commission right now.p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So there is no Pension Law Commission right now.

Wasn't the previous Pension Law Commission abolished

because it was duplicative of the Pension Committee?''

Speaker Leitch: FRepresentative Brady.f

Brady: ''I believe it was, Representative, but not because it was

duplicative, because of the leaderships...the leadership

here in the General Assembly's lack of willingness to take

into account what the Pension Laws Commission provided. As

I understand it, before my time when the Pension Law

Commission was in effect, the leaders, to be, decided that

they wanted to negotiate their own Pension Bill and didn't

want to let it go through the legislative process. Weld

like to brin: a little more back to the leqislative

process, look at a true analysis? not only an analysis of

Members of the General Assembly, but also the public sector

and through tha*, we believe, provide better government and

better decisions.''

Speaker Leiech: ''Representative Granbergw''

Granberg: ''Wel1, Representative Brady, Leader Daniels and Speaker

Madigan took that initiative to abolish all these
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commissions because they were not necessary. They just
created another level of bureaucracy, they cost taxpayers

money and so we abolished al1 these commissions back in the

early 80's and now you want to renew a commission. So what

happens if you renew this commission? How many more

commissions are we goin: to renew that have been previously

abolished?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: 'Representative, I can only speak to this commission and I

can tell you that nov Speaker Daniels believes very

strongly that this commission can play an active role and

hets goin: to let play an active role. It's my

understanding that the former Speaker would not allow this

commission to operate as efficiently and efiecttvely and

for the benefit of the people of Illinoise''

Speaker Leitchl HRepresentative Granberg.W

Granberg: 'We1l: Representative, I assume that you don't think

the Pension Committee has the expertise or the time

available to it to study these Pension Bills. J mean,

that's...it seems to be that's what you're saying. How

many times has the Pension Committee met this spring?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.o

Brady: ''Representative, the Pension Committee will act just as
any other committee and evaluate a1l the information they

have front of them. I think you know as Well as do

and you Served on the Pension Committee last yearp I don't

believe there's anyone with the professional designation of

actuary that sits on that committee. What we're trying to

do is to brin: some of that private sector knowledge and

ability in to help us make better decisions here in the

Illinois General Assemblys''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''
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Granberg: ''We11, how many times has the Pension Committee met

this spring and how many Bills has it voted upon or acted

upon during the course of this Session which began in

January?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, I'm not sure hoW many times we met. Five

to seven times? We've had numerous subject matter hearings
on different legislation sponsored by different

Representatives. We've...we passed a Bill which we thing

helped out thee..provides security for retired teachers

throughout this state. We've also passed a Bill that dealt

with IMRF funding for school districts. We've passed a

Bill that dealt with extending the 'early out' for the

teachers. We've looked at various issues in a very serious

way and we continue to negotiate those, Representative.''

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: 'So you've met five times, six times this spring, since

January. You've acted upon numerous Bills. How many House

Bills did you actually vote out of committee,

Representative? Two: three this Session?f

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, I believe we've passed out four or five,

but I'm told by staff that that might be almost five times

the amount of Bills you passed out When you Were Chairman?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: 'Representative.../

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative, go ahead and bring your remarks

to a close, please.''

Granberg: ''I believe I'm going to have additional time, Mr.

Speaker. If you would recognize..p''

Speaker Leitch: ''1'11 give you another minute. It was very noisy

in here when you were trying to do your talk, so, proceed,
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S i r . ''

Granberg: ''Representative Dart...Wel1, Representative Bradyp the

qusstion is what..owhy do you need a Pension Laws Study

Commission? We never said we did, although, in fact, we

worked on a bipartisan basis last year to craft the most

serious, responsible pension funding law in the history of

this state according to our Governor. Dnfortunately, you

have not followed that tradition this year by working on a

bipartisan basis. In fact, our Pension Bills that have

come before you to fund the Teacher's Hea1th Insurance

Crisis had not even been deemed important enough to have a

committee hearing, have not even been deemed important

enough to take a vote. Apparently you don't trust the

Members of the Pension Law Committee beeause you wouldn't

let them vote on their proposal to fund the health

insurance crisis, so noW you want a Pension Laws Study

Commission cause you don't trust them to vote on any otber

Bills. So I have additional questions, Mr. Speaker, when

you recognize another Member and I'm sure he or she will

yield their time to me.p

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Peoria, Representative

Saltsman. For what purpose do you rise, Sir?''

Saltsman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he Will.%

Saltsman: >Will these commission members be paid?''

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Brady.''

3rady: RRepresentative? this legislation does not call for any

compensation other than reimbursement for expenses.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Saltsman.''

Saltsman: ''Daily expenses. weekly, monthly, and what would the

legislation.opthe Legislator do, be on a strlct per diem

for..pThis is going to take a lot of hours when this

May 8, 1995
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committee gets started. I was involved with the previous

one approximately ten years ago before I *as in the

Legislature. was working down here for the firefighters

and we had some meetings that lasted tWo and three days

when we were reallyo..lt *as really a negotiating session.

Has anybody figured out yet how these people will be

compensated cause you're goinq to have some people here who

have to have knowledge of, you know, the Department of

lnsurance and these pension laws. You're not going to get

some person in there for no $l0 or $15 a day.p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: lRepresentative, this legislation doesn't deal with that.

would depend on what the appropriation was and then how

the Legislative Body and the commission itself would seek

to use that appropriation.?

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Saltsman.f

Saltsman: ''Yes, are the other eight members qoing to have any

expertise in pensions and the Department of Tnsurance? Are

the private sector members going to have any special

expertise in the line of pensions or Department of

Insurance?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Brady.?

Brady: 'Representative, the legislation calls for the private

sector members to have knowledge in the funding of private

and public sector pension programs.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Saltsman.?

Saltsman: ''We11, any decisions when this board makes a vote, when

this board comes to making a decision, will anything be

bindin: to the Illinois General Assembly?''

speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.f'

Brady: ''No, Representative, this is a commission Which is

advisory and to try Eo provlde al1 the facts to the
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Illinois General Assembly so that they can make their

decisions based on the factual evidence like the private

sector does. Tbe purpose of the commission will be to

provide the knowledge to the Members of the Pension

Commission...pension Committee can use to make sure they

make the right decisions for the people of Illinois.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Saltsman.?

Saltsman: ''Yes, I was involved in the last commission that was

established and sometimes it was effective and sometimes

wasnet. We had times when they'd make recommendations to

the General Kssembly and tt's something like maybe could

having...you're very familiar will the Pay Review Board,

aren't you?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.r'

Brady: ''l'm familiarv'f

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Saltsmano,

Saltsman: ''Yes, Representative Bradyy with this kind of Act in

the same sense of the authority that the Pay Review Board

has, they can just recommend to us and we can either accept

or reject?''
Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Brady.l

Brady: ''No: Representative. This commission would have the

authority to advise the Members of the Illinois General

Assembly as pension laks come before them about the impact

of those.R

Speaker Leitcb: ''Representative Saltsman.''

Saltsman: ''In other words, theypll be doing some of the kork that

our staff has been doing for us and we can hide behind some

decisions if we want pension improvements or some kind of a

perk by saying they were the ones that recommended or

referred these to the General Assembly.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''
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Brady: ''If you're suggesting that this commission might take some

of the politics out of making good long-term decisions, I

would concur with you.p

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Saltsman.''

Saltsman: 'It could work either way. I'm just hoping that it

don't. Xes, to the Billt Mr. Speaker. I don't know bow

effective this will be. If the people are there with the

right expertise, it could be an asset to this Legislative

Body to recommend, but at this time we haven't passed that

much legislation out of here in the last seven or eight

years. Wefve been very particular of what Pension Bills

went out and 1,11 be opposing it.?

Speaker Leitch: lThe Gentleman from Washington, Representative

Deerinq. For what purpose do you rise, Sir?'

Deeringk ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Leitch: >He indicates he will.''

Deering: ''Yes, Representative? if this Commission Bill passes and

we have a Pension Laws Commission once again, Will we still

continue to have a Pension Law Committee here in the House

of Representatives?*

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.?

Brady: pRepresentative, as you know, the committee structure is

up to the Speaker. It is the indication that I received

from the Speaker that, yes, we will continue. This, from

the current Speaker. And he really believes strongly that

a: Sponsor of the B(ll, that tbis vill help enable the

Pension Laws and Personnel Committee to act more

efficiently and effectively.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Deering.''

Deerinq: ''Well, you know, Representative, you mentioned a strange

fact here just a little bit a:o in a prior question, that
we passed several laws that came out of the Pension
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Committee. One of them was of the sham that we passed

takinq care of retired teacher's health insurance. That

was dead on arrival in the Senate. And as you know, we

didn't have any regularly scheduled pension meetings. You

know, I'm the spokesman on the committee. We've yet to

have any scheduled hearings prior to the passage of that

legislation. There wasn't any scheduled hearings, but

because we knew that there...but because the Speaker knew

that was Retired Teacher's Lobby Day, we went ahead and

put a dog and pony show into place - it's a 'feel good'

3ill - when that Was just a shell Bill passed out of
committee. If this Pension Laws Commission is in place and

they make recommendations to the General Assembly, what's

to say that a 1ot of these Bills won't be changed when they

come to the floor and have Amendments added as they are

now?'

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Brady.''

Brady: HRepresentative. the purpose of the Pension Laws

Commission is to make recommendations based on varëous

pieces of legislation. As you know, a11 Pension Bills can

be changed as they come to the floor, as they're amended;

and hopefully they will continue to be so for the good of

the people of Illinois, much like the piece of legislation

which you referred to earlier. I think it's important that

this piece of legislation pass so that you and I as

individuals on the Pension and Personnels Committee have

the benefit of hearing from actuaries, from individuals in

the private sector who truly understand what...how pension

systems operate in fiscally responsible way. This

legislation gives us the input and the guidance we need and

frankly takes some of the politics out. And I think thatfs

important and tbat's lmportant for the people of Illlno#s.ï'
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Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Deering.?

Deering: ''We11, Representative, are you insinuating, then, that

the actuaries that are employed by our current pension

systems are giving us political answers or wrong answers

when we go to them and ask them for Pension Impact Notes or

different types of impacts that legislation has on the five

public pension systems monitored by the State of Illinois?

Are you thereby saying in your remarks here a moment a:o

that they're beinq too political and theyrre givinq us

incorrect information?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Not at all, Representative. As you know we. p .there are

several Articles of the Pension Code and of those Articles

there are many that don't have actuaries on field...nor

that testify in front of us. As you also know, when we qet

beyond the state operated pension funds, we go into those

areas and we deal with legislation and the majority of the
legislation we deal with comes from those non-state

operated funds. We simply.p.we simply regulate the way in

which those are operated. They don't have actuaries who

come and testify. We think this will provide soundness and

benefit for the participants of the pension systems that

they're applied toward, to the people who are paying into

those systems and to all the people of Illinoiso''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Deeringo''

Deertng: ''Under tbe current committee setup, when there was

pension legislation introduced that positively or adversely

affect any pension system in the state, did not those

members of those systems have an opportunity to come before

the Pension Committee and bring their actuarials along with

them so they can...or their actuaries with them so they

could testify in front of the committee as to the pluses or
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minuses that the legislation would have. 1 believe we have

done that in the past. Is that not correct?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Brady.?

Brady: 'Representative, I'm not sure, I thought 1 tried to answer

that question previously. 3ut think the intent here is

that we're gonna, through the benefit of this commission,

we'll be able to focus on things for a longer term basis.

We'll be able to look at more equity and not piecemeal it

for political reasonss?

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Deering. The Gentleman from

Williamsony Representative Woolard. For what purpose do

you rise, Sir?''

Woolard: mThank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to yield my time to

Representative Granberg.''

Speaker Leitch: fRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg; ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Brady, you

indicated there will be 16 members of this commtssion and

eight members will be Members of the General Assembly.

Will those be tbe Members Who are currently on the Pensions

Committee?/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.e

Brady: ''Representative, you can read as well as 1 can and clearly

you can see that each of the Legislative Leaders will make

two appointments. So you can answer that question as well

as I can.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative Brady, the Pension Laws Study

Commission was abolished 1983. Do you know how much

money was appropriated to the Pension Laws Study Commission

in it's last fiscal year of operation?''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: eNo Representativeol'r

'
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: *Do you know how much this commission is going to cost

the state?''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative iradyo?

Brady: ''That will be up to the Illinois General Assembly, as they

appropriate it.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: RSo it's going to cost about the same amount as when Me

abolished in 1983 because we're going to be doing the

same type of operation as was conducted in 1983. Isn't

that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: 'Representative, I wasn't around in 1983. I am around now

and know the way this is drafted and 1 understand what

the purpose of this legislation is. think it's a valid

purpose. I would.ewwill assume that underowounder today's

leadership this commission will not...not assume, I know

that it will operate efficiently and effectively. And as

we move through the budget process we will appropriate what

money we deem necessary to operate this efficiently and

effectively for the benefit, again, of the participants of

the pension, of the annuitants and of the people of

lllinois.e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Well, Representative, when we abolished this in 1983,

ve thought it was a Waste of money. Your leader thought it

was a waste of money. Our Members thought it was a waste

of money and it's still a waste of money. Now, it's my

understanding of these 16 members, they are qoing to :et

per diem, operating allowances and other items. So who

currently performs these audits and Pension Law lmpact

Statements that you say will be the purview of this new
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Does no one currently do this?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.l'

Brady: ''Representative, the indication is that there would be two

staff members transferred from the Economic and Fiscal

Commission to the Pension Laws Commission. Representative,

just..othere is no statement of per diems or anything like
that in this legislation. That would be up to this General

Assembly to appropriate.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Well, you've indicated, Representative, that this

commission is direly needed so we can develop a cohesive

policy. So we're going to put eight of our Members on,

like a committee which we already have. Well, yourve

indicated it's not beinq done. That's why we need that

we need this comprehensive input. Well, who's currently

doing this? lsnft this function being performed right

ROV ? 11

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.e

Brady: PRepresentative, the purpose of this is to provide an

ongoing basis of analysis. You talk about your present

speaker Daniels as Minority Leader attempting to do away

with this. This was due, for the most part, due to this

frustration of the current Speaker's inability to allow

this commission to operate effectively and efficiently. In

other words, was his tbought that this was ignored. He

thought it played a valuable role in the process of

pensions in the State of Illinois. We continue to think

will play a valuable role. We believe it's very important

that we provide this type of good public policy Which will

ensure that we look at pensions on a long-term basis. That

we look at them for the benefit of everyone and Ior a true

and accurate understanding of the changes and the effects
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those changes have on again, the participants, the

annuitants and the people oi Illinoison

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, isn't that currently being done?

You're saying that that is not being done at the present

time??

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Brady.o

Brady: ''Representative, we don't have the benefit of the private

sector expertise coming in and helping advise us on a

long-term basis. And think that's the purpose of this

commission, to evaluate things in an overall perspective,

brinq us the benefit of the private sector. We really

believe strongly that this will create better public policy

and better long-term benefits.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberq: ''We11, Representative, tbe Economic and Fiscal

Commission prepares these Pension Impact Notes, currently.

lt provides the analysis of all these areas. In fact,

Sandra Goldstein, with the...who is contracted with the

Economic and Fiscal. does the private consultation. So

this is being done currently and 1'm not quite sure why you

want to do this except to create another level of

bureaucracye''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Representative from Cook, Representative

Lang. What purpose do you rise, Sir?''

Lang: yield my time to Representative Granberg.''

Speaker beitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''So you've indicated, Representative, the purpose of

this commission is to provide this cohesive policy and

private sector inputs. Well, that is being done now.

That's what I don't understand. We have the Economic and

Fiscal Commission who does an excellent job of pension
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impact legislation. They currently 6o that. They've also

contracted with Sandra Goldstein for the private sector

analysis and the private sector input on legislation. So

this is being done now. So why do we want.m.to have a

commission that was killed in 1983, saved taxpayers money,

and now we're qoing to appoint members and wefre going to

pay them a per diem. You said that these members are going

to be paid a per diem. That was your response to

Representative Saltsman. You indicated that to

Representative Saltsman that they would be paid, they would

receive money for their expenses. Now, you told Saltsman

that. Are you now changing that that is not the case that

there will be no costs to the state, there vill be no

payments made to these public sector...these persons who

will serve on this commission?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: nRepresentative, told Representative Saltsman it would

be my expectation that any members would be compensated for

their expenses. I never said per diem. Representative, to

go on further. As you know, as past Chairman of the

Pension Committee, there are various pleces of legislation

in Washington that we must deal with. The purpose of this

is that we will have a quasi-public, quasi-private sector

vote through this commission on whether or not certain

changes ought to take effect. We strongly believe that by

bringing the expertise of the private sector into this

decision-making process, the General Assembly will act more

responsibly. That's the purpose.'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Welly these members for this public sector input that

you're so desperately craving, are going to be down here,

assume, durinq Session, to give this great input to the

May 8, 1995
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members of the commission. So I assume they will have to

be down here during the course of the whole Legislative

Session and 1 assume they will be reimbursed for those

costs, to stay here from January to May 30th every year.

What kind of costs will be accrued by those individuals in

association with the commission? Do we have any idea what

those costs will be?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Bradyo'l

Brady: ''Which costs do you speak of, Representative?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Granberqvp

Granberg: pFor your direly needed public input with these

consultants, I assume they Will have to be down here during

the entire course of the Legislative Session to provide

this pubtic input. So if tbey're down here during the

course of the Session: what would their expenses be? How

much would be accrued? What would be the totality of those

expenses that the taxpayers will have to pay that over and

above..oexistin: laws since ve don't have that obligation

currently?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Brady.'

Brady: lRepresentative. this piece of legislation doesn't require

when or..othey will be down here...lt also does not

indicate the amount of appropriation. That is what we will

leave up to the budqetary process in using that formp''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.H

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen, to the

Bill. You have had an opportunity to serve in this Body to

cut down the size of government. That is what they're

attempting to do at the federal level. And today you're

going to have the opportunity to keep existing law, but no,

no, no, no, we don't want to do that. We want to create

another commission. Not any other commission, but a
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commission that was abolished in 1983. We abolished this

as being duplicative. We have a Pensions Committee. We

have staff that are currently being paid. This is going to

set up a new commission, neW public members, new private

members. We're goin: to have to pay per diem, we're goinq

to have to pay salaries. Representative Brady indicated

we're going to have to hire two stafj people. This is what

you're doing, yourre going to create this new bureaucracy

for what? For a commission that was previously abolished.

This is ridiculous. We do this very well right now, and

the Representative is going to be honored to receive one or

our value grow awards. 0ne of our value grow awards

because of his outstanding contribution to increasing the

size of state government. And we're for that, let's

increase the size of state government, let's spend more

taxpayers money that is not being spent now. If that's

what the Representative Wants to do, if that's what your

side ot the aisle wants to do. you're going to vote for

this. am not. That's why ke abolished this in 1983. We

abolished it because it costs money, it wasn't needed and

you're saying this is more important. If you vote for this

you're saying we've got to have more commissions. They're

extremely valuable. We have to have more public input

because we can't get it now and we have to pay for it. We

need more taxpayer money to pay for it because we think

it's more important than Medicaid or anything else. Sure,

letfs pay another commission member. Yeah, that's

important. That's more important than paying our nursing

homes and our doctors. Well, that's your decision, it's

not going to be mine. urge a 'no' vote.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Will: Representative Meyer.

For what purpose do you rise, Sir?''
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Meyer: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. ï move the previous question./

Speaker Leitch: ''The previous question has been put. All those

in favor.o.Representative Granberq, on your point of order.

What is your point, Sir?''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If this vote to this 3i11

receives the requisite number of votes, would ask for a

verification.''

Speaker Leitch: ''So acknowledged. The previous question has been

put. All those in favor shall say 'aye'. All those

opposed shall say 'no'. ln the opinion of the Chair the

'ayes' have it and the previous question is put. The

question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 424 pass?' Al1 those in

favor shall vote 'aye'; all those opposed shall vote 'nay'.

The voting is open. This is final action. Have a11 voted

who wished? Have a11 voted who wished? Have a1l voted who

wished? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question

there are 63 voting 'aye', 51 votin: 'nay' and the

Gentleman, Representative Granberg, do you persist, Sir?

All right. Mr. Clerk, please read the Affirmative Roll.

Will Members be in their seats and available for the

verification. Representative Granberg.''

Clerk McLennand: PThose Representatives voting in the

affirmative: Representative Balthis. Biggert. Biggins.

Black. Bost. Brady. Churchill. Ciarlo. Clayton.

Cowlishaw. Cross. Deuchler. Durkin. Hanrahan. Hassert.

Hoeft. Hughes. Tim Johnson. Tom Johnson. John Jones.

'lingler. Krause. Kubik. Lachner. Lawfer. Leitch.

Lindner. Lyons. Mcàuliffe. Meyer. Mitchell. Moffitt.

Andrea Moore. Mulltgan. Maureen Murphy. Myers. Nokand.

O'Connor. Pankau. Parke. Pedersen. Persico. Poe.

Roskam. Rutherford. Ryder. Salvi. Saviano. Skinner.

Spangler. Stephens. Tenhouse. John Turner. Wait.
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Weaver. Wennlund. Winkel. Winters. Wirsing. Wojcik.
Zabrocki. Zickus and Mr. Speakero''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Hanrahan:

pleaBe.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hanrahan. Representative,

do.oodoes Representative Kubik and Representative Biggins

have leave to be verified??

Granberg: ''Sure.f'

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Pedersen? Representative Verna

Clayton? Representative Hanrahan. Is the Gentleman in the

chamber? Mr. Clerk, please remove the Gentleman from the

roll. Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Ackermano''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Ackerman is in his seat and he's

Voting 'no' ''

Granberg: ''I'm sorry. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative

McAuliffe.''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative McAuliffe. The Gentleman is at

the back of the chamber.''

Granberg: ''Representative Winkel.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Winkel is in the rear of the

chamber, Sir.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Bostol'

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Bost is in his seat, Sir.f'

Granberq: ''Nothing further, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Leitch: 'fon this question there are 62 voting 'aye', 51

voting 'nay' and Senate Bill 424, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr.
Clerk, read Senate Bill 992./

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 992, a Bill for an Act in relation

to the conveyance of real property. Thlrd Reading of this
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Senate Bi1l.H

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Myers. Rich Myers.l

Myers: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, Senate Bill 992 authorizes the Illinois Department

of Conservation to convey three tracts of real property to

various institutions and receive compensation. It

authorizes the Illinois Department of Conservation. ..or

Department of Transportation, excuse me, to convey property

to the City of Macomb for $43,160. It authorizes

Corrections to transfer approximately 237 acres of land to

the Lockport Park District in exchange for a new housing or

dorm unit at the Stateville site in land adjacent to
Stateville Prison. It authorizes Corrections to transfer

approximately 20 acres of land to Will County and this land

will be used for tbe county juvenile detention facility.
Myers: ''Would be glad to answer any questions.*

Speaker Leitch: nThe Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg.?

Granberg: ''Thank you. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he will.''

Granberg: nRepresentative, are these parcels also included in the

normal land transfer Bill that is currently where.. .working

its way through the House?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Myers.o

Myers: ''Yes, Representative, they are.''

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So these exact same parcels are also included in

another Bill. ls that correct?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Myers.''

Myers: 'Representative, the last two parcels are included in that

Bill. The first parcel transferrinq property to the City

of Macomb from the fllinois Department of Transportation is
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not included in that 3il1.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: wThank you. Representative Myers. why Wasn't the first

parcel included with our normal land transfer legislation??

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Myers.''

Myers: ''Representative, that's the way came from the Senate.

It is my understanding that that's the way the Senator

wanted it. She wanted it transferred on her own right.'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Well, thank you. Representative. As you may or may

not be aware, we normally just have one Bill that goes
throuqh the House and the Senate, which actually transfers

the titles to these properties. So I didn't understand why

we needed a separate Bill for one parcel. Representative,

have all the appraisals been filed pursuant to the

Statutes?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Myers.''

Myers: lYes, Representative, the Clerk has them.''

Speaker Leitch: eRepresentative Granberg.R

Granberg: ''And for the first parcel, you had indicated Senator

Donahue wanted. Who prepared the appraisal for the

property in McDonouqh County?,

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg. (sic - Myersl''

Myers: NRepresentative, the Tllinois Department of Transportation

did the appraisal for the property in Macomben

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''And, Representa*lve, assume that *he Department of

Transportation is in approval with you to acquire this

property, I'm sorry, to quitclaim this property to the the

City of Macomb. ls that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Myers.''

Myers: ''Yes, Sir, they are in agreement with that.''

May 8, 1995
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: PAnd for what purpose is this authorization,

Representative? Specifically, McDonough County. What is

the purpose of that land transfer?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Myers.ll

Myers: 'The Illinois Department of Transportation owns this less

than one half acre of qround along the right of way. It's

a piece of property that was involved in road construction

when a bypass was constructed through the City of Macomb

and around the business area. This is extra property that

is left over. The City wants to acquire this property and

trade it for another piece of property with an individual

within the City. The Department of Transportation has no

use for this property. They are glad to sell the property,

take the funds and 1et the City of Macomb do with it what

it wants to.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Representative. And to the other two

parcels that are in your Bill, as you indicated, those are

in another piece of leqislation, but those two have also. ..

Are those two have also been approved by the Department of

Corrections and the Department of Conservation...oh, I'm

sorry. They are both with the Department of Corrections7''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Myers.g

Myers: ''Yes, Representative. The Department of Corrections is in

support of these two transfers and they have prepared

everything.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And it's my understanding the one transfer is for the

purpose of building a housing unit at...at Pontiac. Is

that correct. Representative?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Myersv''
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Myersk ''Representative, witb your permission, 1 would defer the

answer to this question to Representative Hassert, whose !
,, Idistrict that this is in
. i

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Hassert.?

Hassert: PRepresentative, could you repeat the question: please?l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.*

Granberg: lThanks, Representative. I assume: Representative. I

think the one parcel that is in your district is for the

building of a housing unit at one of the correctional

facilities. Is that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hassertw''

Hassert: ''ïes, thatfs at the state built property.e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberqo''

Granberg: ''We1l, thank you, Representative. To the Bill, Mr.

Speaker. As Representative Myers indicated, tWo of the

parcels are currently in other legislation, and I thtnk

they are workin: their way through this House. And the

other provision has been approved by the Secretary of

Transportation at the Department of Transportation's

request, so we have no objection to the Bill. All the
documents have been filed according to Statutes, and we

rise in support of the Representative's legislation.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Myers now moves ior passage of

Senate 3ill 992. A1l those in favor shall vote 'aye'; all

those opposed shall vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This

is fina) action. Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11 voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the

record. On Ehis question, there are l08 voting 'age'? none

voting 'no'. And Senate Bill 992: this Bl11 having

received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Mr. Clerk, read Senate Bill 48.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 448, a Bill for an Act that amends
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Bi1l.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

Senate Bill 48 is a Bill that passed out of the Senate 54

to nothing. And basically what it does, it exempts the

sale of emission allowances to comply with the Federal

Clean Air Act from the requirement to obtain Illinois

Commerce Commission approval. Currently, because emisston

allowances are considered utility property, utilities are

required to obtain ICC approval for the sale of these

allowances and for their purchase of allowances from other

utilities. ànd the reason they need to have this chanqed

is to remove any barriers to fulf utility participation in
the national allowance trading market. This will help

permit Illinois utilities to burn Illinois coal, which will

save Illinois' mining jobs. It's supported by the Illinois

Commerce Commission, Illinois Power, Com-Ed, Northern

Illinois Gas and the Illinois Coal Association. I would

welcome any questions that the Members may havea''

Speaker Lettch: ''The Gentleman from Kankakee, Representatlve

Novak, for what purpose do you rise, Sir?''

Novak: ''Wi11 that Gentleman from Dupaqe County yield?''

Speaker Leitch: 01 suspect he wi11.''

Novak: ''Representative Persico, What is the effect upon the

Illinois Commerce Commission with respect to this

legislation?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: ''The Illinois Commerce Commission is neutral on this

Bill.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Novak.''

Novak: HWell, will they have, assuming this Bill becomes law:
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will they have any more responsibility with respect to

emission sales? Doesn't this Bill take the Illinois

Commerce Commission out of the process?p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: ''Yes, it does, Representative. Basically, many of these

State Statutes were written in the l920's to curb the

abuses that some utility companies were doing, but this was

long before the concept of trading emission allowances was

developed. And so what we're trying to do is sendae.or

these emission allowances are considered property. They

have to go in iront of the ICC Board, and this makes it

very difficult for the utility companies to trade these

allowances on a national levele''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Novake''

Novak: ''So would you say this is a consumer Bill?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico.?

Persico: ''What this will do, will help save Illinois coal

jobs, because we burn high sulphur coal and we're able to
buy these, you know, allowances...emission allowances.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Novak.''

Novak: ''Thank you. I have no further questions.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.

For What purpose do you rise??

Schakowskyk HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'f

Speaker Leitch) ''He indicates he will.'1

Schakowskyl 'fRepresentative, where are the environmental groups

on this legislation?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Persicoy''

Persico: HThey haven't expressed any decision one vay or the

other.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowskye''

Schakowsky: ''What is the impact on the environment, different
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from what already exists in terms of the sale of emissions

that could result from this legislation?/

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: ''There's going to be no change in This. . . The

Federal Government gives out these emission allowances out

at the beginning of the year. Just allows Illinois

companies to trade on a national level. Basically, the

reason being that this is considered property, as

mentioned previously, and anything considered property has

to go in front of the ICC for approval. While these

emission allowances are sold at an auction and there's no

way that they knok the price at that time, and so when they

go to seek approval by the ICC, they're rejected because
the information is incompletew''

Speaker Leitch: *Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Wel1, just in principle, the whole notion, the sale
of emission allowances means that those utilities that

don't meet the environmental standards are able to do so if

they purchase them. Will this make it easier for them to

purchase them and therefore easier

envlronment?''

to pollute the

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Persico.p

Persico: ''As I mentioned earlier, it's the Federal Government

sets these standards at the beginninq of the year. There's

going to be no change the amount of pollution. It just
allows certain company to buy allowances that... from

companieG that have fewer emissionsm''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Schakowskym''

Schakowsky: ''Well, maybe nationwide that's true. I'm asking

though in Illinois specifically, is there a cbance then

that someone that a utility that might otherwise be

polluting the environment, if We don't pass this Bill, they
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won't be able to?''

Speaker Leitchl ''Representative Persico.?

Persico: t'As mentioned, these standards are set at the

beginning of the year. There are a certain amount of

emissions that could be, you know, in the air at that time

ato..in Illinois. This just allows us to sell and buy from
certain companies, you know, from some that may be putting

less of these emissions in the air, having companies that

are producing more to buy and it levels it out. There's no

more, one way or the other.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg, for what purpose do you rise, Siran

Granberg: ''Will the Gentleman yield?f'

Speaket Leitch: >He indicates he will.''

Granberg: ''Representative persico, think understood you to

say earlier that the Illinois Coal Association was in

support of this Bill. Is that correct?,

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Persicoo''

Persico: ''Yes, they do, because this will save Illinois mining

#ObS.Q
Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granbergp''

Granberg) ''Some of the Members on this side of the aisle

havea..lt's very difficult to conceptualize how this

actually impacts the coal industry, but I think you're

indicatin: that's by allowing these utilities to purchase

these credits and that prohibits them or at least allows

them to use an alternative to using scrubbers at these

power plants and these utillties. Is that correct?p

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Persico.''

Persico: ''If they build scrubbers, it's the least cost effective

way to burn Illinois coal. And sop what this does, it

allows us to burn lllinois hiqh sulphur coal by trading
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these allowances. And again, this is why it would be

saving the Illinois...or mining jobs in Illinois.''
Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''So hypothetically, if these allowances were not

available to be purchased by a utility, then their only

alternative would be to install scrubbers on their

utilities if their intent was to utilize Illinois coal. Is

that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Persicoe'

Persico: 'Either that or buy coal from other states.f

Speaker Leitch: FRepresentative Granbergo''

Granberg: nSo they would be faced with the decision whether in

fact to install these scrubbers to use lllinois coal or to

buy coal from the...from Montana and other areas at a lower

cost...at a lower cost...no, higher cost, I believe,

because of the 1ow sulphur content. 3ut that would in iact

cause a loss of Illinois jobs in our coal mines,
particularly in Southern Illinois. Is that correct?''

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Persico.?

Persico: 'That's correct, Representative.'

Speaker Leitch: GRepresentative Granberg.'

Granberg: eAnd, Representative, how long will this be available

to the utilities that, in fact, they could utilize this

credit purchase provision?''

Speaker Leitcb: ORepresentative Persîco.''

Persico: ''These credits will be reduced by the beginning of the

next century.'l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberq.''

Granberg: ''So at that time, Representative, these credits

will...or the availability of these credits will be limited

or they will, in fact, expire and then that will not be

available to the utilities. They will then be forced with
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the initial determination, or once again that determination

of whether to buy low sulphur coal or to make the

expenditures to install scrubbers on their power plants.

ls that right?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico.''

Persico: ''That is a very distinct possibility, Representativeon

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberq.''

Granberg: HSo eventually, they will have to make tbat

determination at some point in the future. We are merely

delaying that date when that determination will have to be

XZYP ? 51

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico.''

persico: ''Representative, it is very difficult as you know and

even in our General Assembly what is going to happen in the

next ten years and so, yes, this does help us buy some time

in order to save Illinois mining jobs in order to burn the
Illinois coal.''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Granberg.p

Granberg: 'We1l, thank you, Representative, and, Mr. Speaker, to

the Bill. Obviousty, I rise in support of it. This is a

major concern to us in downstate Illinois. The

Representative has indicated this would allow our utilities

to purchase these credlts to utilize Illinois coal. This

may not be the best solution. Tbis may not be the long

term solution to the availability of coal mining jobs in
Illinoisp but what it will allow us to do in this statep

and particularly downstate, is to diminish or restrict the

date of impact of the Federal Clean Air Act on Southern

Illinois and our coal mining jobs. This would allow our
utilities located in Illinois to utilize lllinois coal,

although at a higher sulphur content and that will remain,

that will keep jobs remaining in Illinois, help keep our
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mines open. So I appreciate the Representative's support

of this legislation, the work he's put into it, and I think

it's an idea that we have to...an idea whose time has come

at least to..wfor the near future to do anything we can to

keep those jobs in lllinois.?

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Persico, to close.H

Persico: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

Senate 3i11 48 is a good Bill. We debated it quite

thoroughly. às I said, it's goin: to help save Illinois

jobs. It's going to help save Illinois mininq jobs, and I
would ask for your favorable vote on Senate 3i11 48.''

Speaker Leitcht ''The question #s, 'Shall Senate Bilt 48 pass?'

A1l those in favor shall vote 'aye'; all those opposed

shall vote 'no'. The votinq is open. This is final

action. Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

Have al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk: take the record. And

on this question there are l05 voting 'aye'p none voting

'no'. And Senate Bill 48, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, read

House...senate Bill 105. Representative Biggins./

Clerk McLennand: Fsenate 3il1 4105, a 3ill for an Act that amends

the Property Tax Code. Third Reading of this Senate Bil1.'1

Speaker Leitch: *out of the record. Mr. Clerk, please read

Senate Bill 206. Representative Churchill.''

Clerk McLennand: Nsenate 3i11 #206: a Bill for an Act in relation

to Fox Waterway. Third Reading ot this Senate Bil1.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchill.''

Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. This is the Fox Waterway Agency Act. More than ten

years ago, the people of Lake and McHenry Counties voted by

referendum to create a new unit of government to look over

the Fox River Channel Lakes. That Act had a ten year
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sunset in it, and at the end of the ten years, the agency

went back to the people to determine whether or not the

agency should be continued. By a vote of 79%, the people

of McHenry County approved the agency and by a vote of 74*,

the people of Lake County approved the agency and said,

'Let this agency continue to exist.' Since that was just
done last year, we've come in with a Bill that would clean

up the Act and would provide some powers in the aqency so

that it can continue to do business. We changed the name

from the Chain 0 Lakes-Fox River Management Agency Act to

the Fox Waterway Agency Act. We compensate the Board oi

Directors. We provide for the appointment oi an Executive

Director. We give the agency the power to borrow money.

We include them in the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund

and we clean up all of those parts oi the Act that kere

meant for the initial ten year period to qet them out of

the Statutes. This is a 5i11 which only affects those

people in the area and any of those people who might use

the Fox River Chain O Lakes, and since the State of

Illinois really doesn't have the funds to take care of this

beautiful waterway, it's important that this agency

continue to exist so that through the use of boater fees

and other things that it can continue to provide the clean

up and the maintenance and the management of this agency,

of this waterway. So would be happy to answer any

questions that you might have.p

Speaker Leitch: l'The Gentleman from Clinfon, Representative

Granberg, for what purpose do you rise, Sir?''

Granberg: ''Thank you. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Leitch: HYes, he Wi11.''

Granberg: ''Representative Churchill, I think you indicated you

would provide certain powers be given to this new
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Authority. Is this a new Authority or is this basically a

name change from the existing Authority?''

Speaker Leitchk ''Representative Churchill.%

Churchill: ''This is a name change to an existing Authorityo''

Speaker Leitcht ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And it's my understanding that there are provisions in

here for pay raises for the people who serve on this

Kuthority. Is tbat...ls tbat new or is tbat in current

laW?''

Speaker Leitchk ''Representative Churchill.'

Churchill: ''ln the initial legislation, which like I said before

was for this agency to exist for a period of ten years,

there were no...there was no compensation to those people

who were elected to the Board of Directors. This current

3ill would provide that the agency could compensate those

Directors, should it so cboose.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''So this Bill would provide for new pay raises or new

salaries for those Directors if they so choose. And it's

also my understanding for a Board Chairman, apparently the

Board chairman in the past did not receive any

reimbursement as well. Is that correct?l'

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Churchill.''

cburchill: ''This current Bill, before you right now, would permit

the Board to compensate the Board of Directors up to $3,000

per year and the Chairman of the Board, which is an elected

position, up to $5,000 per year. They are currently

unpaid.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, think your legislation also allows

the new Authority to issue Revenue Bonds. Has that been

allowed previously?'
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchill.''

Churchill: RThe current situation is that the agency has no power

to borrow money. Under this Act, the agency would be able

to borrow funds irom a lending institution or issue Revenue

Bonds.'

Speaker Leitch: nRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So the power to issue Revenue Bonds Would a new power

given to the Authority. I assume, Representative, that the

revenue for the debt service on the bonds would be derived

from local fees. Is that correct??

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Churchill.'

Churchill: ''Yes, this agency charges a boater fee, so that you

wish to take your boat on the Fox River or the Chain O

Lakes, you would have to get a sticker, much as

municipalities charge vehicle sticker. And this has been a

system that has been set up now ior the past ten years.

They've identified a1l those who use this watervay. They

send them stickers and make the charge for those stickers,

and its those fees which go into fund the agency for its

various projects, would be those fees that would be used
to repay any indebtedness that it might have, be that a

bond or a borrowing trom a bank.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Granberg.'

Granberq: ''In addition to the new power to issue Revenue Bonds:

does this also increase the fees that would be available to

the Authority to pay off the debt service or lease the

financing mechanism for the Revenue Bonds?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchlll.''

Churchill: 'fThis Bill does not increase the fees, but it does say

that the agency could increase those fees if the aqency so

chose. The agency has hearings on its fee structure and

from time to time, looks at the fees that are charged for
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different boats. The..oThere's a lesser fee charged for

smaller boats. There's a greater fee charged for larger

boats. And from time to time, the agency just puts into
place its fee schedule and then that's what it charges.

This would raise the amount of the fee schedule for

somesa.for those things in their fee schedule.'

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So, you basically you have the new Authority or the

expansion of the Authority, the power to issue Revenue

Bonds, the power to increase fees in order to pay the debt

service on the Revenue Bonds, you have the provision that

would allow salary increases or salaries for Directors and

the Chairman. And then I think there was a provision in

the current 1aw that would limit how much the Authority

could actually spend on the general operations and what

percentage would be mandated to be spent on improvements

with the waterway itself. Is that correct? And if that is

tbe case, would your legislation change that percentage or

have any impact at all on the general operations of the

Authority or the funds expended on those capital

improvements for the waterway?R

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchill.''

Churchill: ''The initial legislation said that 75% of the fees

that were raised would go into actual projects or only 25%
. . .of the 25% could be expended for...''

Speaker Leitch: ''Proceed, Sir.'

Churchill: ''Only 75...0r 25% could be used ior administrative

expenses. I believe this Bill keeps that the same.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.f'

Lang: *Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he will.'f

Lang: ''Representative, one of the sites that many people have
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been talking about for new riverboats in Illinois is in

this waterkay. Does this Bill have anything to do with

that proposal?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchillv''

Churchill: pThis Bill has nothing to do with riverboato.'

Speaker Leitchk ''Representative Lang./

Lang: ''So none of the changes you make here have anything to do

with creating a Regulatory Authority that would in any way

impact on a potential riverboat in that waterway?'

Speaker Leitchk ''Representative Churchillw''

Churchill: *Wellt when you say impact on, if they cleaned up the

waterway and the boat was...there was a riverboat and

was in the waterway, it would qet to use the cleaner

waterway. If they diq...dug a channel deeper, then they

could go in that channel. I mean there may be some impact,

but that would...that's...this is not meant to address

anythinq about riverboats, so it would just be whatever
benefits came to the whole Chain O Lakes-Fox River system,

might be benefits that could be used by a riverboat should

one ever be there. 9ut this has nothing to do with putting

a riverboat on that areao..lt has nothing to do with

riverboats, per se.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lanq.'l

Lang: lBut in the Btll. you indicate that if an ordinance of the

agency conflicts with local municipal ordinances, the

agency ordinance supersedes. That being the case, should

there be an effort to put a riverboat in these waters.

You're giving this agency, are you not, a substantial

impact over and above local ordinances that could deal with

the use or the occupancy, if you will, by a riverboat of

these waterways, are you not?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchille''
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Churchill: ''The purpose of that is to regulate noise and speed,

particularly in night time hours, and the...there are some

local municipalities that have noise ordinances, and what

they're just saying is, is if the agency were to put in a
noise system, that a1l the boats on the whole Chain O Lakes

would have to comply with that noise system. tbe agency

was to put in a night time speed limitp then all the boats

in the Chain-Fox River would have to comply kith that speed

system, so that you wouldn't have to go from one

municipality at maybe ten miles an hour to another

municipality at 20 miles an hour in a boat, that it would

be an Act that would comply across the whole Chain O Lakes.

That's what that's meant to be.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Lang.e

Lanq: ''We11. was this issue regarding supersedin: local

ordinances,why my notes show tbat the Villages ot Lake,

Barrington anJ Algonquin are opposed to this legislation?

Or are my notes incorrect?n

speaker Leitch: ''Representative Churchillw''

Churchill: ''The...There was an issue in regards to one of the

marinas at the very south end of tbis system, and that

marina had a limit in terms oj where became a no weight

limit. And the agency tried to make that a larger area.

So in other words, from 1100 feet from the damn, they tried

to push it up to 2900 feet or whatever 29...*0 1100, one

way or the otber. That issue wa5 addressed in the

Amendment that was placed on the Bill, so that the City of

Algonquin now has the power to requlate that particular

issue. So believe that the City of Algonquin would

now..wnot have objection with the Bill, due to the

Amendment that was placed on the Committeeo'r

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Kubik in the Chair.
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Representative Lang, proceed.''

Lang: ''Thank you. I note that you allow this aqency to issue

Revenue and Refunding Bonds. Why and under what conditions

would they need to do either of these?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Churchill.?

Churchill: Hcurrently, the agency has no ability to borrow any

iunds. From time to timep they could borrow funds to do a

massive clean up project or a massive dredging project: and

so they want the ability to go in and borrow funds to be

able to do that should the need arise. 1 don't think at

this point that they have any specific plans for borrowing,

but they don't want to be tied in the event that sone day

that that becomes a necessity for them to finish a

projectp'

Speaker Kubik: WRepresentative Lango''

Lang: '1Tell me what this Bill does on the issue of user fees.

User feesoH

Speaker Kubikl ''Representative Churchill.''

Churchill: HThe initial Bill that we passed about lû or 11 years

ago, maybe even before that, set in place a structure

whereby this agency relies on the user fees from sttckers

applied to boats. So basically, it's the boaters of the

area that pay for the money that then pays for the projects
to be completed. This...ehis whole agency is driven by

those boaters' fees. That is tbe basis of their revenue.

There is no property tax in this agency, and so that's why

it is. It's...The whole agency is driven by fees.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang, your time is expired. Let

me give you one more minute and you could brinq your

questions to a close. Representative Lang./

Lanq: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Back to the Sponsor. Mr.

Churchill, if 1 read this Bill correctly, increases some
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fees, it establisbes new sakaries, increases penalties,

permits

ordlnances, even where the municipal ordinance is more

agency ordinances to supersede municipal

stringent. Why do we want to vote for this Bill?

don't...I can't see why any target vould vote for this

Bill, given those circumstances.*

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Churchill.''

Churchill: ''This is a unit of local government. A1l we're doinq

is qiving the unit of local government the same powers, not

the same powers, but giving them some powers. If we were

to create a new municipality or another unit of government,

we would breath into that unit of government all sorts ot

powers. That's all we're doing here is giving this agency

the powers that other units of local government enjoy and
we...This is one of the few agencies that was created by an

initial referendum. The people of this area voted to

create this agency. We put a...1'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Churchill, to complete his

remarks.H

Churchilll %We put a ten year sunset on this agency. And we know

that we could put a ten year sunset on every governmental

agency that we create down in this place, and we give it

back to the voters to say whether or not this should be

continued, and the voters said, 'We find value in this

governmental body. We want to continue it, and we want it

to breath powers that the other agencies and other

governmental units haveo' And so by a vote of the local

people, they decided that this is tbe way it sbould be. So

we're just following the requests of those people in the

local area.''

Kubik: ''Further discussion? Seeing none, Representative

Churchillr to close.''

Speaker
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Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. The Chain O Lakes-Fox River is a beautiful area in

our state. It's a natural wonder that is used by thousands

and thousands of people. Literally, on a Sunday afternoon,

you can go out on your boat and you'll find ten or fifteen

thousand boats or more out on the Chain O Lakes enjoying

this beautiful, natural wonder that we have. The State of

Illinois for years and years and years watched over this

waterway. but never had the funds to do any of the projects
that needed to be done in terms of dredging or clean up or

improvement to this waterway. The people of the area said

we need something put in place as a governmental unit to

keep this natural wonder alive, so that the Waters don't

eutrophy and the channels don't close up and the lakes

eventually die. This is the agency they chose to do that

with, and it's the people there that want this agency.

They want it to have the ability to do the projects that
they're requesting, and they have come to us to ask us to

breath life into this aqency for the second time. I would

ask for your affirmative vote. Thank you.''

Speaker Kubik: f'Representative Lang.e

Lang: ''Thank you. On a parliamentary inquiry, Siro''

Speaker Kubik: ''State your inqutryv'

Langl 'Thank you. don't know if there are any home rule units

in the Fox Lake-chain O Lakes areas, but if there are, this

Bill would clearly pre-empt the home rule powers of those

municipalities. Perhaps Mr. Churchill could enlighten us

as to wbether there are such units. If there are, 1 would

ask the Chair to rule that lt pre-empts home rule and

requires votes.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Lake,

Representative Churchill.''
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Churchill: nI know there are no home rule municipalities in the

Lake County portion, and don't think... Okay, we're

checkin: on that. Hang on one second.e

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Lang. The Parliamentarian has

re... Could we have some order, please. Let's tone down

the noise level in the House. Mr. Lang, the

Parliamentarian has reviewed the Bill, and looking through

the Bill, believes that the Dill does not pre-empt home

rule, and the Chair would rule that the Bill does not

pre-empt home rule. Representative Lang.p

Lang: ''Mr. Speaker, whether the 3i1l actually uses the words,

'pre-empt home rule' that's just a draftin: situation. The
Sponsor clearly said that this agency can pass ordinances

that supersede local ordinances. The question is not

whether the Bill uses the magic words, because the Sponsor

himself has indicated that local ordinances will be

pre-empted. The issue is Whether there are any communities

within this agency that are home rule units. there are,

then their home rule rights are being pre-empted clearly.

That's the issue, and that is what I would ask the

Parliamentarian to answer for us./

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Lang, we again have looked at the

legislation, and the Chair's ruling will stand. Mr. Lang.''

Lang: ''I would just simply like to know, Mr. Speaker, from the
Sponsor of the 3ill who lives in Lake County, from Mr.

Skinner who lives in McHenry County, Where believe are

the counties affected by this, whether or not there are any

home rule units in those counties? It's a simple question,

requiring a simple ansuer. If the answer is no, then my

point is irrelevant anyway.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative, we're not...we're not debating

the Bill. We're...You know. You are recognized on a
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parliamentary inquiry. Please, if you'd stick to that

point. Representative Lango''

Lang: ''Thank you. Well, alright, apparently no one wants to

answer that question for me. Maybe there's no local, maybe

there's no map available to check that out. would ask to

overrule the Chair and ask for a Roll Call Vote and a

Verification on that Motion.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Motion is, lshall the Chair be sustained?'

Againy the Motion is, 'Shall the Chair be sustained?'

Those in favor of the Motion will vote 'aye'; those opposed

will vote 'no'. The votin: is now open. Have all voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there

are 62 voting 'aye', 50 voting 'no' and 1 voting 'present'.

And Mr. Lang has requested a Verification. Now, Mr. Lang,

Representative Johnson is asking for leave to be verified.

Leave is granted. Mr. Clerk.p

Clerk McLennand: OThose Representatives voting in the affirmative

on the Motion. Representatives Ackerman. Balthis.

Biggert. Biggins. Black. Bost. Brady. Churchill.

Ciarlo. Clayton. Cowlishaw. Cross. Deuchler. Durkin.

Hanrahan. Hassert. Hoeft. Hughes. Tim Johnson. John

Jones. Klinqler. Krause. Subik. Lachner. Lawfer.

Leitch. Lindner. Lyons. McAuliffe. Meyer. Mitchell.

Moffitt. Andrea Moore.''

Speaker Kubik: HMr. Clerk. Representative Lang. Representative:

would you..wRepresentative Pedersen is asking leave to be

verified.''

Lang: ''Representative 'Zamboni' can go. That's fine.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Okay, Representative Pedersen is given leave./

Clerk McLennand: ''Mulligan. Maureen Murphy. Myers. Noland.

O'Connor. Pankau. Parke. Pedersen. Persico. Poe.
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Roskam. Rutherford. Ryder. Salvi. Saviano. Spangler.

Stephens. Tenhouse. John Turner. Wait. Weaver.

Wennlund. Winkel. Winters. Wirsing. Wojcik. Zabrocki.
Zickus. Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Lang, questions of the Affirmative

RO i i * W

Lang: ''Representative Brady?''

Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Brady.''

Lang: ''Hello, Representative, nice tie.l

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Brady's in the center aisle. I

guess you have noticed that. Okay. Representative Lang,

any further questions?p

Lang: plust a second, Mr. Speaker. Your Members are not in their

chairs, so as I'm about to say a name I notice them in any

particular place, so bear with me. Representative

McAuliffe?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative McAuliffe.''

Lanq: ''On the Democratic side, certainly.''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative McAuliffe is on the Democratic

side as usual.''

Lang: *Mr. Speaker, have you noticed that most of the time when I

try to verify your Members off, they're on our side of the

aisle. I'm not sure what that says, but...''

Speaker Kubik: ''Well, Representative Lang, you have a very

iriendly group of Members. There's no question about that.''

Lang: ''That is true, Sir. That is trueo''

Speaker Kubik: 'lvery friendly. Further questions of the

affirmative? Representative Lang, any further?''

Lang: ''One moment. No further, Sir.''

Speaker Kubik: ''On this question, there are 62 votin: 'aye', 50

voting 'no' l voting 'present' and the Motion prevails.#

Now, to the main question. The question is, 'Shall Senate
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Bill 206 pass?' A1l those in favor will vote 'aye'; those

opposed will vote 'no'. The voting is open. Have a11

voted who wish? Have a1l voted Who wish? Have all voted

who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this guestion,

there are 62 voting 'aye', 50 voting 'no' and voting

'present'. This 3ill, having received the Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk: please
read House (sic Senate) Bill 388. Representative

Hughes.l

Hughes: ''Senate Bill 4388, a Bill for an Act in relation to

audits. Third Reading of this Senate Bill.>

Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from McHenry,

Representative Hughes.''

Hughes: 'fThank youp Mr. Speaker. 1 stand to present Senate 3il1

388. Senate Bill 388 amends the Illinois State Auditing

Act to eliminate the Auditor General's biannual program

audit for facilities under the jurisdiction of the

Department of Mental Hea1th and Developmental Disabilities;

amends the Abused and Neglected Long Term Care Facility

Residents Reporting Act to reguire the Auditor General to

conduct a biannual program audit of the Office of the

Inspector General, includimg an analysis of the Inspector

General's effectiveness in investigating reports of neglect

and abuse. This Bill has two Amendments. Amendment 41

provides that the lnspector General and the Department of

Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities shall report

to the Director of DMHDD; gives the Inspector General

authority to investigate reports of abuse and neglect in

facilities for programs that are licensed or certified by

DMHDD or funded by DMHDD and not licensed or certified by

another state aqency; permits the IG to cooperate with

other state agencies; removes the IG involvement in routine
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and certification functions;

requires the IG to promulgate rules for investigations;

requires an appeals process for those subject to actions

resulting from investigations and confidentiality of

patient's records; deletes sunset provisions for the IG.

Amendment 42 is the Department Bill and allows registered

nurses and physicians to be hired by the Department of

Mental Hea1th and Developmental Disabilities Without

complying vitb time consuming civil service evaluation

procedures; removes the term, 'Developmental' from tbe

names of what Will now be the Alton Mental Health Center

and the Adolf Meyer Mental Health Center; allows the

CheGter Forensic Facility to confine persons to tbeir rooms

for up to ten hours a day under certain conditions; repeals

certain obsolete provisions; allows DMHDD to place a

statutory lien on a recipient's property without first

obtaining a court judgement and provides that a person
ruled unfit to stand trial must be recommitted every l80

days by a Criminal Court; requires the patient in

confinement to be checked every 15 minutes and a record to

be kept of observations; specifies the court of original

jurisdiction shall hold hearings related to the mental

condition and appropriate treatment or disposition of the

person; makes minor technical clarifications. This Bill

passed the Committeeo..with 18 'ayes' and no 'nays'. It is

supported by the Department of Mental Hea1th, lllinois

State Medical Society, Department of Public Hea1th, AMI,
Community Mental Hea1th Associations, ARC, IACMA, and

Lutheran Social Services. I would urge a 'yes' votee''

Kubik: ''The Lady has moved for the passage of Senate Bill

388. Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Lady from Cook, Representative Ronen.p

Speaker
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Ronen: 'ïThank you, Speaker. Will the Lady yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Lady indicates sbe will yield.'

Ronen: 'ïRepresentative Hughes, is this, if recall correctly,
this is the Bill that was...came out of discussions with

the Citizens Assembly on Mental Health. Is that correct?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.''

Hughes: ''A portion of the Billy Amendment #1 originated from the

Citizens Assembly, but has been modified through 11

revisions to build a consensus of support.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen.H

Ronen: ''Yes, a few more questions, but I'd like to also take this

off Short Debate, and T'm joined by the requisite number of
my colleagues. So, Representative Hughes, this...the

original idea cameo..Was that acknowledged?''

Speaker Kubik: ''We11: noticed that today everybody's raising

only one band...''

Ronen: fWe're..odemocracy.''

Speaker Kubtk: 'L ..Except for Representative Lang, who is raising

two hands. So, yes, yes.''

Ronen: 'fone person, one vote.'

speaker Kubtk: ''So, we haveo.oYour request is acknowledged. R

Ronen: ''Thank you, Speaker. So the original concept came from

the Citizens àssembly and then you very graciously and

studiously met with the whole range of different advocacy

groups and hammered out a compromise around this issue. Is

that correct, Representative?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.''

Hughes: ''That is correct for Amendment #1. Amendment 42 is the

Department Bill.''

Speaker Subik: ''Representative Ronen.''

Ronen: ''Amendment 41 relates to the specifics of the Inspector

General and... report and the difference now is that the
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Inspector General, the kines of reporting have been madeI
more clearp and the Inspector General reports now to the

Director of the Department of Mental Hea1th. Is that

correct?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes./

Hughes: ''That is correctv''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen./

Ronen: ''And, their areas.oopreviously the Inspector General had a

more wide ranging or maybe a more vague area of

responsibility. Does this Amendment then hones in on

specific areas, and are there certain duties that the

Inspector General was performing previously that she Will

not be now?'f

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.?

Hughes: ''Two points relative to the Inspector General's

responso..well, three. One, reporting to the Department

Director is clearly defined. Two, expands inspection roles

to facilities that are funded by the Department and not

licensed by another agency for neglect and abuse only; and

three, provides for rule-making as to the procedures for

inspections... investigations regarding abuse and neglect. ''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes...l'm sorry, Representative

Ronen.''

Ronen: ''Thank you. There was also some discussion about the

roles of other Inspector Generals and this came up

especially as it related to some of the state funded

agencies that might receive funding from different

agencies, and there was some confusion as to different

Inspector Generals visiting and...Does this Bill address

any of those issues and cause better coordination among the

Inspector Generals?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.''
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Hughes: ''It provides for better coordination. First of all, if

an agency is licensed by an agency that has an Inspector

General, that other agency would be the lead, but it does

provlde for cooperation between the departments.
''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen.''

Ronen: oAnd could you just briefly, I'm sorry, describe then
àmendment, what Amendment 2 does?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative HugheseN

Huqhes: ''Basically, Amendment 42 is the Department Bill which

passed, and most of the Bill was passed last year by both

Houses with an Amendatory Veto by the Governor, which was

accepted by this House. Tbe Bill then did not get called

for action by the Senate. lt has a lot of clean up

language, some name changes to reflect chanqes in the

functions of institutions. Jt has provision, one that

received some discussion, you'll probably ask next
,

relative to programs for teenage suicide. There was

legislation adopted in 1986 to sunset in 1991 for a

planning council relative to teen suicides. This repeals

that legislation to get it off the books. It should be

stated clearly thouqh that both this Department, DCFS,

DASA, al1 have onqoing programs relative to teen suicide,

so we are not eliminating any proqrams, merely eliminatinq

a planning council that has ceased to function five years

Z 9 C * C

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Roneno''

Ronen: ''Thank you, Speaker. I thank you for answering a1l those

questions. I commend you for a1l the work I know you put

in behind the scenes to make this Bill come to fruition. I

urge all my colleagues to support this. I think this...the

delineation of duties related to the Inspector General is

definitely a step in tbe rigbt direction, so I urge 'do
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Speaker Kubik: '/Further discussion? The chair recognizes the

Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: 'fThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates that she will yield.''

Schakowsky: ''What was the problem with the Inspector General that

this Bill intends to address?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.''

Hughes: ''Pirst of all, current legislation sunsets the Inspector

General for DMHDD June 30th. So& this removes the sunset

for the Inspector General. Secondly, it clarifies that the

Inspector General shall report to the Department's

Director. That was vague in existin: Statutes, so it

strenqthens reporting for the Inspector General. Another

provision in here that we haven't mentioned is, removes

from the lnspector General llcensing and certification,

which has currently been done under the Inspector Generalfs

Office.''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: MWas this with the approval of or the suggestion of

the Department and the Inspector General? Or was there

some sort of...Is this some effort to limit the authority

of the lnspector General?%

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Hughes.''

Hughes: ''1 would say that it is not an effort to limit the

authority of the lnspector General; is an effort to

clarify the authority, to clarify when and under what

circumstances the lnspector General shall investigate, to

clarify reporting, to clarify relationships with other

agencies, but not to restrict.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Representative, what I'm trying to get at, usually
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when we do this kind of legislation, it's as the result of

either some confusion of Juty, some problem that usually

precipitates the drafting of this kind of legislation. I'm

just trying to get some background to understand bow this

improves some situation.*

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Hughes.''

Huqhes: ''It improves the existing situation because it removes

the sunset, which would eliminate the position. It

improves it by clarifying reporting... The current

legislation is vague as to whom the lnspector General, and

if the Inspector General, reports to anyone. It clarifies

the issue of separatins investigatory autborities from

licensure and certification. It also allows the Inspector

General to investigate agencies that are funded, currently

not investigated, which might have abuse and neglect

complaintsm''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: HWhat are...This last point, it allows the lnspector

General to inspect places that were not previously

inspected. What are those?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.''

Hughes: ''Those would be agencies that are funded by DMHDD and not

licensed by another state agency, such as Public Aid. And

they would be limited to situations where there is a

complaint of abuse and neglectoH

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''And are you saying currently if there is a complaint

of abuse and neglect, the Inspector General currently does

not have the authority to go in and check that out?''

Speaker Kubik: 'rRepresentative Hughes.e

Hughes: ''That's correct. There's currently no statutory

authority for her to do so.''

!
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Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: Nokay, I understand that, but 1et me just clarify the

issue of the teen suicide prevention program. Let me just

qet that. You said that programmatically, that nothing is t

affected, but that it... I mean the way it reads is that it

eliminates the suicide teen...the teen suicide prevention

program, but you're saying the program still exists. So

what is it that we're eliminating?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Huqhes.f I

tHughes: ''We're not eliminatin: any programs
. We are eliminating

a planning council which reviewed the needs and programs

that existed and developed a plan of action. A number of

those programs are being administered by the Department by

other agencies as well. This does not affect those

programs. It merely removes from the Statutes a council

that was sunseted five years ago.n

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: ''I have one lastr quick question before my time is

out. It allows for liens against all property, not just
house. Is this usual for other agencies that are allowed

to put liens on?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hughes.l

Hughes: ''This is consistent with the authorities that Public Aid

has whereby people who have assets would be subject to a
lien. lt avoids the Department from having to go to court

in every instance and is here at the sugqestion of the

courtsz'

Speaker Kubik: ''Further discussion? Seeing none, Representative

Hughes, to close.''

Hughes: ''This Bill, again, is the Department Bill and a major
piece of legislation for the Office of Inspector General.

lt has strong support from a large number of agencies, and
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I would urge a 'yes' vote. Thank you.?

Speaker Kubik: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate 3il1 388 pass?'

Al1 those in favor will vote 'ayel; those opposed will vote

'nay'. The voting is now open. This is final action.

Have a11 voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the record. On

this question, there are ll0 voting 'aye'y none voting
'no', 3 voting 'present'. And this Bill, having received

the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Speaker Daniels in the Chairv''

Speaker Daniels: Hsenate Bill 389. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: lsenate Bill #389, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Illinois State Auditing Act. Third Reading of this

Senate 9ill.R

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biqgins.o

Biggins: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 389 is a product of the Leqislative

Audit Commission, and it creates a 12 member Circuit Court

clerk Guidelines Committee to develop guidelines for

auditinq circuit clerks. It designates the àuditor General

as Chair and a combination of three circuit clerks. two

municipal representatives, two county representatives, one

state agency representative, one State Treasurer

representative, one Comptroller representative and one

Supreme Court representative. Requires the Committee's

report and repeal of the Section in 1996. I urge the

Members to give this vote for... Proponents are the

Legislative Audit Commission, the Auditor General and the

Dupage County circuit Clerk.''

Speaker Daniels: ïo s there any discussion? The Gentleman from

clinton, Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''
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Speaker Daniels: ''Indicates he wi1l.''

Granbergk ''Representative Biggins, what is the necessity for this

Senate Bill?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins.'

Biqgins: ''Wel1, during a audit conducted by tbe Audftor General,

the audit revealed that circuit clerks remitted over a $110

million in fiscal 92 to ten state agencies for deposit into

21 different funds. The audit also iound that most state

aqencies don't have monitorin: procedures to make sure that

receipts are appropriate. The Statute which establishes

fees, fines, and surcharges are inconsistent and often

confusing. Circuit clerks are not given adequate guidance

or training in carrying out laws which affects monies of

the state. Consequently, the circuit clerks got together

and assisted in the drafting of the legislatione''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, could they do this currently Without

the necessity of legislation?l

Speaker Daniels) ''Representative Biggins'p

Biggins: ''We1l, they currently collect monies as part of their

duties for the fees beinq charged for the services of their

office. But thls develops a consistency to tbelr reporting

systems and collection means.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granbergo'

Granberq: ''Well, it's my understanding, Representative, that this

new Committee Would develop guidelines. So my question is,

can't tbese guidelines be deveyoped currently and in

cooperation with the Auditor General or whomever? Or what

is the specific necessity of having enabling legislation?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Bigginsp?

Biggins: ''Yes, Sir, the Auditor General oriqinally came up with

this idea and decided to expand beyond circuit clerks.
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If the Authority iails to report the agency being created

within 30 days, the appointinq authority will be

transferred to the Auditor Generalv''

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Granberg.p

Granberg: ''Well, I'm not necessarily opposed to What you're

trying to do, Representative, so don't misunderstand us.

But I just don't know why, 1'm just not quite sure why we
need the enabling legislation. Because I think, wouldn't

there be some cost to actually implementing this or the

actual organization of the Committee and its day to day

operation and oversight function?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: pIn setting up this Commission, we're bringing in other

agencies and members of other units of state government to

enable their input to be brought so that the Audit

Commission can do its job.''
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: pBut the... I think the question was, Representative,

are there any costs entailed in doing this? I know you

want to appoint a new Committee, and are there any costs

involved in the operation of that Committee?R

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''The Fiscal Note filed on Senate Bill 389 indicated that

the fiscal impact would be less than $5,000. And these are

costs that will consist of reimbursements of travel

expenses for Committee Members.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Representative, I'm sorry. I don't have a copy ot the

Fiscal Note, but you said it is under $5,000. I think you

also indicated that would be for the expenses incurred by

the Committee Members for their performance on the

Committee. Is that correct?''
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Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Biggins.''

Biggins: RThe only expenses would be for travel. They will not

be reim..oThey'll be no compensation for service, but shall

be reimbursed, all expenses incurred by them in the

performance of their duties.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granbergpl

Granberq: *So the cost entailed in this Committee, this new

Committee, would just be those attributed to the Members'

traveling expenses. Would there be any type of per diem

necessary for accommodations for meals, for staff, those

types of items?n

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Biggins.''

Bigqins: *No, there won't and that was very much deliberately put

into the Bill, that there will be no further compensation.
R

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''So, there is no compensation over and above the

traveling and incidental expenses incurred pursuant to the

traveling to, I assume, Springfield Ior this Committee, for

the Committee meetings to develop these guidelines. So

there would not be any per diem, those types of allowances

at all. Is that correct??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Bigqins.'î

Biggins: ''That's correct.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Well, Representative, I...you guys are on a roll

today. So you are now, too, the proud recipient of the

lGrow Award' for creating a nek committee, a neW committee

in state government, and I'm sure we a11 want to be a part

of that. So, Representative, thank you very much.

appreciate your answers.rr

Speaker Daniels: 'lRepresentative Biggins, to close.''

Biggins: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I urge an 'aye' vote. This
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Bill came out of Committee in the House 18 to nothinge. o
'

Speaker Danielsk ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of

Senate Bill 389. A1l those in favor signify by votinq

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have

a1l voted who wish? Have al1 voted Who wish? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question: there are 107 'ayes'...matter of jact,

Representative Granberg should give himself the award, none

voting 'no', 6 voting 'present'. This Bill, having

received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Representative Granberg, you qoing to present

yourself with the award?f'

Granberg: >Mr. Speaker, I just want to say I appreciate your
commenting on my voting for the legislation. know this

is your side of the aisle's ideay and I appreciate your

concern in re-establishing the Pension Laws Committee

that you worked so hard to abolish in 1983 and now

youwvwinstead of sunseting that legislation, we ought to

call sunrise because you just gave birth to another one.
So 1 appreciatev.o'

Speaker Daniels: nWhat a difference a day makes, riqht? Thank

you. Further... Senate Bill 458. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.e

Clerk McLennand: f'Senate Bill #458, a Bill for an Act in relation

to the transfer of interests real property. Third

Reading of this Senate Bill.*

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Senate Bill 458 is a land

transfer Bill for the Departments of Transportation et a1.

It passed out of the Senate 54 to nothing, House Committee

17 0 to 1. It's a very detailed Bill. I'd be glad to

respond to any questions. We... and I move passage of
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' House Bi1l...or Senate Bill 458.,'I
I

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberga'l

Granberg) ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Daniels: HHe indicates he wi1l.''

Granberg: ''Representative Stephens, we're gettinq a little

confused with how many transfer Bills there are this year.

Normally, there's only one. We dealt with it in the Veto

Session, or we attempted to, and we had one earlier today.

So - we had two earlier today - so I assume the parcels in

here were.o.could not be incorporated into the normal land

transfer Bill??

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Stephensw?

Stephensl ''I...Xou can assume that if you wish. I don't think

that that has anything to do with the genesis of this gill,

and it's not unusual for us to pass more than one land

transfer Bill, as you know.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.o

Granberg: RWe11, Representative. I'm not commentin: on the

substantive matter oi the Bill. 1'm just askin: why are we

doin: this? Normally, in past years, we just do one Bll1,
so I didn't know why they weren't included in the Senate

Bill 66. But, so apparently they must have...been

additional concerns that the various departments felt they

needed to be addressed, because of the release of a11 these

parcels. Have the requisite appraisals been filed for a1l

the properties in Senate Bill 458?0

Speaker Danielsl ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Yes, they have.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granbergwl

Granbergl ''And of the parcels in the Bill, Representative, did

most or any of these parcels go to private individuals or

I
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municipalities or other governmental units?'

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Stephens.'

Stephens: ''Representative, you can read them as well as 1
.

didn't separate them out, but as I was reading them, it's a

combination of all of the above. 1 would say that my guess

Would be that a lot of the largest part Were transferred

between what you referred to as individuals, wbtcb may be a

farm, corporation or partnership or some sort of local

ownership. Let's call it civilian ownership and the state,

but some was between various agencies and a local unit of

government. But didn't count them and did not separate

them out, segregate them in the manner that you asked the

question.''

Speaker Daniels:

Granberg: HWe1l, thank you, Representative, was going through

this because normally they are released to some

municipalities at their request. ànd normally, as you

know, with IDOT requests, it's usually to the contiguous

property owner, and that is normally not a problem. I

assume, Representative, that of a1l the quitclaim interest

''Representative Granberqo,

back to private ownership, that the amounts paid, or at

least the appraised value, either from IDOT or Conservation

or whatever agency, is quitclaiming their interest in those

properties.''

Speaker Danîels: 'Representative Stephens.k

Stephens: ''To the best of my knowledge? that may be true. You

may wish to comment on the three that involve your

district.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.fr

Granberg: ''We1l, Representative, I know the ones in my district

received over and above the appraised value, so We just
want to make sure all...are that way as well. So to the
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best of your knowledge, all the conveyances are over and

above the appraised value. Is that...?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.?

Stephens: ''Maybe We better look at it again.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.H

Granberg: ''We1l, Representative, 1 couldn't hear you. What did

you say?H

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Stephenso'

Stephens: ''When you referred to your district, I said maybe we'd

better look at it again in jest. The truth is to my
knowledge, having conferred with the Department of

Transportation and the other departments here, with our

staff who has conferred with your staff, to the best of my

knowledge, everything in this Bill is in order./

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: PAnd I...now I'm looking at it, Representative. It

looks like most of the parcels were the ones that were

agreed upon and sought by the various departments that were

the subject of the legislation last, on the Veto Session.
And I think there have only been a few additions to the

Bill that was considered last fall. Does your Staff, or do

you know whether that's the case?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephensk ''Well, your staff's not qiving you good information.

About half of these are new. Representative, ii you: if

they have one that you want to discuss? if tbere's a

problem with anyp I can only tell you this, that the

Department and their staffs have worked with our staff and

yours. Each one of these have been available to every

interested party, a very open process. The Senate reviewed

it; the House Committee reviewed it. 1 can stand before

you in good faith and tell you that to the best of my
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knowledqe, everythin: here is in order and is as it should

be. And if there is anything that is not as it should be,

as we review it after its final passage and incorporate it

into the Statutes, I will be glad to go back and make any

corrections that we should find at a later point. But to

my...N

Speaker Daniels: ''You want to bring your answer to a close. The

time is expired. Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Madison, nepresentative Stephens, to close.
,

Stephens: ''Thank you for the discussion. I move favorable

passage of Senate Bill 458.11

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman moves the passage of Senate 3ill

458. A1l those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed

by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who

wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who Wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this question, there

are 105...106 'ayes', none voting 'no', 4 voting 'present'.

This Bill, having received the Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. Senate Bill 407. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: lsenate Bill 4407, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Code of Civil Procedure. Third Reading of this Senate

Bill.H

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biqqert.''

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate Bill 407 is to provide procedures for

perfecting an asgignmenE of renEs by recordaEion. An

assignment of rent uil1 be perfected from the time it is

recorded and without requiring the assignee to take any

other action. And the assignment is constructive notice to

third parties. This is a Bar Association proposal and

currently, there's no Illinois Statute stating how to
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perfect a security interest in rents and the court

decisions have been highly inconsistent. This is the

reason for tbis Bill and I would hope for your fakorable

aPPrOVal.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.?

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''She indicates she wil1.>

Lang: 'Representativep this was a proposal of the Chicago 3ar

Association. Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggert.'

Biggert: WThat's correct.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Nok, for those who are in the Body that really don't know

what recording an assignment of rent means, perhaps you

could give us an example of how this would be used in the

real world?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''The...Let's assume that there is a lender and they have

a security interest in a building and the borrower is

collecting rent. And the borrower goes into deéault. So

the lender woukd say to the renters, 'Pay tbe rent directly

to me.' And the confusion that has arisen before is that

between the time of the loan agreement and the default, a

second mortgagee has gone in and recorded, so that the

courts bave...most of the courts have holde.vhave held that

the recording is sufficient and that the lender would be

able to have priority in collecting the rents. But in some

cases, the courts have held that the second mortgagee has

come in and may have been able to collect and been top

priority. So, this really is a clarification of the law.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Langp''

Lang: ''What is the effect on this of tenants on the property?n
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Speaker Danlels: ''Representative Biggerto''

Biggert: 'Representative Lang, 1 think the effect on the tenants

is that they know to whom to pay the rent. It really has

no other effect on them.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''We11, then 1 presume this does not change the 1aw relative

to the notification process that's necessary after a

closing if...when the new buyer is suppose to notify the

tenants that they now own the property. So they would

record an assignment from the previous owner of the

assignment of rents. They would still have to notify the

tenants, I presume, that they are the new owner.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Biggert.'

Biggert: *1 think that this really only is how to perfect a

security interest in the rents. It really does not deal

with any notification to theo..the renter...rentees...or

renters, I guess it would be.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. stand in support of your Bill,

Representative.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggert, to closeg''

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is Senate Bill 407, which

is to...regards the assignment of rents and perfection of

notice through recordation, and I would ask for a favorable

V O V. P * î1

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady has moved for the passage of Senate

Bill 407. All those in favor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all

voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11 voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are ll0 'aye' none voting 'no' 2 voting# '

'present'. This Bill, having received the Constitutional
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Majority, is hereby declared passed. Senate Bill 105.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk Rossi: 'Senate Bill 105, a 3ill for an Act amending the

Property Tax Code. Third Reading of this Senate Bill.*

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Senate 3i11 l05 is a taxpayer friendly Act. It

clears up a vague description in the current legislation

regarding When a property tax bill becomes delinquent and

thereby eligible for a tax sale. Currently, the law is

unclear as to wbether a property tax bill or payer is

delinquent in his taxes, and the language is unclear as to

whether it occurs after the first installment or the second

installment. So for counties of 3,000,000 or less

inhabitants, this Bill would then now define the delinquent

date. Xou become delinquent when the second installment

has not been paid. I urge an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cookz Representative Fantin.
o

Fantin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Representative yield

for questions?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he will. Representative Biggins.

Okay, Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: ''Representative, could you tell me if there were any

proponents on this 3i11?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''Yesp the County Treasurer's Association supports the

Bill, as well as the Downstate Tax purchaser's

Association.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Fantin.e

Fantin: ''And what about opponents? Were there any opponents on

tbis?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Bigginsof'
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Biggins: ''None, known so far.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: ?'0n the analysis, 1 had noticed there was a couple of

them. Was that changed since you had the Amendments? Did

that make a difference? There were two opponents listed as

1 S P P . W

Speaker Danielsl lRepresentative Aiggins.''

Biggtns: eYes. the Downstate Taxpayers Associations had problems

with the original lanquage. Subsequently, we added two

Amendmentsw''

Speaker Daniels: GRepresentative Pantinw'

Fantin: PAlso. I'd like to take this off Short Debate. okay.

Representative, with this 5ill, will this benefit the

property owners?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Biggins.''

Biggins) %It wi11 give the taxpayer more time to make tax

payments that were late, beiore those taxes are sold to a

tax buyer. So its...becomes taxpayer friendly for those

people who have not been able to pay their taxes in full

the year they're suppose to pay them.''

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Fantinwo

Fantin: ''Can you tell me at this point, how much time do they

have after property is delinquent?''

Speaker Daniels) ''Representative Biggins.>

Bigginsk ''From the time it occurs that...Let's say the second

installment is due in August or September, in the fall of

that year, they'd be declared.w.well, they'd be declared

delinquent the day they were not paid on time. And they

would then be eligible for a tax sale subsequent to

whatever the county treasurer would set the tax sale.n

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: ''From the time they acquire the property through a tax
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sale to the time they can take title, do you know what the

expand of time is there?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins./

3igqins: eI think the normal wait is nearly two years. The

normal time period is about two years.''

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: Hokay, so this would shorten the time, I mean lengthen

the time the property owner would be able to get...or pay

their taxes...before their title to their property could be

taken over. Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''This would lengthen the time period in most caseso''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: ''I have no problem with the Bill. It sounds like it's a

very good Bill, and I would urge a 'yes' vote.?

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Currie.
l

Currie: 'Thank you, Speaker. Would the Sponsor yield for a few

questions?''

Speaker Daniels: RHe says he will.''

Currie: PRepresentative Bigqins, it looks to me as if Senate Bill

105, as it came to us, made some substantial improvements

for home owners whose taxes had been sold at a sale and who

needed additional time to round up the cash to take that

property off the delinquency rolls. But there were two

Amendments adopted in House Revenue Committee and I'd like

you to explain to us what exactly House Amendment 1 to

Senate Bill l05 does.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins.''

Biggins: ''House Amendment 41 specifically states that the Bill,

when enacted, will apply to 1995 taxes, payable in 1996,

and thereafter.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representatlve Currie.''
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Currie: ''Thank you. So the effect of Amendment l was to say that

this will be helpful to you later, but not as the Bill

passed the Senate, not today, not this year, but only maybe

next year. Could ask you who was the proponent? Who

drafted? Who was the supporter of adding this slight

retrenchment to Senate Bill 105?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Biggins.l

Biggins: ''There's an organization called the Taxpayers Action

Committee and also the Dupage County Treasurer participated

in the drafting of Amendment 41.1'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Currie.''

Currie: ''My recollection, Representative, that in Committee

was the Tax Buyers from the upstate part of town who came

in with this Amendment. It looked as if they had done the

drafting, and it certainly will benefit them. Can we talk

abou: Amendment #2? Would you tell us what Amendment 42

that's been adopted to this Bill will do??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Bigginso''

Biggins: >As Amendment 42 allows the holder of the certijicate oi

purchase to pay for... They must pay the subsequent taxes

before the second date, because at that point, they

virtually own the property. By the way, the first

Amend...the first Amendment and the second Amendment were

b0th sponsored by the Downstate Tax Buyers Association.

The name oi their organization is the Citizens Taxpayers

Action Committee.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Currie.?

Currie: RThank you, Speaker. To the Bill: if I might. There's

no question that both of these Amendments came from Tax

auyers. The whole point of the Bill, this Bill as it

passed the Senate, was to improve the lot of home owners,

who for whatever reason have become delinquent in their
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property tax payment. The eiiects of the action in the

House have been substantially to water down the goody that

this Bill provides to home owners who may need an

additional amount of time to pull together the cash in

order to make the payment, in order to buy the back taxes

and retain title to their own property. It wil1...It

waters the Bill down by making it perspective only, so it

won't do any good this year, but it may provide some relief

in the future, and it certainly does protect some degree

the tax buyers who are at issue here. My question to the

Members of this Assembly is really the question whether

this does a good enough job, whether when the Senate passed
the Bill, they wanted to provide real protection for home

owners who have to duke it out with the tax buyer

organization. And I suppose my question is, 1Do we have

reason to believe that the Members of the Senate will adopt

these Amendments if We pass this 3ill as it comes to the

House Floor?' Perhaps in his closing, Representative

Biggins would give us information on that score and maybe

he'd also tell us if in his view, this Bill is now

sufficiently watered down, that what it really has become

is a vehicle. And if it is a vehicle, maybe he'd give us

some instruction and guidance on how be plans to use tbis

measure during the remainder of the Spring Session.H

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggins, to close.''

Bîggins: 'Thank you. I urge an 'aye' vote. This is a taxpayer

friendly Bill.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Bill 105 pass?'

A11 those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The

Clerk will take the record. On this question, there are
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109 'ayes' none voting 'no' 3 voting 'present'. This# '

Bill, having received *he Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed. Senate Bills, Second Reading.

Senate Bill 111. Read the Bill Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Senate Bill 111. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. Committee Amendment 41 was

referred to Rules Committee. Amendment 42 is referred to

Subcommittee. A Judicial Note had been requested on the

3i11 and it has been filed.l

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Senate Bill 229. Read the 3ill

Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: lsenate Bilk #229. Tbe Bill's been read a

second time previously. Committee Amendment 41 was

referred to Rules. Committee Amendment 42 was referred to

Subcommittee. A Judtcial Note had been requested on the

Bill. It has been filedo''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Readtng. Senate Bill 885, read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: Hsenate Bill 885, Bill for an Act making

appropriations. Second Readin: of this Senate Bill, no

Committee Amendments: no Floor Amendments.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Third Reading. Are there any announcements?

Representative Parke. The Gentleman, Representative Parke.

Representative Churchill now moves that the House stand

adjourn until Tuesday, May 9, 1995, at the hour of 11:00

aom. All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

'no'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it and

allowing time for Perfunctory Session for the Clerk, the

House now stands adjourned until Tuesday: May 9, 1995, at
the hour of 11:00 a.m.''

Clerk McLennand: ''The House Perfunctory Session will be in order.

Introduction, First Reading of Senate Bills. Senate B(1l
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l8, offered by Representative Cowlishaw, Bill for an Act to

amend the School Code. Senate Bill 281, offered by

Representative Black, Bill for an Act to amend the

Unemployment Insurance Act. Senate Bill 287: offered by

Representative Winkel, a Bill for an Act concerntng state

universities retirement system board of trustees. Senate

Bill 337, 3ill for an Act... offered by Representative

Wennlund, Bi1l for an Act to amend the Civil Administration

Code of Illinois. Senate Bill 465, offered by

Representative Ryder, Bill for an Act in relation to state

government. Senate Bill 565, offered by Representative

Maureen Murphy, Bill for an Act in relation to assessment

officials. Senate Bill 573, offered by Representative

Ryder, Bill for an Act to amend the State Finance Act.

Senate Bi1l... Senate... Senate Bill 628: offered by

Representatize Maureen Murphy: BilX for an àct concerning

leases of real property. Senate Bill 749, offered by

Representative Ryder, Bill for an Act amends the

Governmental Account Audit Act. Thir... Senate Bill 784,

offered by Representative Maureen Murphy: Bill for an Act

to amend the School Code. Senate Bill 947, offered by

Representative McAuliffe, Bill for an Act concerning the

election of the mayor of Chicago. Senate Bill 961, offered

by Representative Wojcik, Bill for an Act to amend the
School Code. Senate Bill 1006, offered by Representative

Cowlishawp Bill for an àct to amend the School Code.

Senate Bill 1007, ofiered by Representative Cowlighaw, Bill

for an Act in relaeion to boards of education in school

districts with populations of 500,000 or more. Senate Bill

1018, offered by Representative Cowlishaw, Bill for an Act

relating to school reform in districts with populations

exceeding 500,000. Senate Bill 1027, offered by
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Representative Brady, Bill for an Act to amend the Liquor

Control Act, 1934. Senate 3i1l 1066, offered by

Representative Churchill, Bill for an Act to amend the

Illinois Governmental Ethics Act. Senate Bill 1186, offered

by Representative Churchill, Bill for an Act that amends

the Illinois Aeronautics Act. Introduction, First Reading

of these Senate Btlls. Introduction, First Reading of

House Bills. House Bill 2504, offered by Representative

Fantin, Bill for an Act relating to the lntroduction of

3ills in the General Assembly. Introduction, First

Reading, these Senate 3i11s. Being no further business,

the House Perfunctory Session stands adjourned, and the
House will reconvene on Tuesday, May 9th, at the hour of

11:00 a.m.,
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